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CYRIC Annual Report 1998 

PREFACE 

In this nineteenth issue of the CYRIC Annual Report, we sununarize the activities for 

research and development and results of training for radioisotope safe-treatment at Cyclotron 

and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University during the calendar year 1998. 

The year 1998 was special one which we have so f:紅 passedthrough in CYRIC. Ac:, 

mentioned in the last issue of CYRIC Annual Report 1997, the budget to replace the old 

K=50 MeV AVF cyclo町onwith a K= 130 MeV A VF cyclo住onwas authorized by Japanese 

government in the 1998 school year. On April 9, 1998, the last acceleration by the 680-

A VF cyclotron finished. The shut-down ceremony was held in the cyclotron vault. A 

photograph illustrated in the back-page shows its climax event. Every body wa~ full in 

appreciation to steady work of白ecyclotron up to almost 80,000 hours, and made an offering 

of bottles of Japanese Sake for the cyclotron. 

Then, removal of the old cyclotron was a big operation. The time available wa'i 

limited to the end of民 cember1997, to keep a new place for coming installation of the 

K= 130 MeV cyclo甘on. After clean up, some improvements of出ecyclo甘onvault were 

needed for the larger scale new cyclo甘on. Waste included, of course, was radioactive. 

Works were supervised by the stuff members of Division of Radiation Control of CYRIC 

under the guid飢 ceof the related regulation laws. We are deeply indebted as well to 

Facilities Department of Tohoku University Administration Bureau and Japan Radiation 

Protection Co., ltd. 

In the case of the renewal of the main facilities of an institute, it is of importance to 

keep activities as muchぉ possiblein various research fields even in the years-long 

construction period. Fortunately, studies with PIXE technique have been continuously 

carried out by using electrostatic accelerator, installed at FNL (Fast Neutron Laboratory) in 

Graduate School of Technology, Tohoku University, under the scientific tie-up between 

CYRIC佃 dFNL. Indeed, more than six groups紅erunning under白isproject using a total 

of its 250 hours beam-time. The other good news was installation of the small size A VF 

cyclo町onHM・12requested by Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer (IDAC), Tohoku 

University under scientific and technical tie-up among IDAC, CYRIC叩 dSumitomo Heavy 

Industry Co., ltd. After a half year shut-down, some clinical-works with short-lived 

positron emitters and PET scanner have already restarted at the end of November. 

During 1998 school year, 553 of staff members and students of Tohoku University 

were町泊nedat this Center in the beginner's course of safe handling of radiation and 

radioisotopes, while 213 staff members and students in the ”x-ray course". In addition, 87 



of staff members and students were trained in the course of safe handling of radiation from a 

SOR (Synchrotron Orbital Radiation). 

It is our great pleasure to inform that the budget is going to be authorized for facilities 

to construct the new water-cooling system for the power-upped accelerator and improved 

beam-transport system equipped with higher K-number electromagnets. Also authorized are 

high-intensity negative ion-source together with ECR heavy-ion source. Related 

experimen凶 facilitiessuch as neu廿ontime of flight analyzing system including the beam 

swinger, automated syn出esissystem for short-lived positron emitter labeled compounds, on-

line electromagnetic mぉsseparator, high-energy y-ray detector, and neutron-induced 

reaction-product analyzing system are altogether included in the same category of this budget. 

In addition, construction of thermal and epi-thermal neutron sources is planned. Brief 

introduction for these projects is given in this issue. 

We are very grateful to Tohoku University and to the Ministry of Education, Science, 

Sports and Culture for their continuous support. 

January I, l 999 

Hikonojo ORIHARA 

Director 
〈：〉’c/otronand Rαdioisorope Center. Tohoku Uniνersiry 

＆一一」

Photograph illustrates the climax event of the shut-down ceremony for 680・cyclotronon April 9, 1998. 
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I. Project for Heavy Charged-particle Beam Multi-purpose Use 

OnharaH. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University (http://www.cyric.tohoku.ac.jp) 

A brief summary is given for the results of multi-purpose use of a cyclotron and RI in past two d配ades.

This report presents as well a preliminary planning of further development by introducing the facilities, 

being under construction or consideration, and scientific motivationr-,. 

CYRIC (Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center) wa~ established in 1977 as an 

institution for carrying out research studies in various fields by the use of a cyclo町onand 

radioisotopes, and also for training researchers of Tohoku University for safe treatment of 

radioisotopes and radiation. The CYRIC cyclo甘onis a variable energy A VF machine with a 

K value of 50 MeV; being capable of acceleration protons up to 40 MeV, deuterons to 25 

MeV，α－particles to 50 Me V, and He・3p訂ticlesto 65 Me V. 

臥iring白epast two decades, refereed 501・paperswritten in English have been 

published in scientific journals in the world. Ninety-six dissertations for D. Sc. (37), 

D.M.(38), D.Eng.(11), D.Agr.(6), Ph紅 m.D.(2),etc. have been accepted based on the 

research in CYRIC, while 154-thesises for master’s degree have been presented. 

Based on the successful results of the 20 years-long multi-purpose use of Cyclotron 

and Radioisotopes, replacement of the present cyclotron with a larger dimension K= 130 Me V 

one, and construction of experimental facilities have been authorized by Japanese government 

in 1998 and 1999 fin加 cialyears. 

Since 1979, we have an apparatus for fぉtneutron time-of-flight analysis equipped 

with a 40m long flight pa白， anelectromagnetic isotope sep訂ator(EMIS) for on-line and off-

line uses, and釦 Xray detection sys也mfor atomic physics and for element analysis by PIXE 

method. Fully automated posi佐onemitter labeled compound synthesis sys飽msis ins tailed 

for the studies of biology and medicine. A posi甘ontomograph ECAT-II was installed in 

1981. Another four-rings PET(PT931）加dTOF type PET (PT71 l) scanners were installed 

in 1986 and 1987, respectively. Since 1983 school year, these scanners have been 

extensively used for clinical researches; for cancer diagnosis and for brain researches, etc., 

supported by steady operation of the cyclo住on,and by reliable supply of sh01t-lived posi町on

emitter labeled compounds. Recently, a sys飽mof the high-resolution positron-emission 

tomograph SET 2400W-S has been installed. 



Wi血 fastneu住on也neof flight measurement, we have explored isospin-and spin-

isospin excitation in nuclei by (p,n) charge-exch加 gereactions at 35 MeV. Our interests have 

been focused on: (1) lsospin mixing effect in the width of IAS, (2) o+ to 1+ Gamow-Teller 

type住釦sition,(3) Stretched particle-hole excitation, and (4) o+ to 0・or.6.Jn = 0・pion-like

transition. Th蹴 W O削附今t ished a researcl 仙 fspin-is叩

in low energy (p, n) reaction. In ~ddition, spectroscopic works by the ( d, n) reaction have been 

carried out to investigate single R紅白clenature of nuclei. Atomic and molecular physics with 

charged p紅tidesfrom an A VF !cyclotron started at CYRIC exploring inner-shell ionization 

mechanism, results have been and extended over applications with the p訂tideinduced x-ray 

emission (PIXE) method for element analysis. 

Researches using加 EMISequipped with a tape-transport and an ion-guide systems 

are: ( 1) Discovery of出eheaviest two”mirror-decay”nuclei, 57 Cu and 59Zn. (2) Implantation 

of radioactive isotopes to make good-quality samples for precision measurement of 

conversion-electrons up to the atomic valence shells to derive the Mossbauer isomer-shift 

scales d 瓜. Researches in恥 fieldof nuclear spectroscopy, using perturbed anguJぽ

correlation (PAC）加dperturbed加 gulardistribution (PAD) methods with a magnet，ぽe

measurement of fifteen samples 1of magnetic-moments of nuclear isomeric-states. In a field 

of solid-state physics, PAC mttasurements, after EMIS for acceleration of Rl, have been 

carried out to exar凶nethe orienqition and magnitude of the electric field gradient created by a 

vacancy at RI-probe impact. Efforts to accelerate light heavy-ion has been continued for 

further application to scattering experiments. Heavy ions of 12・13C, 15N and 160 were 

extracted successfully, and used for elastic scattering on 28Si at small angles in order to obtain 

total reaction cross-sections model independently. 

Using 36・MeVα－particleswith an energy degrader system to obtain an uniform 

depth distribution in由especimen, He implantation effects on mechanical prope凶esof a 

number of composites have been studied to apply these composites on structural materials of a 

fusion reactor. As a new typ~ of isotope effect in metal acetylacetonates, time-dependent 

isotope effect in recoil implantapon wぉ studied,and it wぉ found白athe decay products 

99""'Tc and 961‘c tended to form pertechne阻.tein comparison with the direct nuclear reaction 

product 95Tc, by water soluble species of Tc nuclides produced by the (d,xn) reaction on Mo. 

Further recent topics in RI-production with 12・MeVprotons and 16-MeV deuterons is 

insertion of radioactive atoms in C60 and C70 fullerenes. Such endohedral fullerenes 7Be@C60, 

127Xe@C60 70 and 79Kr @C60 70 and their dimers were detected. 

Wi白血eneutron facilities in CYRIC, neutron dosimetry and monitoring were 

studied, and activation and spallation cross-sections have been measured. Also investigated 

were neu甘onabsorption加 dleakage for purposes of radiation shielding. By combination 

with clinical PET studies, absorbed dose in humans due to in甘avenousadminis町ationof 

positron emission radiopharmaceuticals were measured. 
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αie of m司orprograms has been instrumental development of positron emission 

tomograph and automated labeling sys記mof radiopharmaceuticals with cyclotron-produced 

posi位onemitters for nuclear medicine as listed in the following Table. 

Nuclide Radiophannaceuticals 

C-11 [11C]Methionine 

[11C]Doxepin 

[11C]Nemonapride(YM09 ] 51・2)

[11C]Benztropin 

F・18 [18F]FDG 
[18F]FDOPA 

[18F] Fluorodeoxyuridine 

0・15 [1.'iO]Oxygen 

[1.'iO]Carbon dioxide 

[1.'iO]Carbon monooxide 
[150]W：蹴r

Imaging Target 

Tumor 

Histamine H1 receptor 

Dopamine D2陀ceptor

Muscarinic acetylcholine陀ceptor

Energy metabolism in brain, heart and tumor 

Presynaptic dopamine synthesis 

tumor 

Cerebral oxygen consumption 

Cerebral blood flow 

Cerebral blood volume 

Cerebral blood flow 

These佐acershave been successfully applied to several clinical researches including 

diagnosis of malignant neoplasms and neuro-pshyhia凶caldiseases. The measurement of 

whole-body metabolism is an especially powerful technique not only for early and qualitative 

diagnosis (tissue characterization) of cancer but also for optimization of rational甘eatmentand 

its evaluation. We were出eone of出efirst research groups to have revealed neuronal mヱptor

dysfunction in dementia of Alzheimer' s type. Research of central histamine H1 receptors 

has been extensively investigated in our institute with collaboration of department of cellular 

pharmacology, scho~l of medicine. Imaging analysis showed出atH 1 receptors increぉedin 

the epileptic foci, which possibly reflects important role of histamine neurons in metabolic 

suppression of electrically over-discharge. 

Development of a new PET with three-dimensional (30) data acquisition and 30-

reconstruction capability was another success of our engineering group. 30-reconstruction 

time was only 1 min for 63 sliced volume, which we believe a world record. Increase of 

sensitivity of血isPET prompted us to apply this technique for sport science. Regional 

metabolic activation of muscles as well as in brain by physical exercise wぉ successfully

imaged. 

We investigated the change of various neurotransmitter and receptors in the brain of 

several experimen阻imodels such as MPTP-induced Parkinsonian mice, 6-hydroxydopamine 

－住・eatedrats, rats or gerbils subjected to cerebral ischemia and aged rats.αir resultl) indicate 

that the dysfunction of neurotransmitter receptor systems plays a key role泊出eage-related 

neurodegenerative processes of several experimental animal models. Thus, these experimental 

study may provide an important information in age-related neurodegenerative diseases, such 

as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease. 
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1. A VF Cyclotron 

Figure 1 ilh附 atesa layout of the new A VF cyclo甘onand泊j釧 on-and extraction-

lines. Ion sources紅elocated on the under ground level，出enions are i吋ectedupwぽdinto血e

cen甘alacceleration-region through an inflector. There are two modes of acceleration: one is 

positive-ion acceleration, being extracted瓜 R=930mm by a deflector, while negative ions訂e

accelerated up to a radius of 680 mm co町espondingto K = 50 MeV in magnetic rigidity，白en

stripped their electrons by a carbon foil，血usbeing ex甘actedthrough the residual magnetic 

field as shown in白efigure. 

A negative ion source is located on the BF 1 floor just below the accelerator. A 

conventional type Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) source is installed in another room on 

the same BFI floor, while a more high-power ECR course are under consideration. The 

conventional one is planned to be used for RI beam acceleration of light-heavy ion. 

In the positive-ion’S S町制ghtline through the first switching dipole-magnet, a beam-

em抑制icemeasuring-port紅eequipped for tine tuning of the cycle町onto match acceptance of 

the beam町ansportsystem.。1e1of the special features of our町叩sportis beam time-sharing 

by a dipole-magnet with alternating current, by which a beam is i吋ectedinto all beam courses 

available in a time interval of several seconds. Utilizing this equipment, a long-shift 

experiment and short-time radioisotope production may be possible simultaneously. 

BF1 

ECR Ion-source 

EdR Ion-source ; ; 

Fig 1. Layout of the new A VF cyclotron and injection-and extraction-lines. 
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Tables 1 and 2 list the s戸cificationsand beam characters of the new cyclotron. 

Table I . Specification of the new A VF cyclotron. 

Electromagnet System 

Weight 200 ton 

Extraction Radius 923mm 

Number of Sector 4 

Max. Average Induction 19.6 kG (over Hill) 

Main Coil Power 230kW 

Number of Trim Coil 12 pairs 

Radio-Frequency System 

Number of D旬、 2 

Frequency 11-22 MHz 

Max. Dee Voltage 50 kV 

Max. RF Power 70 kW x 2 

External Ion Sou民e

Negative ion Cusp-type 

Positive ion ECR, JOGHz 

ECR, 14GHz 

Table 2. Beam energies of.the new AVF cyclotron. 

a) Positive ion配回leration.

Accelerated Particle Energy (Me V) Beam intensity(μA) 

p 10-90 50 

d 10-65 50 

~He 20-170 50 

4He 20-130 50 
12c 20-397 5p 
1.iN 20-463 Sp 
160 20-530 Sp 

wN 20-662 Sp 
:us 20-698 3p 
40Ar 20-744 3p 

84Kr 20-695 3p 
129Xe 20-748 lp 

a) Negative ion acceleration. 
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2. Beam Swinger and Large Solid-angle Neutron Detection System for Time-
of-Flight Experiments 

As one of the main facilities of the new System for Heavy Charged-particle Multi-purpose 

Use in CYRIC, construction the beam swinger, being capable for rotating出ebeam axis from 

-5deg. to 145deg. with K= I 30 MeV, is under progress. The other new feature of this 

system is the neu汀ondetector matrix, being located at a distance of 44 meter after the neutron 

flight path, and consisting of 32 pieces of the counter which contain 50 litter of liquid 

scintillater in its total volume. 

This system may be a powerful tool to investigate isospin and spin-isospin excitation 

in nuclei through the (p, n) reaction in a wide range of incident proton energies. With energetic 

and high-intensity monochromatic neutron beams, neutron scattering experiments with high 

sensitivity provide a new field to explore charge-symmetry and charge-independent ch創・acter

of the nuclear forces，加 dto work with other engineering studies. 

Figure 2 shows a lay out of the beam swinger and detector matrix. 
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Fig. 2. Lay out of the beam swinger and detector matrix. 
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3. On-line Electric and Magnetic Isotope-separator 

Study for unstable nuclei provide us with information of such nuclei出athave 

decayed in the course of history of universe by producing them artificially with an accelerator 

or reactor. Energetic and high intensity charged-particle are considered to be the best 

candidate to explore such unstable nuclei far from the stability line. Many facilities in出e

world are oriented to the accelerated charged-particles, heavy-ions especially, for this purpose. 

On the other hand, production of unstable nuclei by neutrons may be more efficient, though it 

has been limited to a few cases with nuclear reactors due to the experimen凶 difficultiesto 

combine neutron beams with an on-line electromagnetic isotope separator. 

The new cyclotron at CYRIC provide us with a sufficient high-intensity neutron 

beam to investigate unstable nuclei close to出eneutron drip-line, together with the on-line 

elec町omagneticisotope separator (Et¥但S)equipped with the ion-guide ion-source, and the 

high-speed tape-transport system. The additional powerful equipment is a high-resolution 

and large solid angle garruna ray detection system consisting of three pairs of four hold 

clover-type pure-Ge crystal, each of which is surrounded by 12 pieces of BGO Crystal. 

Figure 3 shows a layout of EMIS together with the new Ge-detector ball. 

Ion-guide Type 
Ion Source 

Electric and Magnetic 
Isotope-separator 

Three pairs of Clover-type 
Compton-suppression 
Ge-detector 

Tape-transport 

Fig. 3. Layout of EMIS‘tape-transport and Ge-ball . 
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4. High-energy y-ray Detection System 

The system is capable for detecting and analyzing high-energy y-rays, up to e. g. 

500 MeV, and neutral mesons produced by nuclear reactions. It contains 148 pieces of Csl 

crystal, the volume of each detector being 1000 cm3, and they are segmentaized into four 

blocks soぉ tocover a half n-radian in solid angle. The minimum internal radius is 55 cm. 

These four blocks are mounted on a stem, and each block is separately removable. 

Eq山ppedon a beam course of the K= 130 Me V, A VF cyclotron facility of CYR IC, 

this system is applied for studies of high energy y-rays production by energetic heavy ion 

impact up to the maximum energy kinetically allowed, and η－ and n-mesons production 

energetically available. Thus，出issystem is expected to explore interesting phenomena of 

coherent extreme in nuclei. It should be noted that the beam tr加 sportsystem with time-

sharing AC magnet is expected to work efficiently for such an experiment with quite rare 

events. Figure 4 shouws a schematic view of the Csl crystal high energy y-ray detector. 

Incident Particle 

1100 mm 

1 48-pieces of 
1000 cc C手I-crystal

ana 
Photo-multipliers 

Fig. 4. Sccmatic view of the present CsI crystal high energy y-ray detector. 
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5. Neutron-life and Neutron-induced Reaction Analyzing Facility 

Energetic and high-intensity charged particle b回 m,negative ion beam in particular, 

provideぉ wellhigh-intensity white and monochromatic neutron beam, thus enabJjng us to 

carried out a number of neutron induced experiments. The mrun part of the . spec廿ometeris 

the electromagnet which have been used as that of our old K=50 MeY, A VF cyclotron. 

Charged particles errutted from different points along with the plane perpendicular to出e

incident direction have a focal plane, where a detector array as calorie meter is located. 

A challenging pr吋ectwith this large solid angle magnetic spectrometer and high-

intensity monochromatic neutron beams is measurement of the life-time of neutrons in flight. 

Accurate and comprehensive neutron life-time data are of crucial importance for current 

science including astrophysics, cosmology, particle and nuclear physics, etc. 

Monochromatic 30-MeV neutrons are produced, then出eyflight through the 20m-

long evacuated tube, reaching to the spectrometer in an average flight-time of ～I μsec. One 

neutron per hour may change to a proton. The neutron flight time, measured in a resolution 

of 10-3 is used to identify protons from neutron-decay. The most important point for this 

experiment is to meぉurethe total amount of neutrons with sufficient accuracy as high as 

several 0. 1 %. Figur芯 5shows a cross-sectional layout of the facility. 

White and 

Neutron Beam 

or 
Protons from 
Neutron-decay 

n→ p + e +Ve 

Electromagnet 
2.17 mH, 1.70 mW, 4.40 ml 

Weight: 11 0 t 

Track: R乞 40,S0,60,70,80,100,I I0, 120,130 cm 

Y-+IOcm 
Y瞥 Ocm
Y”・IOCR¥ 

Focal Plane Calorie Meter 

Fig. 5. Cross sectional view of magnetic spec汀ometerand n己utronnux met巳r.
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6. High Intensity Thermal and Epi-thermal Neutron Source 

High intensity proton and deuteron beams by the negative ion acceleration mode 

provide a good place for production of thermal and epi-thermal neutrons. Recent 

development of high intensity charged-particle accelerator make it possible to use such a 

neutron beam with almost equivalent intensity as出atby a nuclear reactor. 

Figure 6 shows a target and moderator system to produce thermal and epi-thermal 

neutrons from high-energy neutrons by a configuration of AνPb, Iron, graphite, heavy-water, 

and Bi, etc. Of course, there should remain a lot of developing studies to thermalize several 

tenth MeV neutrons to出ermalones. Especially, minimization of high-energy neu汀on

background is the most important point in these studies. 

Utility of high-intensity thermal and epi-thermal neutrons may spread over many 

research fields, in which activation analysis combined with that by PlXE for medium加 d

heavy elements, and radiography for light elements may be good candidates. Final goal of 

application of these neutrons is that for the study of Boron Neutron-capture Cancer Therapy 

(BNCT). Even limited to selective melanoma therapy, collaborations among physicists, 

pharmacologist, radiologist, and medical scientists are essential. This project is under 

consideration, being discussed in a working骨 grouporganized in CYRIC. 
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Fig. 6. Sketch of thermal and epi-thermal neutron sourc巴．
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7. Medical Research by Simultaneous Synthesis of Multiple Radiotracer 

Energetic beams may open a new field for production of radiotracers through, for 

example, (p,xn,yp) reactions on medium and heavy nuclei. With the additional small-size 

cyclotron already working, multiple production of radionuclides is possible. 

Simultaneous measurement of cerebral blood flow gives an estimate of regional 

tracer delivery and thus improves accuracy of the receptor quantification. For quantitative 

assessment of neuronal transmitter and receptors, neuronal receptor quantification are made 

by ''C-labeled receptor ligand and 150-labeled water are produced, respectively, by K=l30 

and K= l 20Me V cyclotrons. As such quantitative evaluation of clinical neuro-

psychiatricaldiseases such as dementia, other degenerative disease and psychosis will be 

carried out. The 45Ti nuclide is suitable for加 tibodylabeling thanks to a longer half-life and 

high affinity with proteins. Intravascular radioactivity of 45Ti can be connected by 

measurement of tissue vascular fraction using ['50]carbon monoxide which tightly binds to 

hemoglobin. Cancer diagnosis using radiolabeled monoclonal antibody may be performed 

with 45Ti-monoclonal antibody and ['50]-CO produced by K= 130 and K= 12 MeY cyclotrons, 

respectively. Figure 7 shows a flow-chrat for nuclear medicine by PET and related facilities. 

//rRic I Nuclear Medicine 
「持活，nlby Positron CT 

Super Computor 

Emission 

Tomography 

Sho代ーlived
Positron 
Emitter 

RI Production 
18Q(p刈IBF

Diagnostic of 
Heart and Brain 
Diseases, and Cancer 

Brain Research 
by Positron 
Nuclear Medicine 

Fig. 7. Illustration for nuclear medicine by PET and related facilities. 

As a summ釦・y,a layout of building and facilities for“Project for Heavy Charged-

particle Beam Multi-purpose Use”are illustrated in the next page. 
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II. PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY 



CYRIC Annual Report 1998 

II. 1. Comparison of (p,n) Cross-section with Gamow-Teller ~－decay 
Rates among T z＝・1,0 and 1 Isobar Triplet 

Ori.hara H., Suzuki H., Terakawa A., Jon G. C. ＊， αnd Ohnuma H. ** 

Cyclotron 011d Rαdioisotope Cellter, Tohoku Universiη 
Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Tαipei, Taiwan I I 529* 

Department of Physics. Chiba Institute of Technology. Chiba 275・0023,Japan料

Strong Gamow-Teller(GT) type ~－decay, having logρvalues ranging 3.0 to 3.5，紅e

known in 9 sets of出eT2=-l, 0 and I isobar triplet'¥ ・an .example for which is illustrated in 

Fig. I for the case of the 38 Ar-38K-38Ca triplet. It is noteworthy that four characteristic 

nuclear s凶 .esare connected by s廿ong,weak and electro-magnetic interactions. The O+, T= I 

38Ca ground state decays出oughpositron emission into the l +, T=O second excited state at 

Ex=l.6983 MeV with a log βvalue of 3.40, while it decays as well into the o+, T= I first 

excited sta也 atEx=0.1302 MeV. The former 児島rsto the GT-transition, while the latter 

refers to the Ferr凶（F)transition with the standard log ft value of 3.49. This l +st剖edecays 

quickly血roughM1 transition emitting a I. 5677・MeVy-ray, hence the GT-transition rate 

between 38 Ar and 38K is inaccessible by ~－decay experiments. A high-1右solution(p,n) study 

may resolve出isdifficulty. There are another 8 sets of the凶plet:they are 10Be -10B -10c, 

14C-'4N _ 140, rs0 _ rsF _ rsNe, 22Ne _ 22Na _ 22Mg, 26Mg _ 26 Al _ 2tisi, 30Si ＿ヌop_ ~os, .~4s 四

34Cl -34 Ar, and 42Ca -42Sc -.i2Ti. Beyond the nuclei heavier than A=48, no such simple 

nuclear s甘uctureappear. Except the case of the 10Be-10B -1°C triplet~ where target materials 

are not avairable in an ordinary manner, others all GT-and F-transitions among triplets may 

be explo陀dby the (p,n) reaction. For some cases decribed above (p, n) stuies have been 

carried out at low and intermediate energies2-n. 

The (p,n) reaction has provided us with information about spin-isospin, a'i well as 

isospin excitation modes in nuclei.α1e can selectively excite the spin-flip components in出e

(p,n) reaction at in包rmediateenergies through the relatively s町ongspin-isospin effective 

interaction (Vσふ Lowenergy (p,n) reactions, due to the s甘ongspin non-flip isovector 

effective interaction (Vτ）， give us equivalent information on both excitation modes. 

Moreover, it gives us a sufficient energy resoh』tionto discuss (p,n) strength for individual 

nuclear levels24¥ although exch釦 gecontributions訂eimpo目印tat low energies. Various 

problems associated with the distorted-wave (DW) analysis of low-energy (p,n) data were 

discussed in detail by Ohnuma et a18< It has been found possible to obtain basically the same 

information as出atat intermediate energieぉifcareful analysis including exchange terms is 
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carried out. 

In血isreport we disc~ss prominent GT-type o＋→ 1 + transitions observed in the 

(p,n) reactiones on 14C, 180, 22Ne, 26Mg, 30Si, 34S, 38Ar and 42Ca, among which those for 

(p,n) reactions on 14C, 180 and 34S have been published in our previous papapers2・4).

The experiment was performed at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku 

University, with a 35-MeV proton beam from an A VF-cyclotron and a beam swinger system. 

The details of the experimental 印刷phave been described previously9・io>. Neutron energies 

were measured by the time-of-flight technique (TOF), where neu町onswere detected by a 

detector array located at 44. 3 m from the t紅get. The detectors, 23. 2 f in a total sensitive 

volume, were filled with organic liquid scintillator NE213. The absolute efficiencies of出e

detectors were obtained from 血~7Li(p,n)7Be activation analyses with an error less由加± 6%. 

Errors in the absolute magnitude of (p,n) cross sections were estimated to be less than 12%. 

All出etargets were enriched is0topes with enrichments higher than 95%. Figure 2 shows 

an excitation energy neu町onspectrum measured for the 38 Ar(p,n)38K reaction at 25-degrees. 

A prominent isolated peak of neu甘onsleading to出.e1.6983・MeV,1 + state is senn to be 

excited, together with those to the first excited o+, IAS. 
As an example of experimental results, Fig. 3 shows angul訂 distributionsfor 

neutrons leading to the 1 + states in 38K and 42Sc excited by the (p,n) reactions on 38 Ar and 42Ca. 

The data are comp紅・edwith the DW results calculated by the computer code DWBA-7411>, 

which includes knock-on exch~ge effects in an exact manner. N in the figure is出e

normalization factor introduced to fit calculated cross-sections to the experimental data. Note 

that fully antisymmetrized calculations are made in the present DW analysis, in which non-

norma 

the cross section. They indeed play important roles in some cases. Optical potential 

p紅値ne低rsof Becchetti and Greenlees 12> are used for the en仕組cechannel. Those for the exit 

channel we閃 self-consistentpofentiaJ p紅釧e胞rsderived by Carl 

nucleon-nucleon interactions used in the present DW analysis are those by Bertsch et al. ． 

(M3Y)14'. Sensitivity of such calculations to血eoptical-potential p紅白netersis elaborated in 

Ref. 7.αie body transition d~nsities (OBTD) for microscopic DWBA calculation have been 

obtained by shell-model compu胞rcode OXBASH15>. For the (p,n) reactions on 180, 22Ne, 

26Mg, Josi加 d34S, full sd-shell calculations were carried out with恥 SD-interactionby 

Brown and Wildenthal16> fot both initial and final states, while OBTD for the 

14C(p,n)14Nreaction was obtained with the interaction by Millener and Kurath11>, then finally, 

for the (p, n) reactions on 38 Ar and 42Ca, 2hro国jumpinto fp-shell were taken into accounts with 

白eSDPF model-space and by the SDPFMW interactions18>. 

OBTD is defined as; 

OBTD = < f Ill［が（j')a(j)]Af.inllli >IJ(2AJ + 1)(2/!lT + 1) . 
、．，J

－－－
A
 

〆
az
、、
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Wi出OBTDweobt泊n血eZ(j’，j）ーcoefficientfor microscopic DWBA calculation; 

Z(j',j) = OBTD<TiTiz 

where a T z = Tr -Ti. Then, Gamow-Teller matrix elements are; 

B(GT) = ll: OBTD(j', j）くj’llallj>l2,

(2) 

(3) 

while differential (p,n) cross sections for a o＋→ドtransitionare schematically expressed as; 

（豆豆）， h ぽ I~ OBTD(j', j)<j'IV伺 j(q)lj’＞12,
dQ (p.n) j'.j (4) 

where f(q) means q-dependensy of individual p紅ticl-holexcitation peculier to出e(p,n) 

reaction. Equations (3) and (4) suggest that there are close relationship between B(GT）加d

(p,n) cross sections for a o＋→ド transition. In a limit of q→ O，出eproportional 

relationship has, indeed, discussed by many othors 19>. 

Table I summarize the present results. Data for βdecay were taken from recent 

review by Singh et aI2°>. We translate the experiental logft values into Bp(GT), assuming the 

free values for vector and axial-vector coupling constan白 as(gigv)2 = (1.251)2. The 

experimental Bli(GT) values sys也maticallysmaller由加 thoseby predictions, The average of 

their ratio is 0. 74 ± 0.06, error being the standard deviation over eight samples. Meanwhile 

for the (p,n) reaction, a normalization factor N was introduced to fit the theoretical cross 

sections by DWBA calculation to the data. We list, in the 8出 columnin Table 1, our 

suggestion for the B(GT) values for each transition obtained by multiplying Bth(GT) by the 

normalization factor N，出eaverage value for which is 0.62 ± 0.04. Generally speaking，出e

present results for the B(GT) values are reasonable. However, they are systematically 

smaller th加 thoseBp（σf). We introduce further normarization cons旬ntK obtained by 

0. 74/0. 62 = 1.19, then finally we obtain our recornended B(GT) values listed in the 9白

column in Table I. The log ft values, thus obtained for each isobar triplet, are quite 

reasonable comparing with those by ~－decay experiments. 

We have introduced two kinds of normalization factor for the experimental GT 

matrix elernen臼 in白ecourse to deduce the final B(GT) value with (p,n) cross-sections. The 

first one is obtained for the individual transition, its averaged value being 0. 62，加dranges 

over 0. 51 through 0. 81, with the standard deviation of 6. 3%, while the second one is a 

common factor of 1. 19 for all transitions. As listed in Table l，白equenching factor for ~－ 

decay ra飽 rangesover 0.61 through 1.03, and their average is 0.74 with the standard 

deviation of 8. 1 %. Quenching泊（p,n)cross-section needed in出efirst normalization seems 

to have same origin with that in βdecay rate, and considered to be inadequate choice of wave 

functions.αi the other hand, requirement for the second normalization or difference 
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between 0.62 ± 0.04，組d0. 74 ± 0.06 is peculiar to出e(p,n) reaction, presumably due to出e

choice of effective interaction. 

In summary, experimental results for prominent GT-type o＋→ 1 + transitions 

observed in由e(p,n) reactions on 14C, 180, 22Ne, 26Mg, 30Si, 34S, 38 Ar and 42Ca were 

discussed by comparing them with analog GT-transition s町・eng出samong T＝ーI,0釦 d 1 

isobar凶plet. Reasonable B(GT) values for the energetically inaccessible W-decay were 

obtained for almost all T=-1, 0 and l isobar triplets by shell-model and DWBA calculations. 

In order to fit出eB(GT) values by the (p,n) reaction to those analog ~＋－decay completely, 

further normalization of 1.19 was needed. 
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Comparison of GT matrix elements obtained by the (p.n) reaction＼＼批

削ccay Shell- (p.n)I~eaction 

Model 

decay 巳sCMcV)log/I 1Jn(GT)'1 B,.,(GT) iミ.eaction N'! NxJ3.11(Gr) J<'・'x Nxl3i1.(GT) )OJ? flt~ 

代｝（｛｝’｝→14N(I・｝ 3.9478 3.13 2.922 .;!..805 14C(p,n)'4N( n 0.51 2A51 2.917 3.13土0.05

11Ne(Oγ→1sF(14) 0.0 3.09 3.204 5.058 Ill【）（p,11)'11町1・） o . .sc 2.529 3.0IO 3.12士0.05

2~fg(O・｝→22Na(I ・） 1.9362 3A4 1A31 1.705 :?:?Ne(p,n)22Na( I') 0.6( 1.023 1.217 3.51士0.06

:ir.8i(O・）→26Al(l＇・｝ 1.0577 3.55 1.111 1.910 261'1g(J>,ll）お八1(1') 0.6( 1.146 1.363 3.46 :I~ 0.05 

－~0sco・）－－？＂0P(I・） 3.0194 3.56 1.086 1.466 封切i(p,nf01刊1・) 0.7(] 1.027 J.222 3.51士0.05

.~ .. A『（0・｝ー＇＞~Cl(l・） 3.1291 3.45 1.399 1.355 '°'S(p,n）~CI( I≫ 0.81 1.097 1.305 H8士0.06

"11Ca(O・｝→苅K(Iヲ 1:6983 3.40 1.570 2.031 月8Al(p,n）~81<(J・） 0.7( l斗22 1.692 3.37二t0.0(l 

4きnco・＞→42Sc(J') 0.61 JI 3.17 2.665 3.746 4売コi(p,n)42Sc(I・｝ 0.5i 2.135 2.541 3.19士0.05

Table J. 

'4 obb』incdfrom N x B(GT) by the 陀 lation:

Jt- 6170 

ー（まrK×Nx附 T)

" derived from logft through the relation: 
6170 

B(GT)= t.:τT一
lヂlft 
¥b¥IJ 

12 nonnalization factors lo fit the theoretical cross 
sections by DWBA to the data. 

350 

＇·~averaged constant to fit NxB111(GT) to B11(GT): 
K = 1.19 ± 0.12，叫1ercerror denotes the standard 
de\•ialion. 
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II. 2. Nuclear Structure Study of 36K by Charge-exchange (p,n) 
Reaction on 36Ar 

Ori.Juira H., Suzuki H., Jon. G. C. *, Tera初waA.,YamamotoA., MizunoH., 
Kamurai G., Kikuchi Y., Ishii K. **, and Ohnuma H. *** 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku Universiか

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwan 11592* 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku University** 

Department of Physics, Chiba Institute of Technology, Chibα275・0023,Japan紳キ

The charge-exchange (p,n) reaction is one of the powerful tools to explore出e

nuclear s甘UC制reof neu町ondeficient nuclei, especially selecting spin-isospin excitation in the 

residual nucleus. The nuclear s甘UC制reexperiment for the neu町ondeficient 36K nucleus has 

so far been limited to a few cases with e. g.白e(3He, t) reaction, where twelve levels are 

reported 1 >. 

The (p,n) reaction has provided us with information about spin-isospin，ぉ wellas 

isospin excitation modes in nuclei.α1e can selectively excite the spin-flip components in the 

(p, n) reaction at intermediate energies through the relatively s甘ongspin-isospin effective 

interaction (Vσふ Lowenergy (p,n) reactions, due ω出es甘ongspin no・n-flip isovector 

effective interaction (V.ふ give us equivalent information on both excitation modes. 

Moreover, it gives us a sufficient energy resolution to discuss (p,n) s甘・eng白 forindividual 

nuclear levels2ベalthoughexchange contributions紅eimportant at low energies. Various 

problems associated wi出 thedistorted-wave (OW) analysis of low-energy {p,n) data were 

discussed in detail by Ohnuma et al4>. It has been found possible to obtain basically the same 

information as出atat intermediate energies if careful analysis including exchange胞rmsis 

carried out. 

百1eexperiment was carried out using a 35 MeV proton beam from批市Fcyclotron 

and the time-of-flight facilities5・6> at the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center at Tohoku 

University. A beam swinger sys飽mwas used to measure angular distributions of emitted 

neu町onsbetween 0° and 140° (lab). The target was訂・gongas enriched to 99 % in 36 Ar. It 

was contained in a 20 cm long cylindrical cell which allowed us to shield the neu町ondetectors 

against neu佐onsemitted from the window foils. In all出ecases出eeffective t紅get

thicknesses were of the order of 1 mg/cm2. The window material was Havar foil for the 

cylindrical cell, their thicknesses being -10 mg/cm2. 
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Neutrons were detected by an釦 ・ayof twelve detectors, which were located at 44.3 

m from the旬rgetand contained a total of 23.2 liters of NE213 scintillator. . The detector 

efficiencies were obtained from Monte Carlo calculations for monoenergetic neu町onswith E 

~ 34 MeV. Absolute de飽ctorefficiencies were also measured by counting neu甘onsfrom the 

7Li(p,n)7 Be reaction and comparing its yield with the absolute neu佐onfluence determined by 

activation. They were in good agreement with the Monte Carlo calculations. Overall time 

resolution was typically 1.3 ns1 corresponding to 174 keV for the most energetic neutrons. 

Main contributions to出isresolution were attributed to白eenergy loss and s甘agglingof 

incident protons in出een位釦ce-;windowof the target gas cell. Errors in the absolute scale of 

the cross sections were estimated to be less th加 15%. Further experimental details have 

be叫 ivenin a previous report2'i≫ 

Figure 1 shows an excitation energy neutron spectrum measured at 25-degrees. 

Refe町ingthe level sequence of the isobar nucleus 36Cl, low-lying (Ex ~ I MeV) levels are 

considered to be positive st剖.esdue to the d312 valence orbit, while the lowest ltioo jump 

negative-parity sta胞S紅eexpected to appear at E見云 2MeV. As shown in Fig. 1, the weakly 

populated low-lying s旬tesare masked by background neu廿onsfrom target-window materials. 

We discuss for these 11 levels strongly popul剖edby the present (p,n) reaction, and give spin-

pariげおsignmenぉforthese le~els based on the shell-model calculation and DWBA analysis 

for the (p,n) cross sections neutron described below. 

Figures 2組 d3 show angular distributions for neu甘onsleading to the 11 levels 

discussed in出epresent report. The data are compared with the DW result~ calculated by the 

compu飽rcode DWBA-747>, which includes knock-on exchange effects in an exact manner. 

Note出atfully antisymmetrized1 calculations訂emade in the present DW analysis, in which 

non-normal parity terms such as L¥J (L¥L, L¥S) = 1 ( 1, 0) for the o＋→ 1 + cases. Optical 

po飽ntialparan附 rsof Becche同組dGreenlees8l are used for the en佐加cechannel. Those 

for the exit channel were self-consistent potential parameters derived by Carlson et al9＞.百1e

effective nucleon-nucleon interactions used in the present DW analysis are those by Bertsch et 

al. (M3Y)10>. Sensitivity of such calculations to the optical-potential parame飽rsis elaborated 

in Ref. 4.αie body transition densities (OBTD) for microscopic DWBA calculation have 

been obtained by shell-model computer code OXBASH 11 >. For positive parity transitions, 

full sd-shell calculations were carried out wi白血eSD-inter配 tionby Brown and Wildenthal12l 

for both initial and final states. , As for negative parity tr加 sition,on the other hand, OBTD 

for lhoo-jump into fp-shell were taken into accounts with the SDPF model-space and by the 

SDPFMW interactions13>. Note出atfull sd-shell wave functions were applied for the latter 

target state. 

Shell-model calculation gives us OBDT and energy eigen-values for each transition, 

出enwe are able to estimate iぉ（p,n)s甘eng出 providedby DWBA calculation with Z-

coefficient derived from the OBTD. ’fhe deepest eigen-value in positive-parity s旬旬sis出at
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for the lowest 2+ sta包， while出atin negative-parity states is for the 2・Sta低. We regard the 

first出eoretical2+ corresponds to由eground sta低 of36K, while the calculated lowest 2-s組包

corresponds to出.e1.677 MeV-state, neutrons for which form a prominent peak as seen in Fig. 

1. The cross section magnitudes and its angul紅 distributionshown in Fig. 2 give indeed 

reasonable fit. As such, we担・enow able to predict a energy spec汀umfor the state 

prominently excited by the (p,n) reaction as shown in Fig. 4. 

Also illustrated in Fig. 4 are出epresent spin-parity assignments for each observed 

S胞te. Among them, assignments of Jn = 1 ・ and 0・sta飽sat Ex = 3.93加 d4.13 MeV are 

tentative, since their excitation energies are rather high and hence possibilities of another spin-

parity assignments are not rejected. Three l + state, corresponding to GT-type transition, 

紅eobserved，出ough血atto出e1.92・MeVstate show L=2 angular distribution with 8J (8L, 

8S) = 1(2, 1). Two prominent o＋→ド甘ansitions,which have logft values of 3. 68 and 3. 54~ 

leading to Ex=3. 61 and 6. 06 MeV state respectively， 紅epredicted by shell-model as出eforth 

and sixth members of the 1 + st剖e. We have assigned these to 3.37・and5. 75・MeVstates 

with normalization factors ～0. 5 a~ shown in Fig. 3. As for the 2+ state, only one transition 

to Ex=2.00 MeV has sizable (p,n) strengths, as fitted to the observed 2.42・MeVstate shown in 

Fig. 3. 

St紅白gat E且＝ 1. 67 MeV as a 2・state,three negative parity states of I Fico-excitation 

character紅eidentified from their cross section magnitudes, angular distributions and 

excitation energies. Comparison for the excitation energy, cross section and its叩 gular

distribution with those predicted by shell-model and DWBA theory is reasonable as shown in 

Figs. 2 though 4, and Fig. 5. An exception is the case of 8J1t = 3-excitation. Shell-model 

predic飴 two3・statesat Ex～3MeV, while 8J1: = 3・S甘engthis concentrated experimentally in 

one transition leading to the 3.65-MeV state. Thus, we have fitted data with the sum of two 

transition s佐eng出s. To resolve this discrepancy, more detailed shell-model calculation 

including e. g. 3hro-excitation. 

In summ訂y,experimental study has been carried out in order to make clear the nuclear 

S佐UC加reof the neu甘ondeficient 36K nucleus, including spin-isospin excitation in such a 

nucleus. Shell-model calculation and analysis by DWBA由eoryhave provided a set of spin-

parity assignments over 11 levels presently observed. 
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Fig. 4. Level diagram of 36K nucleus. 

Levels by shell-model denote those 

having prominent (p,n) cross sections. 
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II. 3. Single-Particle States in the 51'53Mn Nuclei 

Hirai M., Nakagawa T., Fujii Y., Yamazaki A., Matsunaga M., Kumagai K., 01幼araH.*, 
Terakawa A.*, Itoh K. *, Yun C.C. *, Yamamoto A.*, Kawami K. *, Suzuki H. *, 

Kamurai G. *, Mizuno H. *, Kikuchi Y. *, Aoisotope Cellter, Tohoku University* 

Department of Nuclear Engineering, Tohoku Universiη＊＊ 

Tohoku Institute of Technology, Sendai, J.呼馴＊＊＊

Chiba Institute of Technology, Chiba, Japall * *** 

A deuteron stripping reaction at higher incident energies is a very useful tool to study 

one-proton states as出etarget nucleus plus one nucleon. From spectroscopic factors 

derived as a ratio of experimental differential cross-sections to those calculated by distorted 

wave Born approximation, we c加 getinformation for the ground state of a t訂getnucleus, 

such as proton occupation probabilities and single-particle energies of shell-model orbits. 

Therefore, a detail study of the (d,n) reaction plays an important role in nuclear spectroscopy. 

In the nuclear shell-model, Z or N=20・28nuclei紅eexpected to have simpler 

configurations in its ground state wave function, because of large energy gaps between orbits 

above and below lf712 and itself. From this point of view, the spec町oscopicstudies for the 

Sc, Co， 釦dCu isotopes have been done through the (d,n) reactions in恥 Ca(Z=20), Fe 

(Z=26) and Ni (Z=28) isotopes at Ed =25MeV, so far1-5>. 

Previous studies have indicated that the ground state wave function for a nucleus 

cannot be described by a simple shell model, because of change of proton single-p訂tide

energies with neu甘onnumber~ even if the nucleus has the same proton number. Therefore, 

it is a very interesting problem how much are the proton occup剖ionprobabilities and energy 

gaps between each shell-model orbit in 1 f712 shell nuclei. 百listime, bぉeelon above 

systematic results, a spec佐oscopicstudy has been done by the (d,n) reaction for the50・52 Cr 

(Z=24) tぽ・getat Ed =25Me V. 

The exper泊1entswere performed with a 25MeV deuteron beam from the CYRIC 

AVF cyclo町onand 44m-long time-of-flight facility6・7). The targets consisted of selι 

supporting foils with 3. 66mg/cm2 thick metallic 5°Cr (95. 3% enriched) and 4. 86mg/cm2 

metallic Cr in natural abundance. Angular distributions of the differential cross section were 

measured between 0° and 60° at laboratory angles. Achieved energy resolutions for the 

S肱teswere 200・250keV. The釦 gulardistributions were measured for states up to 11加 d

15Me V in their excitation energy ranges for 5 1恥1nand 53Mn, respectively. 

Theoretical calculations for the differential cross section were done using the code 

ヲ5



D＼＼凡JCK48'9)in the framework1of the adiabatic deuteron breakup approximation (ADBA) by 

Johnson & Soperw>. Finite range and nonlocality corrections were applied to these 

calculations and the method of Vincent & Fortune"> was used for ADBA calculations for 

unbound states. In this甘eatment,the optical model potential pぽame隠rs・for a proton and 

neu甘onin the incident channel were taken from the sys低maticsof Becchetti & Greenlees 12> 

and Carlson et al13¥ respectively. The potential p紅ametersof Carlson et al. were also used 

for批 OUほoingneutron. Typical differential cross sections for the 5052Cr(d,n)51.53Mn 

reactions have been shown in F~g. 1 and Fig. 2，陀spectively.

The information for the transfer momentum £ and spec仕oscopicfactor, obtained by 

(3He,d) reaction, has been so f紅 resu・ictedup to about 6MeV in 51 Mn and 12MeV in 53Mn. 

In the present work, we have observed m組 yproton single-particle states over出eunexplored 

region. And we obtain transfer momenta f’s and get spectroscopic factors for many states, 

which have never been assigned by one-proton transfer reactions up to this time. 

Obtained spec町oscopiqfactors for 5153Mn問 listedin Table 1 and 2, together with 

the (3He, d) data. Excitation ,energy distributions of血espec佐oscopicfactors for each 

transfer momentum t紅epresented in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, fragmentations of the 

S佐eng由occurespecially in白eP. = 1 orbits. The spec甘oscopicfactors訂edispersed over a 

lot of weak states in a wide excitation energy region. In the f =3 orbits, the tendency血at

the 1ら S虻・eng血 almostconcen凶 tesm恥 firstexcited sta飽 in51Mn and出eground state in 

53Mn has been ’observed. 

The sums of出espec町oscopicfactors for each orbit紅eshown in Fig. 4. In the 

figure, the dotted lines show the simple shell・-model limit<; and the solid lines show derived 

values in由epresent work. ’That for出elf712 and lfsn orbits reach the sum rule limits, so 

almost all 抑 eng出 forthese sta給sare considered to be observed. In 51 Mn，白es町engthfor 

血.e2p orbits is smaller th釦出eshell-model limit. This may imply白atthere exist m加 y

weak peaks, which have not ~een observed in the present measu陀 ment,or the streng血

distributes also in the excitation region above 11 Me V. 

In conclusion, we have observed many proton single-particle s阻tesin出e51.sJMn 

nuclei by the (d,n) reaction at Ed =25MeV in the excitation energy region up to 1 lMeV for 

51Mn叩 dto 15MeV for 53Mn, and newly assigned the transfer momentum t for each state. 
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Table I. Experimen凶 spectroscopicfactors for 51Mn. 

isocr(3He, ~3~1Mn fs~i~v 町 ket al. H) te~n2t5M~l~ 
日ー

No. Ex i’ (2i + l}C'S Ex l {2i + l}C2S 
｛｝ 3 0.15 

1 0.24 3 r 2.20 0.240 3 2.25 
2 1.83 1 リ．，ー Cl.5:1 1.82:1 1 0.63 
3 U16 1 :r 0.14 1.~1513 1 0.24 
4 2.14 1 2- 0.30 2.l:i!I 1 0.36 

2.275 () 0.06 
、菅』6 2.42 3 112- 0.18 2.41G :i 0.08 
6 2.84 1 1 2- 0.17 2.841 1 0.22 

2.913 1 0.05 
2.984 1 0.05 

7 3.05 3 0.47 3.048 i+3 0.004+0.115 
0.37 

8 3.29 3 0.89 3.293 3 1.28 
9 3.51 1+3 0.03+0.12 3.4215 1+3 0.01+0.11 

o.oa+o.12 3.5515 1 0.07 
0.02+0.rn 
0.04+0.lW 

10 3.70 0.08 a.1rns ( l) 0.05 
0.0i 

11 3.90 0.10 :i.8~11) 0.0~1 

0.09 
4.017 rn 0.04 

12 4.09 3 ~；？γ－） ） 
0.28 4.095 0.18 
0.20 

4.362 (1) 0.02 
13 4.45 3 1/r 0.63 tii~ 3 8 ：＆~ 1 
14 4.95 
15 5.13 0.151 
16 5.48 0.22 

0.19 
17 5.67 0.29 

0.24 

18 5.86 1+3 o.m•+o.ss 
0.14+0.4~1 
0.13+0.:i8 

3 2 2-) 0.13+0.38 
19 6.07 3+4 5 '2 2+ 0.77+U.G•5 

7 2 2+ 0.48+0.75 
20 6.36 0.21 

0.18 
21 6.84 0.22 

0.20 
22 7.15 1+3 0.10+0.10 

O.ll+0.09 
0.09+0.07 

2 r) 0.09+0.08 
23 7.39 2+3 2 2- 0.11+0.20 

2 2- o.m•+o.11 
24 7.59 1+3 2 T)  0.15+0.19 

2 r 0.15+0.18 
2 r 0.14+0.15 
つ．， つa・ー 0.14+0.14 

25 7.82 3 U.14 
0.11 

26 8.04 3+4 ~；~~ ；十＋）） 
0.15+0.08 
0.10+0.09 

27 8.21 0.113 
IJ.15 

28 8.45 3+4 ~5? 2＋~ 0.74+0.48 
7 2 2+ 0.49+0.5•5 

29 8.94 3 

im＝・l｝ ｝ ｝ 

0.20 
0.15 

30 9.20 3 0.17 
O.l:i 

31 9.36 
32 9.62 3 ~；~γγ ） ） 

0.15 
U.11 

33 9.89 
34 10.m• 3 0.1 i 

0.13 
35 10.30 3+4 0.04+0.10 

7 2 ~· 2+) 0.02+0.10 
36 10.57 4 0.14 
37 10.78 3 o.:n 

ll.21 
38 10.98 4 ＋） 0.14 
39 11.22 3 0.15 

0.15 
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Table 2. Experimen凶 spictroscopicfactors for ~.lM n. 

tes:'2~M~l~ 日 C:r(3Ho::,~3~3Mn ts~i~Vrk et. al. t.i) 
国持一

No. Ex l ili' ｛当＋ l}C-S Ex e i胃 （2i+ l}C』S
1 。 3 7/2 4.52 。 3 コー 3.00 

o. ：~1s (:3) (0.15) 
2 1.29 1 3/r 0.25 l.WO ヮ．，ー O.Ht 
3 2.41 1 3 2- 1.154 2.4013 ヮー 1.45 
4 2.67 1+3 1／γ ＋s/r U.33+0.54 2.1372 l r 0.30 

2.707 。 2+ 0.06 
5 2.88 a/r 0.1:3 2.875 1 ヮ・4ー 0.015 

3.007 2 2+ 
o~o0o~c1~~） ワ~ 2+ 

6 3.13 1+3 3/2-+ (5/'r) 0.13+0.21) 3.0!17 ! r 8:?i :u 7 
7 3.48 1 0.37 3.481) 1 l/T 0.25 
8 3.67 3 (5 'r) 1.80 3.1)1)13 3 1.71) 

:uri~ 3.8 （？） 8:Ag 
9 •l.06 1+3 ~3~γ~ + ~5~r> 0.1 i+0.8G 4.0154 ( 1)+(:3) u.u4+0.52 

1+3 1 2- + 5 2-) o.n+o.s1 
4.2138 (:3) 0.08 

10 4.30 3 (5/T) 【l.42 4.'.Hl8 3 0.13 
4.348 ( 1) 0.03 

11 4.43 

~~~~＝ ~ 
ll.27 4.4W 1 O.Ht 
り.29

4.552 （？） 8:8~ 4.574 
12 4.65 1+3 ~3？－~ + ~~~： γ ） 

0.W+O.HI 4.635 (3) 0.01) 
1+3 1 r + s :r) 0.W+O.'.H 

4 ：~~~ 1 0.24 
4. 

q> 0.0~ 
4.~＞31 0.4 

13 4.95 1+3 ~3~γ ） + ~~~r) o.2~1+0.40 4.~158 0.14 
1+3 1 2-) + 5 2-) 0.:30+(1.41) 

14 5.10 ~3~T) u.m• 5.081 ( l) IJ.12 
1 1 'r) O. lll 

5.320 ( 1) 0.04 
15 5.4fl (3/'r) 0.08 5.476 ( l) 0.04 

(1 2-) 0.08 
Hi 5.85 5.8!)4 (O)+{l) 0.07（：泊）＋ 0.:3~1
17 6.33 1+4 (3/'r) + （ ~112+) o.os+o.52 

1+4 l~T j + ~9~2+ ~ 0.08+0.55 r;:.iCr（訪日o::,d）“MnS.Gal告setal.凶 J
18 6.52 2+4 5 2+ + fl 2+ O.ll'i+0.54 E31:1 = 25M.:V 
19 l'.i.98 1 f：~2γ－） ） 

0.f12 l3.f1r11 {3/'r) 0.1)0 
1 lUJ~I 

7.028 4 ？~~；：~ 0.30 
20 7.26 

{+4 ~~~；一；；! 1：~；十＋）｝ 

0.06+0.37 7.277 3 o.ar5 
+4 O.OG+0.38 

21 7.55 1 

~~＝ l 
0.34 7.548 (1/T) 0.213 

1 0.37 
22 8.00 3 0.90 8.000 3 

im「－－－）） ） ） 

0.12 
23 8.24 1 0.13 8.188 1 0.08 

1 T 0.14 1 0.01) 
8.5113 ;3 0.18 

24 8.56 1 

1rl 
o.:37 

1 U.41 
25 8.81 2+4 ~~？ ＋ ~fl?+) o.us+u.14 8.88:3 2(3) l~~ ； 十守） ｝ 

0.06 
26 8.f>8 2+4 5 2 + 9 2+) o.c11+0.H1 8.fl82 2 :3) 0.01) 
27 9.27 1 

~r~） 
U.1)3 ~1.282 1 :3 T)  0.28 

1 0.70 
28 9.133 2+4 ~~~； ＋＋ヮー~ ;T十）） u.11+0.w fl.656 ；ョ

！~：~プ？勺） ） 

0.42 
29 9.87 2+4 O.U:HU.Hi ~1.837 4 0.12 

10.HllJ 2(3) 0.015 
30 10.23 3 (5/T) 0.24 10.320 2 3) ~5 2＋~ 0.01) 

10Jill4 4 ~I 2+ U.lU 
31 10.64 2+4 0.2：~＋ 0. 713 1CU)1):! 4 (fl 2+ 1.20 
32 10.84 2 0.11 
33 11.04 2+4 (5/2 {9/2+) 0.20+0.lG 11.0:3:~ 2(3) (5/2+) O.Q1j 
34 11.23 3 0.lt3 
35 11.41 3 ll.24 
3() 11.151 2+4 {5/2 (f1/2+) O.:H+U.22 11.1354 3 (5/T) U.18 
37 11.80 0.22 

1 0.213 
38 12.00 2 ＋） 0.19 
39 12.18 4 ＋） 0.24 
40 12.38 1 0.~5 

1 o.au 
41 12.75 4 ＋） 0.13 
42 12.97 4 ＋） 0.23 
43 13.15 4 ＋） 0.12 
44 13.35 
45 13.59 4 

(5/2勺；；~i~t＇＇勺
0.113 

46 13.79 2+4 0.U4+0.ll 
47 13.fl~l :2 0.13 
48 14.16 4 0.l!j 
49 14.40 
50 14.68 2+4 {5l2+1 + ！~l2+} 0.015+0.08 
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II. 4. Gamow-Teller Transition in the 92Zr(p, n)92Nb Reaction at 35民'1eV

Mizuno H., Orihara H., Terakawa A., Yamamoto A., Suzuki H., 
G. Kamurai, Kikuchi Y., G. C. Jon.*, Ishii K. ＊六 andOhnumαH.***

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku Universiり・

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Nankang Taipei, Taiwa11 11592* 

Department of Quantum Scienceαnd Ene1宮yEngineering, Tohoku Uni＼’ersiり・料
Depa11ment of Physics, Chiba Institute of Technology, Chiba 275・0023,Japan ＊料

Gamow-Teller(GT）βdecay is one of the simple transitions carrying information 

about spin-isospin excitation in nuclei. It is significant to accumulate ~－decay data through 

out periodic table for our better understanding of the nuclear s町ucture. As far as low lying 

nuclear states紅econcerned, j3-decay rates have been directly measured in many cases. In 

some cases, however, such a GT type ~Jlt=l+ transition is energetically -inaccessible by ~－ 

decay. ・ Recently (p,n) reactions at low and intermediate energies have been extensively 

used to study GT s甘・engthdistribution .in nuclei. One can selectively excite the spin-flip 

components through (p,n) reactions at intermediate energies due to the strongぉpin-isospin

part of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction for nuclei in almost entire region of the 

periodic table with some exceptions of N = Z nuclei1 >. Low energy (p,n) reactions, on the 

other hand, give much better energy resolution, making it possible to discuss (p,n) strength 

for individual nuclear levels2>. Various problems associated with the distorted-wave (OW) 

analysis of low-energy (p, n) data were discussed in detail by Ohnuma et al・'>. 

Proportionality relationship between ~－decay matrix elements B(GT) and low-energy 

(p,n) reaction cross sections have been reported4> for the cases of A～ I 00 nuclei by the (p,n) 

reactions on 1 m・lロ.114.116Cd飢 d116・l削 iosn瓜 EP= 35 Me V. Several odd-odd nuclei in A = J I 0 

・120region have, indeed ~Y= 1 +ground states. The j3-decay rates of these nuclei leading to 

the even-even daughter nuclei have been measured. 112114ln and 118川 Sbare such examples. 

In A=92 nuclei, prominent GT-fypeβdecay紅eobserved with logβ＝ 4.3 in 92Kr -92Rb and 

92Sr -92Y pairs. However, the 1ground state of 92Nb, the ground-state spin-parity of which is 

7+, is higher energetically白anthose of 92Zr釦 d92Mo. As such, no 1＋→ o+ or o＋→ 1+ 

transition is observed through 13-decay experiments. The (p,n) study may provide a good 

place to explore such a prominent GT-type transition for 92Nb. In this report we discuss on 

由espin-isospin excitation in the 92Zr(p,n) 92Nb reactions at EP = 35 MeV, and obtain GT-

matrix elements for 13-decay starting 92Nb by using a scaling factor connecting the (p,n) cross 

section to B(GT) value. 
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The exper加ientwas carried out using a 35 MeV proton beam from the A VF 

eye lo町onand the time-of-flight facilitie -> in the Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center at 

Tohoku University. A beam swinger system was used to measure angular distributions of 

emitted neutrons between O。and55° (lab). Neutrons were detected by an 創~ray of twelve 

detectors, which were located at 44.3 m from the target and contained a total of 23.2 liters of 

NE213 scintillator. The targets were metallic foils of 92zr with a thickness of 5.66 mg/cm2 

and enrichment of 95.13 %. 

Figure 1 shows an excitation energy neutron spectrum measured at 0-degrees. The 

most prominent peak is due to the neutrons leading to the isobaric analog state at 9.01 MeV 

in the residual nucleus. In the low excitation energy region, lower than Ex三 IMeV,peaks 

corresponding to the 喝912-particlevg712-hole states are seen，出oughthey are unresolved by 

the limited experimen凶 conditions. Among them, a peak corresponding to the 1,09-MeV, 

1+ state in 92Nb is clearly resolved. In addition, forward peak neutrons are observed at an 

excitation energy of 3.08MeV, suggested加 extraGT-type transition with L=O as discussed 

below. 

Figure 3 shows angular distributions for neutrons leading to the IAS and the ドstates.

The curve for the IAS transition is macroscopic DWBA prediction by DWUCK-46¥ where 

optical po胞nti~l parameters of Becchetti加 dGreenlees 7＞紅eused for the entrance channel. 

Those for the exit channel are self-consistent potential parameters derived by Carlson et al8>. 

As for the isovector potential parameters for IAS excitation, those obtained by Jon et al.9> are 

used. Also shown in Fig. 2 are theoretical predictions by microscopic DWBA calculation 

wiyh出ecomputer code DWBA-7410>. The effective nucleon-nucleon interactions used in 

the present DW  analysis are those by Bertsch et al. (M3Y) 11>. 

Since one body transition densities (OBTD) are not available in the記 mediumheavy 

mass nuclei, the microscopic DWBA predictions provide just qualitative conclusion with 

analyses. The main component of OBDT in the o＋→ I+ transition leading to the l.09-MeV 

state may be 作品11,vg712),while those to出e3.08・MeVst瓜emay be mixing of (ng911,vg712) 

如 d（π.g911,vg912). The normalized fittings in Fig. 2 give reasonable accounts for the L=O, GT 

type transition. After assignment for L=O for these two transitions, we estimate their GT-

matrix elements corresponding to b-decay rates. The scaling factor obtained in Ref. 4 is, 

[B(GT) 

then 

B(GT) = 0.0582 for the 1.09 MeV transition, and 0.0640 for 3.08 MeV. 

By using the relation, 

(gigv)2 B(GT) = 6170 /ft and (g/gv)2 = 1.2512, 

where gv組 dgA訂eweak vector and axial-vector coupling constants, respectively, we 

obtain log ft =4.83 for the 1.09 MeV transition, while it is 4.79 for 3.08 MeV. Note that 

these log ft values correspond to, respectively, 4.35 and 4.31 for the o＋→ド， l.09MeV 
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transition and for o＋→ 1¥ 3.08 MeV, being close magnitudes to血oseβdecay rates among 

In summary, neutrons 1 from the 92Zr(p,n) 92Nb reactions at EP = 
observed by high resolution TOF technique. Three L=O transitions were identified from 

出eangul紅 distributionsof emitted neutrons and DWBA analysis for them. 

magnitudes for the GT-like transition gave us new information of B(GT) values for b-decay 

of 92Nb. 

were 

Cross section 

35 MeV 

A=92 nuclei. 
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Charge Polarizat~on of Fission Products in Proton-Induced 
Fission of 238U and 232Th 

Kaji D., Goto S., Kudo H., F11:.戸taM. *, Shinozuka T. *, Fujioka M.魯

Department of.Chemistη，Faculηof Science, Niigata University 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universi~v* 

The charge distribution . of fission producぉinproton-induced fission of 238U and 

232Th was measured by the use of IGISOL in the incident proton energy of 13-26 MeV. 

Yields of fission products were determined by a y-ray spec町ome町y. T~e analysis was 

performed byぉsuminga Gaussian function with rep閃 sent祇iveparameters弓，and C, where 

弓p is the most probable charge of a given mass ch抑制dC is the width par釧 .eterof the 

charge dispersion. The same kind of method as Kudo et aln was used for the evaluation of 

み
The obtainedζwぉ comparedto the charge Zuco expected from UCD model. It 

wぉ found由at弓，' s mainly lay on the 刈 eof higher cha伊 densityin a light fragment mass 

region and on the side of lower charge density in a heavy one in all systems. This 

observation implies白紙 thech紅gepolarization occurs in all sys包ms. The deviation of ζ 

from Zuco has similar tendency as the proton-to・neutronratio of stable nuclei. Therefore, it 

is expected出剖 thenuclear stability of fission fragments reflect the ch訂gepolarization in 

fission. 

The charge polarization1 was examined with respect to ground-state Q values. The 

results were shown in Fig. 1, w~ere ZQgg wぉ estimatedfrom the most energetically favorable 

combination of complementary fragments. The experimental z,, was found to be fairly well 

reproduced by the estimated ch紅ge,ZQgg' except in白esystem of 13 MeV proton-induced 

fission of 238U釦 dm百1.Al出oughz,, dose not seem to correlate with ZQRR in Fig. I (D), this 

is probably because of出einadequate correction of emitted neu佐ons. These results suggest 

白紙 thefission path to出emost favorable charge division may go through the most 

energetically favorable path.αl the other hand, some s甘ucturein Fig. l (C) and (F) was 

recognized in vicinity of spherical closed shell and A’＝142. This region of A'=l42 is 

coincident with the neutron closed shell of the deformed nuclei, N = 86-88, suggested by 

Wilkins et al. 2>. These systen;is were obtained for the. lowest proton energy in the present 

work. Therefore, the effect such as a shell effect which is emphasized in low energy region 

may a百ectthe most probable charge. 
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The probability of charged particle emission is qui飽 smallin fission process, so出at

it is expected白atthe nuclear charges of fragments are determined before scission. 

fission fragments are expec也dto be considerably deformed at scission point, masses at 

scission pointぽeexpected to be different from ground-state masses. Therefore, 

explanation by the use of ground-state mぉsesseems to be inadequate. The detailed analysis 

about deformation at scission point is now in progress. 

As 

the 
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II. 6. Semiclassical Origin of Quantum Shells in the Elliptic Billiard 

Introduction 

Misu T., Arita K. * and Matsuyanagi K. ** 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiり’

Department of Physics, Nagoya Institute of Technology* 

Departmellt of Physics, Graduate School of Science, Kyoto Universiη＊＊ 

The shell s甘UC刷rein finite fen凶onsys飽mlike atomic nuclei and metallic clusters 

has been widely demonstrated in numerous calculations by using Strutinsky’s shell correction 

method. The semiclassical periodic orbit theory (POf), developed by Gutzwiller' ・2> for 

chaotic sys旬ms,by Balian and Bloch3> for cavities, and by Berry and Tabor4> for integrable 

systems, is shown to be an useful tool to understand such shell effects and leads to the 

semiclassical inte中間制onof deformation process and equilibrium deformations of fen凶on

systems. The POf also provides a link between quantum and classical mechanics in the 

form of the so-called町aceformula, which expresses the oscillating p紅白 oflevel density and 

energy in terms of sums over the classical periodic orbits. However, difficulties of the 

conventional POf, i.e., divergencies and discontinuities of the amplitudes in the trace 

formulas due to出ebifurcations of the periodic orbits幻， havenot yet been overcome.α1e 

faces these critical phenomena for some shapes of the po低ntialwell for which the orbits 

bifurcate into the ones and newly created periodic orbits with higher degeneracies. For 

instance, for the elliptic billiard it is due to the short diameter orbits bifurcating into the ones 

and hyperbolic orbits (see Fig. 1) and for the spheroidal cavities the equatorial orbits 

bifurcating into the ones and 3-dimensional orbits6・IO).

Recently, significance of these bifurcation effects for the emergence of the 

superdeformed shell s甘UC仰向 infinite fermion systems was reported9・ '°>. In order to varify 

the importance of such orbital bifurcations in the appe訂anceof qu飢伽mshells one needs to 

construct a more general POf, which is capable of describing bifurcations of stable periodic 

orbits. We have recently de~eloped and suggested a successfully modified POf starting 

from the凶 .ceformula in出ephase space variables, and its theoretical details can be found 

elsewhere11>. 

In this report, to S甘essthe importance of orbital bifurcations in出eemergence of 

deformed nuclear shell formations, we omit the details of our semiclassical frame works but 

only present below some quantitative results indicating the co汀espondencebetween quantum 

spectra and classical periodic orbits for the elliptic billiard. 
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Methods and Results 

Numerical method for the伊ectraca/,culation 

Single-particle energies e of a particle of mass m moving freely inside of the elliptic 

boundary c叩 beobtained by number of numerical methods. . In the present analysis, we 

employed, in addition to the circular-wave decomposition method9・'°>, the numerical 

procedure bぉedon由esep訂ationof Schrodinger equation in elliptic coordinate system12・14>.

The coordinate transformation between the elliptic coordinates (u,v) and the cartesian 

coordinates (x ,y) reads 

x= f cosh u cos v, y= f sinh u sin v, 、‘，
f

－－－
A
 

，，．‘、

which represent the confocal ellipses with foci at (0，ザ）. For the following discussion, we 

introduce the deformation parameterηdefined as the ratio between m司oraxis and minor axis 

under the area-conservation condition. In terms of the elliptic coordinates, Schro dinger 

equation can be separ剖edinto two ordinary differential equations and solved exactly. By 

imposing usual boundary conditions on the radial wave functions, one finds the eigenenergies 

£. 

Strutinsky’s ・smoothed level densities and shell energies 

In terms of血eoccupation particle number None C如 alsoobtain the shell-structure 

energy oE defined as血edifference between the sum of single-particle energies filling N S旬tes

from the bottom of the well and the Strutinsky averaged energies, i.e., 

N 

oE=2ヱE;-E, E = 2 f de'E'g(e’）， (2) 

with the Fermi energy e F satisfying 
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Figure 2 illustrates the oscillating pattern of the shell-structure energy oE a~ functions 

of both deformationη 叩 dparticle number N. It is clear from the figure that the distance 

between m勾orshell gaps shrink with increasing deformation. 

Shell Structure and Fourier Spectra 

Single-particle equations of motion in the cavity紅einvariant with respect to the 

scaling transformation (r,p,t）→（r，α，p,cx1t）.百1eaction integral S11 for a periodic orbit ~ is 

proportional to its length Lp, 

Sp(E = p2 /2m) = fdr・ p = pL/J ＝批L13, (4) 

/J 

and the serniclassical回 ceformula for the level density ん （E)is written as 
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g'icl（ε） = g(e）＋ヱAp（ぽ）cos（ιpーさμp), (5) 
p ' ＂＂ノ

where g( e) denotes the smooth part corresponding to the contribution of zero-length orbit, A 11 

the amplitude, R the radius at circular limit, and 内theMaslov phase. 

In order to examine the 'dassical-qu佃加mco汀・espondenceon shell structure, one can 

perform血eFourier transform F(L) of the qu如刷mlevel density g(e) with respect to恥 wave

number k, 

F(L) = f dke-ikLg（ゆ－Mf.r, (6) 

which may be regarded as’length spectrum’exhibiting peaks at lengths of individual periodic 

orbits. Here the Gaussianぬct9ris imposed to smoothly cutoff the spec回 min high energy 

陀gion. In numerical calculatipn, we use k(. ＝丸山 1../2,kmax being the maximum wave 

number calculated. The above method of taking Fourier transform of the quantum level 

den均 isshown to be a powe刷 toolto investiga削 herole of classical periodic orbits in the 

appearance of shell fluctuations in quan加msystems, and from such observations one c叩 also

ex甘actthe semiclassical contributions of individual periodic orbits. 

Figure 3(a) demonsttates the deformation-dependence of Fourier amplitudes 

calculated from the quantum single-particle spec甘a. The enhan~ement of peaks indicates the 

greater con佐ibutionfrom the corresponding classical ・periodic orbits ~ of length "Lr1 to the shell 

S町ucture. Here closed orbits are classified by two positive integers (n",1九）， which represent 

number of rotations and vibrations with respect to two elliptic coordinates in one revolution. 

With increasing its deformation from a circular shape, the short diameter orbits of M 

revolutions M(l,2) also bifurcate into the ones and hyperbolic orbits at the critical 似 isratios 

ηbif given by 

T¥凶＝ sin｛πn11/nv)・ 
(7) 

The length of those classical periodic orbits as a function of deformation can be 

calculated7> as shown in Fig. 3(b ). It is clearly seen from both figures that the bifurcations 

of stable periodic orbits give rise to由eincrease in Fourier amplitudes. The remarkable 

enhancements seen in the figure exactly coincide with the co町・espondinglengths of the newly 

created hyperbolic orbits, and hence s町・essthe impor阻neeof the orbital bifurcations. In this 

context, similar enhancements for the case of a spheroidal cavity at superdeformed shape were 

also reported泊血eprevious work9> by some of the present authors, where superdeformed 

shell s汀uctureis associated with bifurcations of periodic orbits with two repetitions on出e

equatorial plane. In the present work, p紅 ticul訂 attentionis p泊dto investigate such 

correlations between bifurcations of stable periodic orbits and quantum level-density 

oscillations. 
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Shell valley and constant-action lines 

Suppose some classical periodic orbits ~of length Lp are the dominant components 

in the semiclassical甘aceformula for oscillating level density, then the shell valJey 

maxima/minima follows the constant-action lines S p(k，η）＝const of those dominating classical 

periodic trajectories. Refering to Eq. 5 such constant-action lines are detennined by 

klp・π：μw'2= (2n+ 1）π， n=O, 1,2，… (8) 

We shall now demonstrate the above dependence in Fig. 4(a), where the smoothed 

level densities訂eplotted on the k-T) plane. As indicated in Fig. 4(b ), it is interesting to note 

出atthe shell valley s凶 cturesseen in Fig. 4(a) c佃 bedescribed by the constant-action lines 

of three m司orperiodic orbits; ne紅 thecircular limit the shell v剖leysvary along those of 

elliptic (mainly triangular and rhombic) orbi脂； inthe right-half region of Fig. 4(a) the 

influence of newly created ( l, 4) hyperbolic orbits is visible; the contribution of short diameter 

orbits are less pronounced but certainly non-negligible. throughout the considered range of 

deformation. The equality, Eq. 8, indicates恥 inverse-proportionalityrelation between the 

orbital length Lp加 dwave number k. As the length of a trajectory P increases, the values of 
k decre部 eand consequently the smoothed level densities show more oscillations. In 

particular, since the length of the (1,4) hyperbolic orbits gradually increases within 

η ~..Ji -1.7加 d出enslowly decreases for η＞1.7，出ecorresponding constant-action lines 

also behave in出esame manner, indicating the essential role of the orbital bifurcations in 

quanta! shell formations. 

Discussion 

We performed the Fourier analysis on qu初旬mlevel density and demonstrated the 

importance of bifurcations of the repeated short diameter orbit for the emergence of shell 

S佐uctureat large deformations. To support our conclusion in the frame work of 

semiclassical POf, we have recently improved出ePOf by taking into account the two 

additional (seeond and third) terms in the trace formula for the elliptic billiard 11 >. The validity 

and usefulness of白isapproach have been demonstrated by the success in describing the 

bifurcations of the short diameters in the elliptic billiard. The semiclassical shell corrections 

obtained with our improved semiclassical approach紅ein good agreement with their quantum-

mechanical counterparts 11 >, as shown in Fig. 4. Our investigation is currently extended to 

similar bifurcation effects in general axially-symmetric, but non-integrable cavities, such as 

more realistic shapes of nuclear fission. 
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repeated short diameter orbits bifurcate into 
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II. 7. A Peak-intensity Oriented Least-squares Fitting 

Fujita M. and Fujioka M. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Unit,’ersiり’

The least-squares method (LSM) is one of the most popular fitting technique for data 

analysis. For example, it is used to ob凶npeak intensities from measured spec佐umin many 

fields. In order to apply LSM for such a situation, a fitting function must be determined. 

Generally, a peak shape can be considered as a Gaussian curve. Then three independent 

p紅白netersare needed to determinate the Gaussian shape, and usually a p紅ameterset of 

"height (h）”，”average (x。）”釦d”standarddeviation （σ）” is used. Then the Gaussian is 

rewntten as 

g(x) = h ・exp［－！｛引｜
、‘，，，．．．．．． 

J

，．、、

A peak intensity (S) is obtained from these p訂創netersusing the relation, 

S=&  h・a.

Considering a quantity u = f (x, y) where x and y紅equ加 titieshaving errorsσx and 

σY , the variance σu 2 c加 befound as 1 > 

2 f a/'2 2 f a/)2 af af 1-1 a + 1-1 a; +2cov(x v）一－
I - ¥ dX J X ¥ ay j ’. ax ay. 

The errors therefore紅eadded quadratically with a modifying胞rmdue to白ecovariance. 

Depending on its sign釦 dmagni加de,the covariance should increase or decre~e the errors by 

appreciable amounts. A covariance can be calculated in血efitting procedure and a non-

diagonal element of出eerror matrix should supply this information. 

When an error of a peak intensity is calculated from those of the fitting p出・ameters,

one must take加toaccount of出ecorrelation但nongthem. If a gross area of the Gaussian, 

instead of a height, is chosen as a parameter, one can determine easily the error of it, because 

diagonal element of出eerror matrix shows the square of the e町or.In that case, the Gaussian 

1s rewntten as 

内）＝ ~a ・exp［－！｛平n
(2) 

A sample spectrum, which is generated by random numbers，紅efitted by function ( 1) and (2) 
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in Fig. 1, and血eresult of出eerror matrices are also shown in Table 1. Then the 

background component of the spectrum紅econsidered as a quadratic function. 

As a result, both fitting methods紅eseen to give出esame peak area and the error of 

it, though the complication of the procedure to obtain it differs. 

Reference 

I) William R. Leo, T，民hniqu~s for Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments, pub. by Springer-Verlag 

(1987). 

Table J. External error matrices. A) and B) show the result with fitting function (I) and (2), respectively. 

σ 0.197E・1 -0.450E・3 -0.247 0.161 -0.217E・1 0.291E"3 

Xo 0.14SE・1 -0.338E・2 0.702E・1 -0.185E・2 0.827E・5

h 65.7 7.14 -0.720 0.717E・2 

BG( constant) 223 -1.12 0.97SE・2 

伊rst-a申す 0.830E・1 心.794E・3。・econd・・0官制 0.779E・5 

σ 0.202E・1 -0.3“E・3 20.4 0.187 -0.236E・1 0.236E・3 

Xo 0.144E・1 心.549 0.764E・1 -0.224E・2 0.119E4 

s 0.459E5 376 -44.1 0.441 

BG( constant) 23.8 ・1.20 0.10SE・1 

(first－~由｝ 0.892E・1 -0.852E・3 

(second-mlir) 0.834E・5
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Fig. 1. Result of the fitting. A) an~ B) shows the result with fitting function (I) and (2) respectively. 
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II. 8. Schottkey-CdTe Detector (Pt/CdTe/In) for Angular 
Correlation Measurement 

Hoshino T., Tanigaki M. *, Fujita M. *, Sonoda T., Baba T., 
Shinozuka T. * and Fujioka M. * 

Depart-nent of Physics, Tohoku University 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku University* 

CdTe has been known as a versatile semi-conductor. The use of semi-conductor, 

e.g. CdTe, hぉ thereforebeen studied for application to ganuna-ray spec甘ome甘y. Small 

size, good energy resolution and, above all, operation at room temperatures, render the CdTe 

detectors suitable for m加 yangular correlation measurement system (e.g., crystal ring 

system）.百1epresent study is a pre-experiment for a crystal ring system. We tried to 

establish coincidence system, to investigate gamma-g値目naangular correlation on the decay 

of 133Ba with the CdTe detectors. 

In the experiment, 7mmゆx50mmCdTe detectors made in JAPAN-ENRGY 11 were 

used. The CdTe crystals in the detectors 訂・e 2mmx2mmx0.5mm Schottkey-CdTe 

(Pt/CdTe/ln). One of the spec甘awith a CdTe detector is shown in Fig. 1 . 

The CdTe detectors were studied; leakage cu汀・entdata (I== lnA剖 600V),intrinsic 

efficiencies (0.29% at ganuna ray-356keV, 600V), spectra with time dependence, and 

gamma-g泊四naangular correlation data on the decay of 133Ba. 

As it is known, the longer the Schottkey-CdTe detectors are bia'ied, the worse and 

worse becomes the energy resolution. (called as’polarization effect'). This polarization 

effect recovers, once the detectors are de-biased and are E・e-biased2>. So we made programs 

for automatic operating bias system. 

The gamma-ganuna angular correlation on the decay of 133Ba were measured and 

investigated3 4>; we used a 133Ba gamma-ray source for system verification. The directional 

correlation of the 356ke V-81 ke V g祖国na-gammacascade has been measured as 

W(0) = 1 + (0.038 ± 0.016)P2 (cos0) + (0.019 ± 0.021) P4 (cos0). 

This experimental data agreed with the past experimental data (see Fig. 2). The 

gamma-g創nmaangular correlation measurement with CdTe detectors is therefore available. 

It is expected血atthe crystal ring system be developed on the base of this 

experiment. 
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II. 9. Preparation of min Source by a Mel ting Method for PAC Spectroscopy 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku Universiη 

Introduction 

Prep紅 ationof 111 In sources is one of the most important step to apply PAC spectroscopy 

to various topics in materials science or solid state physics. So far the present author has applied 

three different methods. Namely, (I) the nuclear reaction method (2) the diffusion method and 

(3) the implantation method. Among them, the implantation method with an ISOL (isotope 

separator) is出emost convenient method since 111ln C加 beimplanted into any materials. 

However, as has been shown by the present author, the implanted 111 In with several I 0 ke V was 

found to diffuse away from Fe specimens at about 500C >. So for the research subjects on Fe 

which need heat treatments above this temperature, some other method of specimen prep紅 ation

must be devised. Recently, a Krakow-Gottingen group ha'i reported a simple but an unique 

me..thod of the preparation. Namely, they have melted Fe foils with 1111n deposited on the 

surface2>. The foil is melted so fast that part of 1111n remain in the bulk before they evaporated 

away thus fonning a good PAC source with a high enough activity for the spec町oscopy. They 

have applied the method to detennine the solubility of In or Rh in Fe. 

This method of the fast melting has been applied by the present author of that technical 

p訂twill be described in this report. The results of the applications to (I) Fe-carbon martensite (2) 

Fe-Si alloys (3) other Fe-alloys (4) Ni-alloys and (5) Si-alloys will be described in the following 5 

reports. 

Experimental 

Fe foils, 25×25 mm2x50μm, were prepared from a Johnson Matthey high purity rod. 

0.02-0. lml of 111lnC12 (the specific activity, 4mCi/ml) was dropped and dried on the surface. In 

the cぉeof alloy study, a controlled amount of alloying elements (either the element itself or the Fe 

mother alloys with the known alloy concentration) was added to it with weighing by a micro-

balance. Subsequently, the foil is folded several times to form 11 a ball”as called by K-G group with 

about 5mm diameter. The ball was placed in an alumina crucible of which diameter is lOmm 

around which lmm</Jxl80mm Ta wire was wounded about 4-5 times. Some thermal insulation 

by isolite around the crucible has been found helpful to reduce the power input. The crucible wぉ
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set in a甘ansparentquぽ包 tube(22mm<f≫<700mm) which is known to be stable against a thermal 

shock. The tube was evacuated and flushed by Ar gぉ severaltimes to prevent the oxidation 

during the subsequent heating. Next, 40A of AC current were applied to the Ta heater to heat up 

the crucible. The temperature of the crucible, monitored by a two-color thermometer, reached to 

1600-1800C within 5 sec. The crucible wぉ keptat the temperature for several 10 sec and the 

cu町entwas switched off. The to凶 powerinput was estimated as 400W and the total running 

t加ewぉ lessthan 90sec. For the case of pure Fe, the foil was found to melt to form a sphere 

with about 3mm diameter. The 111 In activity dissolved in the specimen was found high enough to 

memmre several PAC spectra. The specimen shows a metallic color to verify the oxidation during 

出emelting procedure was negligible. The yield of 111 In (the ratio of 111 In solved in the specimen/ 

血atinitially applied on出esurface) was found somewhat to depend s町onglyon the kind of the 

alloying element, of which details will be described later. 

The same procedure w凶alsoapplied to Ni and Si. For the case of Si, the powder with 

血ealloying elements was pressed:to form a disk to which 111In was dropped and dried before the 

melting. BN (boron nitride) crucibles were used for the Si case since melted Si was found to 

sinter to the alumina crucible. 

Results and Discussion 

PAC Spectrum for pure Fe, Ni and Si 

Fig. 1 shows PAC spec甘afor a pure Fe specimen prep訂・edby the present melting method 

and the corresponding Fourier spyctra in Fig. 2. All sp配 凶紅enothing but出atof 111ln剖出e

substitutional site inα－Fe (bcc). Namely 111 In are at血esubstitutional site after the melting 

procedure and give rise to血e11 nsec precession signal with the hyperfme field of・39T. The 

amplitude of出eprecession signal is about 2 times larger出組曲atafter the implantation. This 

shows that the melting method is superior to the implantation method in出atno damage effect is 

present. (An annealing at 400C is necessary after the implantation to obtain the same amplitude as 

in Fig. 1. see Ref. 3). No significant change is present in由espec町aafter the heat甘・eatmentc;in 

Fig. 1 (slow cool, quenching and annealing剖 severaltemperatures). Namely, any change in the 

spec住ain the following 3 reports for the Fe alloys after the heat甘・eatmentsmay be taken as due to 

the effect of the alloying elements. 

The only difference from the spec汀umafter the implantation is the presence of the low 

frequency component of several 10 M rads-1 ぉ shownin Fig. 2, which is noticed as the upward 

bending of the spec佐umbase line ne訂 t=Oin Fig. 1. The cause of the low合equencycomponent is 

not known at present. 百1eclusters of 111 In is one possibility. Also one notes出eamplitude of 

the 1st harmonic (2aj is much smaller白印刷expectedfor出ep陀 sentmeac;urement. Namely, 

without an external magnetic field, the amplitude of the 1st harmonic should be the same with the 

basic (roJ. This is probably due ω由epoor time resolution in the p陀sentset up using NaI 

detectors and not due ω白eme由o~of 出especimen preparation. Namely, such a lack of the 2roL 
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低rmhas also been noticed in the implanted specimens. The lack, however,・ is not serious 

problem since most of the new components in Fe alloys are found near the b~sic. 

For the case of pure Ni, a large precession signal was found, of which amplitude and the 

period訂eexactly the same with those in the specimens prep紅 edby a diffusion or implantation 

method. So the present melting method is also useful to Ni and applied to several Ni-alloys, the 

details of which will be described in one of the following reports. The cold work剖 RTor 

hydrogen charging on Ni, however, caused only a slight change in出espectra. So no further 

details will be reported here. 

For the case of pure Si, a flat spec町umwithout any precession signal was ob凶ned.

This is reasonable since no EFG should be present in出esubstitutional site of Si cubic lattice. 

The addition of Cu, however, was found to give rise to a clear precession signal, of which details 

will be described in one of following reports. 

The yield dependence on alloying elements 

During the several runs in出epresent melting method, the yield of 111 In wa~ noticed 

S佐onglyto depend on the kind of the alloying element added on the Fe foil or Si disk. Since no 

systematic s加dyh筋 beenperformed on the subject, only qualitative and empirical results will be 

remarked as; 

Fe-host: Very high yield: Mn, high: Ti, V, Nb, Cu, medium: Si low:C, B, Mo, As, P. 

Si-host: Very_ high yield: Au, }1igh:. Cu, f¥1n, medium: Fe, low As, P, B. 

αice one notices the tend~ncy, it can be utilized to adjust血eamount of出e11 1 In solution 

to obtain a PAC specimen with a proper amount of the activity. For instance, only O.Olml of 

111 In solution was used for Fe-Mn alloy co附句toFe-C alloys where 0.2ml was necessary. So in 

a favorable combination of alloying elements, about 10 specimens can be prepぽedusing 1 ml 111 In 

solution. 

For Ni alloys, the yield wぉ foundas high as 30 %. So, 111 In solution of less than 0. O 1 

ml was necessary to prepare the PAC Source. Also volatile elements as As, P were noticed to 

evaporate away from the specimens during the melting procedure and hence it is likely由atalloys 

with the aimed composition have not been formed. 

Wi出 propermodifications, this method of melting for PAC spectroscopy source 

preparation may be extended to other elements of which melting point is below l 600C. (Fe: l 535C, 

Si: 1410C, Ni: 1453C) In principle, however, the melting method can not be applied to single 

crystals or amorphous alloys. 

Further works are now in progress to develop the melting method. 
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II. 10. PAC Spectroscopy of Iron-Carbon Martensite 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku Universiη 

Introduction 

Fe-C martensite has been a subject of materials science for a long time, since the 

formation of martensite is utilized to harden steels as best exemplified by出eprocess of 

manufacturing Japanese sword. ’The bee (body centered cubic）α－Fe transforms into fee (face 

centered cubic)r-Fe剖 9I OC. If carbon is present and also the specimen is cooled qui胞 fast

(quenehed) aeross the transformation也mperature,an intermediate bet (body centered tetragonal) 

phase is formed which is named as martensite phase and has been known to cause the steels 

hardening. 

Fe-C martensite has been extensively studied by Mりssbauerspectroscopy. The 

accomplishment and由econ甘oversyamong research groups with the spec町oscopyhave been 

summarized in Ref. 1 . 

So far no PAC spec町oscopyhas been performed on Fe-C martensite and hence attemp低d

in the present. ’This kind of study has become possible only with the applieation of the new 

technique of PAC specimen preparation, namely, the melting method, of which detailsぽe

described in a preceding report. 

Experimental 

Fe-C alloys for the 111 In PAC spee佐oscopywere prep訂edby the method in the preceding 

report. Namely, graphite powder (C) or the powder of Fe-C mother alloy (C content 4. 7wt%) 

was deposited on a Fe foils toge出erwith 111 In. Since no significant difference was noticed in the 

results between them, the latter method was usually utilized since C distribution is expected more 

uniform. Although several runs have been performed, here the result on a specimen with 2-wt % 

C will be reported. As well known from the Fe-C phase diagram, the maximum solubility of C in 

yphase Fe is 2. 08wt% (8. 99at. % ）剖 I154C. So the effeet of C on the PAC spec町umis expected 

to be maximum at出isconeentration. The results on other alloys with different C concentrations 

are found qualitatively the same with the present. 

After measuring the spee町umright after the melting, the specimen was quenched from 

l 150C into ice brine to form the martensite phase. Also an isochronal annealing between RT and 
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600C(80CβOmin) wぉ givenω出especimen. After each heat甘・eatment,PAC spectrum was 

measured at RT without an extrrnal magnetic field. As shown in the preceding report, no 

significant change wぉ observedfor pure Fe specimen given由esimil紅 heat佐・eatment. So any 

change in the present Fe-C alloys should be ascribed to the effect of C. 

Result 

Fig. 1 shows PAC spec佐afor the Fe-C alloy after several heat treatments. Right after 

the specimen prepar剖ionby the ivelting method, the spec住umis that of 111 In at the substitutional 

site (S-site) of α－Fe. Namely, the cooling rate after the melting is not fast enough to retain C atoms 

ぉ asolid solution. All C atoms precipitate as Fe3C (cementite) and hence only few of them are 

near 111In probes. So the hype凶nefield at most of 111 In site is the same with th瓜 inpure Fe. 

This is clearly shown in Fig. 2,' Fourier spectrum for Fig. 1, where only the S component is 

prominent at-39T except the low frequency component of which nature is speculated in the 

preceding report. 

After the quenching into an ice brine from 1 l 50C, namely with the formation of 

martensite, the PAC spec町umshows a significant change of出eamplitude damping a'i shown in 

Fig. 1 ( the 2nd spectrum）.百listrend of the amplitude damping is clearly observed up to the 

delay time 70ns in the 3rd spec佐um(after出eannealing at SOC). Also note in the spec甘um，出e

amplitude tends to recovers between the delay time 70加 d120ns. Namely we are observing a 

beating phenomenon in出e3rd sp~c汀um. The cause of the amplitude beating is well understood if 

the corresponding Fourier spec町a（出e3rd in Fig. 2) are examined. Namely, in that Fourier 

spec甘um,two satellites, the one below Cl¥, and the other above roL, take place to cause the beating. 

As well known, the superposition of multiple cosine curves with slightly different釦 gular

仕equencyresults in the beating which appears as amplitude damping ne紅 thedelay time t=O and 

出erecovery with increasing time. Indeed, such a beating can be reproduced in the calculated 

PAC spectrum with the hyperfine distributions with satellites. (See a following report for the 

comparison between calculated and measured spectra for several Fe alloys.) The加 gular

仕equency~ is directly related ω血ehype泊nefield H as roL=gμH/h in由epresent magnetic 

interaction. So出epresent results have revealed出剖 twonew sites with slightly different 

hyperfine field than血atof S site fuke place in martensite, of which nature will be discussed in the 

next section. 

Discussion 

Nature of the Satellites 

Since Fe-C alloys have been extensively studied by Mossbauer spectroscopy using 57Fe 

probes and the interpretation of the similar sa凶litesin the s pee甘umhas been well established, we 

will apply their argument to血epresent 111ln probe ~ase. 

In恥 betmarte1 
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exist two Fe剖omsat白e1st nearest site to C atom and four Fe atoms in白e2nd neighbor site. C 

atom pushes away血e1st neighbor Fe atoms resulting in the bet s甘uctureelongated along the c・

鉱 is. The Fe atoms at the 2nd neighbor site are pushed toward ~o C atom because the repulsive 

force by the 1st neighbor Fe atoms are reduced. The hyperfme field of Fe nucleus strongly 

depends on the distance between Fe剖oms. So if one sums up the contribution of neighboring Fe 

atoms to the hyperfine field with the presence of the C atom, the reduction in the I st neighbor and 

the increase in the 2nd neighbors result in. This may be directly applied to出epresent 1 1 1 In case 

with substituting Fe atoms in the 1st or 2nd neighbor Fe剖oms. Namely, the component with the 

lower hyperfine field corresponds to出e111 In at the 1st neighbor to C atom and the higher to the 

2nd neighbor. If 111 In are randomly distributed in the lattice, namely nei出erattractive nor 

repulsive to C atoms，由eprobability ratio for them to occupy 1st and 2nd neighbor is 1 :2. This 

relation seems to be qualitatively fulfilled in the present experiment result, as the higher frequency 

population is larger than that of the lower as sketched in Fig. 2. 

The annealing behavior of the present PAC spec町oscopyis also in accord with the 

proposal that血ebea白1gis caused by martensite. Namely as shown by a resistivity measurement, 

C atoms in the martensite precipitates toεcarbide between RT and 120C and further re-precipitates 

to cementite below 400C2>. The satellites also show the S創neannealing behavior that they exist in 

the as quenched state or after SOC annealing but disappear after 120C annealing as shown in Fig. 2 

as well as in Fig. 1 where no beating is present after 120C annealing. Namely C atomc; coagulate 

to form εcarbides at 120C and hence the lattice recovers to出ebeeαphase. Since αphase 

component is still present after the C precipitation, one C加 concludethat 1111n are still in the bulk 

not in the precipitates. 

After出eannealing at 600C, where 111 In have been known to migrate a long distance in Fe 

ヘhowever,the S component is reduced to show that p訂tof them migrates to some unknown sites. 

These 111 In may give rise to several components seen in Fig. 2, though the reproducibility of them 

must be examined in the further study. 
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II. PAC Spectroscopy of Fe-Si Alloys 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku Universiη 

Introduction 

Fe-Si alloys have been one of the most extensively studied materials because of its 

use as transformers core. Also it is one of the oldest materials studied by Mossbauer 

spec甘oscopy1>. Unfortunately, to the knowledge of the preset author, no PACぉpectroscopy

has yet been reported and hence attemp低dhere. 

Also血eauthor has reported results of Mossbauer and PAC spectroscopy on several 

Fe based amo中housalloys2>. The alloying elements訂emainly Si and B and so the study of 

the crystalline Fe-Si alloys repor巴dhere will be useful to examine the role of Si in the 

magnetic properties of the amorphous alloys. 

Experimental 

Fe-Si alloys for PAC specroscopy were prep訂edby the melting method as described 

in由epreceding report. Namely, a known紅nountof Fe-Si mother alloy (75wt. % Si) 

powder was mixed with 111ln solution on a Fe foils and melted in an alumina crucible. Four 

alloys of which Si concentrations were between 4 and 14 at. % were prepared. Several heat 

甘eatmentsbetween 400C and 1150C followed by quenching to ice brine or fast cooling by 

removing the furnace were given to each specimen for the PAC spec町oscopy. Since the 

hyperfine field distribution was found not to depend on the heat汀eatments甘ongly,only 

representative examples will be reported here. 

Result 

Fig. 1 shows the PAC spec佐afor four Fe-Si alloys with different Si concentrations 

together with that for pure Fe for comparison. As revealed in Fig. 1, amplitude damping is 

present only for PAC spec町ain Si alloys. The rate of the damping is enhanced with the Si 

concentration. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding Fourier spec甘arevealing the cause of出e

damping. Namely, a new component develops below the substitutional (S) component. 

This new component is observed as a small bulge in出e4 at.% alloy but develops to 

comp紅able出nplitudewith the S component in 9 at.% alloy. For the alloys of 12 or 14 at.%, 

出eS component almost disappears and several components with the lower hyperfine fields 
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develops. 

These observations are in agreement with the proposed model of the effect of 

alloying elemenぉ onthe hyperfine field by Mossbauer spec町oscopy. Namely, the 

substitution of Fe atoms by nob-magnetic impu出 esぉ Sireduces血ehyperfine日eld剖出e

nucleus of neighboring Fe atoms. Since a quantitative model has already been establishedへ
this will be applied to the present PAC case. 

Discussion 

Hyperfine Field in Fe-Si Alloys by PAC Spectroscopy. 

Let us consider a beeα－Fe lattice of which the body eentered site is occupied by the 

probe 111 In. Then we have eight ne紅estneighbors sites oeeupied by Fe atoms in pure Fe. 

With adding alloying elements, n sites out of the eight sites are occupied by the alloying 

element. The probability that白en sites are oceupied is given by a binomial distribution as 

eq. (1 ). 

P(n,c) =Sen e0(1-c)8・n 、‘．，，
－－
E
A
 

，，．、、

where c is血eeoneentration of出ealloying element in atomic fraction. Eq. ( 1) is shown in 

Fig. 3ぉ afunction of c. The formula is bぉedon an assumption出atthe alloying element 

atoms distribute randomly in th~ F~ lattiee. This assumption is eorrect for 57Fe probe i.n Fe 

alloy but not necessarily holds for the present 111 In probe.s. So any deviation from the 

assumption may tell us出atthe alloying atoms act as repulsive or attractive to由e111 In probe 

atoms. 

Next let us assume出at白ehyperf me field at出e111 In nucleus is proportional to the 

number of Fe atoms at出e1st nearest neighbor 8 sites. (Some models take into account the 

2nd nearest neighbor 6 sites additionally thus 14 Fe atoms contribute to the hyperfine field but 

neglected here4≫. Then, the hyperfine field at the 111ln with n alloying atoms is given as eq 

(2). 

F(H,n,w) = (w/2)2/ [(H-H。(1・n/8))2+(w/2)2] (2) 

Here, a Lorentz distribution is assumed for the hyperfine field with the FWHM, w.H。is出e

hyperfine field for Fe atoms with no impurity in the nearest neighbor. Then the hyperfine field 

distribution in the alloy of the concentration c is given as eq (3). 

HFD(H,c, w) ＝ヱnP(n,c) F(H,n, w) (3) 

The eq. (3) was calculated as in,Fig. 4 as出eSi concentration as由eparameter. Thew was 
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fixed at 10% of H0 typically observed in Mossbauer spectrum. The calculated results show 

a qualitative agreement with the observed in Fig. 2 up to the concentration of 12 at. % in a 

sense出at1, 2 and 3 Si componenぉ graduallygrow with the concen甘ation. The result for 

14at. % alloy shows, however, a deviation from the calculated. Namely, a low frequency 

component centered at around H。／2dominates with the population exceeding the calculated. 

Inspection of the Fe-Si phase diagram reveals由atordered phases are formed in this r如 geof 

Si concentration，由eone is FeSi (B2 type) and出eo血eris Fe3Si （以）3type). For FeSi, the 

Fe atom in the body-centered position is substituted by Si atom. This s町uctureis not 

ferromagnetic and hence not considered here. For Fe3Si, four body centered Fe atoms out 

of eight bcc unit cells are substituted by Si atoms. So four Si and four Fe atoms surround 

出ehalf of the Fe sites. So within the present naive model of the hyperfine field, one can 

expect H。12hyperfine field for the 111 In in the ordered s町UC伽reFe3Si in agreement with the 

present result for 14 at% alloy. 

Comparison with Amorphous Alloys. 

In the present light of the Fe-Si alloys study出atare definitely crystalline, some 

remark c加 bemade on出ePAC spec町umfor Fe based amo中housalloys reported by the 

present au出or. Although not shown here, the PAC spec甘afor amorphous alloys, of whiCh 

alloying elements紅eSi .and B (Si+B＝～20at. %), have shown qui也 similardamping signals 

血at・can not be distinguished fro1_11 the present on白ecrystalline. This s甘onglysuggests出at

the non-magnetic alloying elements are由eprimary cause for the damping in the amorphous 

alloys and the non-crystalline nature is only the secondary. Namely, prim訂ily,the number 

of出ealloying element atoms around出eprobe determines the mean value of the hyperfine 

field. Secondarily, the broadening of the hyperfine field, w, due to出enon-crys凶line

nature determines the hyperfine distribution around the me組 value. Indeed, one can 

distinguish 1,2 and 3 Si components in the Fourier spec凶 forthe present crystalline alloys 

but not in those for amorphous alloys. Namely, the width w becomes so large in 

amo中housalloys血ateach components merge into one broad distribution of Gaussian type. 

It should be noted血at出enon-crystalline nature is too much stressed to expl泊n出emagnetic 

properties of amorphous alloys and most of them are due to the high concentration of alloying 

elements幻．

The present result on Fe-Si is very encouraging to apply血ePAC technique to study 

白ehyperfine interactions in magnetic materials. Since only a few 100 mg of the spec泊施nis 

needed for the spec町oscopy，出eprep紅ationof alloys, the heat甘eatmentsetc can be 

performed rather easily. Also wi白血eprogress of血edamped signal analysis, new 

components might be discovered in the Fourier spec甘a. 百tismay give a new insight for the 

hyperfine field dis住ibutionaround組 impurityin Fe or o出ermagnetic materials. Further 

works are now in progress. 
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II. 12. PAC Spectroscopy of Fe Binary Alloys 

Hari凶rdaR.

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University 

Introduction 

As shown in previous two repo此son Fe-C martensite and Fe-Si alloys, the method 

of melting for 111 In PAC source is qui飽 usefulto study effects of impurities on the hyperfine 

field of Fe. In出isreport, the results of PAC spectroscopy on several other Fe binary alloys 

prepared by the melting method will be described. Although only a limited number of Fe 

binary alloys have been studied, some general trend has been observed in the PAC spec甘a.In 

these PAC spec佐ummeasurem~nts in the alloys as well as in Fe-C or Fe-Si alloys, measured 

PAC spec町ashow several variation. Namely, (i) only with a low frequency component (ii) 

出eone looks like to that in pureα－Fe (iii) a p陀cessionwith a monotonous damping (a simple 

decay of the amplitude) (iv) a precession with a beating (a damping ne紅 thedelay time 0 with 

血eamplitude recovery at出elater delay time). The s pee甘afor the case (iii) and (iv) will be 

referred as S like s pee町umsin~e the period of出eprecession is more or less alike with出atin 

pure Fe. 

The case (i) and (ii) will be interpreted as due to the precipitation of impurities. 

Namely, there exists佃 interactionbetween 1 1 1 In and precipitates for the cぉe(i）加dno 

interaction for the case (ii). 

The case (iii) and (iv) will be interpreted as due to the change in the hyperfine field 

by impurities in出eαphaseof Fe. Examples of the analysis for these cases have already 

given in Fe-C or Fe-Si cases in this volume. 

Experimental 

The alloying elements investigated are in the concentration in at. % ; 

(I) B(4.4), Au( 3.3) and Nb (0.44, 4.2, 12): limited solubility in Fe. 

(II) Ti (4.4, 8.0, 12.0), Mo (8.0), Be (4.5): a high solubility at a high T and a low one at low 

T. 

(III) V(3.7, 8.3, 12.0) Cr(4.8), Ni(3.4): a high solubility at all T. 

Here, the alloying elements are classified according to their solid solubility in Fe1 )' of出at

details will be discussed later. 

The specimens were prep紅・edby the method described in a preceding report. After 
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出espec甘ummeasurement出血eas prepared state, the specimen was quenched with a rate of 

several 104 K/s泊toan ice brine when the temperature is above 1 OOOC. When it is below 

lOOOC，出eywere annealed for 4 hrs and cooled fast (several 102K/s) by moving the furnace. 

The spectrum was measured after each treatment at RT without an external magnetic field. 

Result and Discussion 

Fe・TiAlloys 

Fig. 1 shows the PAC spectrum for Fe-Ti (8.0at. %) alloy and the co町・esponding 

Fourier spec佐umin Fig. 2. Although m飢 yspec佐ummeasurements were performed for the 

alloys described above，出isFe-Ti system represents the basic aspecぉ ofthem. Namely 

after the quench from 1150C, we see a precession pattern of由atperiod is close to that of α－ 

Fe although the amplitude shows a trend of the beating. The corresponding Fourier 

spec町umshows出at出espec佐ummainly consists of two components, one for出atof pure Fe 

(S component) and the other a satellite. The magnitude of the hyperfine field for the satellite 

is 87% of that for the S component. So as shown in a previous report on Fe-Si alloys, the 

satellite can be concluded as due to白e111 In that has one Ti atom which substitutes one of 8 

Fe atoms in the nearest neighbor sites. If we look up the Fe-Ti phase diagram, Ti is soluble 

up to 8% at 1150C. So all of Ti atoms訂epresent as a I・andomsolution in Fe and hence the 

above explanation based on the binomial distribution is consistent with the phase diagram. 

Wi由 decreasingtemperature, however, the solid solubility decreぉesqu恥 fastfor 

Fe-Ti case. For instance, it is null at 400C and 4 at% at 970C （出eannealing記mperaturefor 

the 2nd spec町umin Fig. I and 2). So about the half of Ti precipitates to TiFe2 and出eo出er

half are in solution at this胞mperature. 百lePAC spec町umafter the 970C annealing, 

however, shows only a large low frequency component and a佐aceof S and the satellite 

components （血e2nd in Fig. 2). α1e way to expl出nthe result is to assume白紙 thelow 

frequency component is due to出e1 1 1 In incorporated in to出eprecipitates. Namely, if 

precipitates are present, almost all 111 In probes are absorbed them to give only the low 

frequency component. In discussing the other alloy systems, however, we have to 

distinguish白etwo cases between (a) 111 In has an attractive interactions with the precipitates 

as Fe-Ti and (b) no interactions. 

Other Alloys 

The class (I) alloying elements (B, Au, Nb) have a very limited solid solubility (less 

出an1 at%) at all低mperatures. So in血er加 geof temperatures and the concentration 

investigated in出epresent, precipitates should be present in these binary alloy sys隠ms.

Indeed, we observe only the similar low frequency component as出e2nd one in Fig. 2 in Fe-

Au and Fe-Nb alloys for all concentrations (except for Nb (0.44)). So these cases may be 

classified as I-(a）.。1the other hand, Fe-B alloys always show S like spec町umdespite of 
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出atmost of Bis precipitated because of the low solid solubility. (Null for all temperatures) 

So in白iscぉewe have to conclμde that 1 11 In訂enot in the precipitates or there is no attractive 

interactions between them. So Fe-B system is classified as I-(b) case. 

For the cl俗 SII ele°"ents (Ti, Mo, Be), a high solid solubility (10%) at high 

temperatures ( 1 OOOC) and a low one at low tempera仰向（500C). Fe-Ti case is classified as 

II-(a) as described above. Within the limited concentrations and tempera仰向sinvestigated, 

Fe-Mo and Fe-Be always have shown S like spec汀um. So these should be classified as II・

(b). 

For the class III (V, Cr, and Ni) elements, a complete solid solution at all 

compositions and旬mperatures,we should always have S like spec町umsince there should be 

no precipitates in these alloys. Indeed, S like spec廿umalways has been observed in these 

alloys although the trends of the~damping or beating are present as in the cases of Fe-Si or Fe-

Ti, respectively. So the加 alysisfor Fe-Si alloy should apply to these alloys although the 

magnitude of the hyperfine field reduction will depend on the kind of the alloying elements. 

Further Subjects to Study 

The above discussion is based on an assumption th瓜 insome cases 1 1 1 In probes 

have attractive interactions with precipita低S(metallic compounds). Even when this is the 

case, questions remain as whether 111 In are inside the precipitates or on the surface. To 

answer for these questions, PAC spec仕oscopyfor the metallic compounds might be useful. 

For this purpose, the spectroscopy in Fe3Si compounds is now in progress. 

Also the classification of白ealloying elements based on the prim紅ysolid solubility 

is too simple for Fe binary alloy system. N但nely,many complications arise depending on 

出ealloying element as y orσphase formation. So Fe-Mn alloys are now being studied 

since Mn is a strong y phase former in Fe. 
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II. 13. PAC Spectroscopy of Ni Alloys 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materi，αls Research, Tohoku Universiη 

Introduction 

As shown in the preceding reports on Fe alloys, the new method of PAC source 

preparation, namely, a melting, method, is quite useful to study the effect of the alloying 

elements on the magnetic hyperfine field in ferro-magnets. In出isreport, the method has 

been extended to other ferromagnetic metals alloys, Ni. 

Different from bee Fe, Ni has a fee s甘uetureand hence the effect of出ealloying 

elements on the hyperfine field is expected to be different from由atin Fe. So a hyperfine 

field distribution was caleulated with taking into consideration the crystal strueture and 

compared with the experimental results. 

Experimental 

The method of出ePAC source prepar剖ionis exactly the same with出atdescribed in 

Fe alloys. Different from Fe, Ni has a high solid solubility for In and so出esouree ean be 

prepared by a eonventional diffusion method. Here, however, the merit of the melting 

method, the simultaneous preparation of the alloy and the source, has been utilized to study 

many different kind of Ni alloys. Because of the high solid solubility, only O.Olml or less 

amount of 111ln solution (4mCi/ml) was found necessary to prepare the Ni alloy sources that 

have a high enough aetivity for the PAC speetroscopy. 

Results 

Fig. 1 shows Fouri~r spec町umfor a Ni-Cu (7 at.%) alloy after several heat 

住eatmentsas well as with or without the external magnetie field vertical to the deteetors plane. 

For eomparison，血espee町umfor pure Ni without the field is also shown. For the ease of 

pure Ni, we see two componen臼 atabout I 00 （問） and 200 (2roJ Mrads・1 that have been 

known a'i出eprecession signals for 11 1 In at血esubstitutional site (S si也） in Ni1 '. Without 

the external field, we see the basic eomponent ( Oli.,) as well as出elst harmonic (2ffii) in accord 

with the出eoryof出emagnetic interactions 1 ・2l_ So出isresult eonfirms出剖 111In resides at 

the S site of Ni after出epresent melting method. 

Next let us see the results on the Ni-Cu alloy. In the as prep紅・eelstate (the melting 
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followed by the cooling to 400C in 1 Osec and another several minutes to RT), we see two 

broad components of which cen低rsare at about 70% of pure Ni （由e出invertical lines are for 

pure Ni). From由is,one can conclude血at血ealloying element Cu reduces the magnitude 

of the hyperfine field by 30%. Also without the external field, both the basic and the 1st 

harmonic are present for the case of the alloy. No significant ch佃 geis observed in the 

spectrum after the heat甘eatments(800Cx2hrs annealing and the fast cooling or出ewater 

quenching from 1 l 50C). 官邸 isan expected result for Ni-Cu alloy where Cu is completely 

soluble in Ni lattice for all composition at all也mpera加re3>. Namely, Cu atoms are 

distributed in Ni lattice as a random solid solution. 

Wi出 theapplication of the external magnetic field, the 1st harmonic (2coし） grows 

with the expense of出ebasic(roJ, which is also in accord with the theoretical prediction for 

the magnetic interaction2>. 

Inspection of the basic component as well as血e1st harmonic reveals出atthe broad 

components consist of several finer ones as revealed in Fig. 1. These finer components are 

reproducibly observed in the spec佐agiven different heat treatments although出epopulations 

seem to depend on them. These componenぉwillbe interpreted as due to 111 In probes with 

different number of Cu atoms in the 12 nearest neighbor site as will be shown in the next 

section. 

Discussion . 

Hyperfine Field Distribution的FCCFerromagn~tic Alloys 

The hyperfine field distribution for fcc Ni is calculated with the same assumptions as 

bee Fe. Namely, (i) impurity atom dis凶butesrandomly in Ni lattice.αsimil訂ly，出e

concen甘ationdependence of the ne紅・estneighbor occupation probability is given by a 

binomial distribution. (ii) The magnitude of the hyperfine field is proportional to the number 

of Ni atoms in the 12 ne紅白tneighbor sites or出eoccup加 cyof one non-magnetic atom as Cu 

reduces the hyperfine field by 1112 H0, where H0 for pure Ni. 

Fig. 2 is the calculated result for fee lattice where the hyperfine distribution is shown 

with the impurity concentration as a parame胞r. For the case of Ni, 12 different components 

overlap each other thus resulting in a broader distribution出組曲ecase of bee Fe. (see Fig. 3 

for the Fe-Si alloy report in this volume). The center of the distribution shifts to the lower 

side with increasing impurity concentration as expec隠d. Also each component 

co町・espondingto different impurity atom in the nearest neighbor site is still visible. 

百1eexperimental result in Fig. 1 for Ni-Cu alloy shows a qualitative agr・伐 mentwith 

the calculated (Fig. 2). Namely, (i）出ecenter of the distribution shifts to the lower side with 

the addition of出enon-magnetic alloying element. (ii) the distribution consists of the finer 

componen臼correspondingto the different number of impurity剖omsin the nearest neighbor 

site. 
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Quantitatively, however, the experimen凶 resultshows a disagreement with the 

calculated. The Cu concentration for Fig. 1 is 7 at.%. So the center of the hyperfine 

distribution should be ( l l/12)H。as血ecase of c=8 at.% in Fig. 2. The result in Fig. 1 , 

however, shows the center is at about 0. 7 H。correspondingto c=32.at% in Fig. 2. Namely. 

the effect of the impurity on the hyperfine field is much larger than the calculated. 

This disagreement suggests us an interesting insight about the s旬teof the impurity 

atoms in the alloy. Namely, thJ calculation desc巾 edabove is b制 don the assumption伽 t

the impurity distribution is completely random in the alloy. The higher concentration 

observed in the experiment suggests that this assumption does not hold for Ni-Cu alloy. 

The possibility is that there is an attractive interaction between Cu atoms and the 

probe 111 In atom and so the Cu concentration is higher in the 111 In neighboring sites than the 

average. 

百1eother possibility is that Cu distribution can not be made uniform during the 

melting procedure and so there exist two regions in the specimen, one with a higher Cu 

concentration and the other without Cu. This case is, however, unlikely. Namely, if this 

the case, we should see pure Ni components in Fig. l together with the Cu components, 

which is against the observation in Fig. 1 . 

Other Ni Alloys 

Several other Ni alloys prepared by the melting method have been studied by PAC 

spec町oscopyof which results will be briefly summarized as: (the concentrati0ns in at.%); 

Case I (large hyperfine field shift1 to the lower side) 

Cu(7.0, Fig.I), Be(5.2), Si(5.4,8.3), Nb(5.3), Al(3.5) 

Case II (slight hyperfine field shift to the lower side) 

C (3.0,10.4), Re(3.4) 

Case III (no shift) 

B(6.4), Fe(7.7), Rh(5.9) 

The case I may be interpreted as in the present case of Ni-Cu. For the case 11, C is 

an interstitial atom and hence should be treated differently from the present. The random 

distribution may apply to出eother case II. For case Ill, B has a limited solubility in Ni and 

hence precipitated out leaving the probe in pure Ni lattice. This also suggests there is no 

attractive interactions between 111ln and B p問cipitates(BFe2). 

Rh and Fe have a large solid solubility in Ni and yet have no effect on the hyperfine 

field. This sugges岱 either(i) these impurities宇rerepulsive to the probe 111 In or (ii) do not 

reduce the hyperfine field even when they are in the nearest neighbor site. 

Several other systems including Co alloys are now being investigated. 
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II. 14. PAC Spectroscopy of Si alloys 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku Universitv 

Introduction 

Needless to say, Si is one of血emost important materials in the modern technology. 

So extensive and detailed researehes have been and being performed on the material. 

The application of由ehyperfine interaction technique, PAC or Mossbauer spectroscopy, on 

Si has also been extensively done, of which part of the accomplishment are summarized in'>. 

In these works, the ion implantation technique hぉ beenusually applied to incorporate the 

probes, 1111n or 57Fe, into the specimen. 

In the present, the new1technique of the PAC source preparation, the melting method, 

has been applied to Si alloys, of which part of the results will be described. 

Experimental 

Si powder (99. 999%) was mixed well with a known amount of alloying elements 

and pressed to a disk. 111 In solution was dropped on the disk and dried for the melting. 

For the preparation of very dilute alloys, a special C紅ewas taken. Namely, a well mixed 1 

at.% powder was prepared first. Next, a known but small担nountof the powder was mixed 

with that of pure Si. 

The m~lting procedure is almost the same with Fe or Ni alloys, though BN crucible 

was used for Si. 

As, P, Fe, Rh, Mn, Au and Cu have been chosen as出ealloying elements. Among 

them, Cu doped Si specimens show well defined PAC signals and hence studied in details, 

where the Cu concentration was varied between 20 at. ppm and 6 at.%, of which a result for 

0.80 at.% alloy will be described in the followings. 

As and P have been !known to form a pair with 1111021. Unfortunately, these 

elemen包紅equi也 volatileand found to evaporate away during the melting procedure. So no 

well-defined PAC signal was observed for Si-As and Si-P alloys in the present. 

Result and Discussion 

Si-Cu Alloys. 

Fig. 1 shows PAC spec佐afor a Si-Cu (0. 80 at. %=8000 at. ppm) alloy after several 
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heat甘e組nents. Right after the specimen preparation (a), we see a well-defined precession 

signal, of which period is 33 nsec. Since Si lattice has a cubic symme町y,there should be no 

EFG for 1111n at血esubstitutional site and hence no precession signals. So the precession 

signal must be rela旬dto血epresence of Cu. Since we have only one frequency, 111In 

should be feeling a unique EFG. A possible species for the signal is a Pair of 111 In and Cu 

atoms (complexes), although how many Cu atoms are汀appedto 11 1 In is not known at 

present. 

Next, the specimen was quenched from 1200C into liquid nitrogen and the spec町um

was measured at 77K. The quenching to or the measurement at 77K is to prevent possible 

reactions of Cu剖 RT,since Cu atom dissolves interstitially in Si and mobile at RT with the 

migration energy of 0.43eV3>. After血equench，血.eamplitude of the signal is considerably 

reduced as in (b ). This shows出atthe In-Cu complex is not stable and bo白剖omsdissolve 

as isolated atoms at 1200C. Wi白血eannealing at RT (c) or higher tempera加問（d),(e), （η， 

the amplitude gradually recovers to the initial value of (a). This shows出atCu atoms 

migrate to 111 In to form 白ecomplex again. The fact白atmost of the recovery takes place 

after RT and 200C annealing confirms出atCu migration energy is quite low in Si. The 

presence of the signal in the as prepared state (a) merely shows白紙釦equilibriumstate剖釦

unspecified temper剖ureduri時 thecooling after the melting is frozen in. 

Next let us discuss about the spec胞sof Cu-In complex in the present. The 

metallurgical phase diagram for Si-Cu sys飽mshows that the solid solubility of Cu in Si is 

none4>. However, a microscopic study has revealed出atCu atoms are soluble in Si, though 

the maximum solubility is as small as 20 at.ppm (1018/cm3) at 1300C5>. Although 20 at.ppm 

solubility sounds qui低 lowin usual applications, it is not so for the hyperfine interaction 

works. 百1eactivity of 111 In in the present specimen (a sphere with 5mm diameter) is 

estimated as 50 μCi and so出e111 In concentration is estimated as 6. 5x 1011 /cm3 far below the 

Cu concentration. So we have enough amount of Cu atoms to form a complex of multiple 

Cu atoms with 1 11 In probes. The total Cu concen町ationin the present specimen is 

8000at.ppm由atare far above the maximum solubility of Cu in Si. So most of them 

precipitate to Cu3Si phase even at 1300C, where the maximum solid solubility is achieved. 

So the results in Fig. 1 may be interpreted as follows. At出equenching tempera佃reof 

1200C, Cu atoms are present in forms of both a solid solution with nearly 20 at. ppm 

concen甘ation加 dCu3Si precipi胤 es. This state is frozen in by the quench to 77K. In the 

following annealing below 200C, Cu atoms migrate to 111 In probes to form 11 1 In-Cu atoms 

complexes thus giving rise to血eprecession signal. The other possibility of 111 In migration 

to Cu atoms is unlikely, since In migration energy in Si is as high ac; several ev6> and hence it 

should not be mobile below 200C. 

Next let us compare the present result with others. Keller et al have performed 

PAC spec甘oscopyon boron doped Si-Cu sys胞mwhere 111ln was implanted at the depth of 
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150nm and Cu ions at由eenergy of 0.2keV almost on出esurface7 ). The Cu low 

implantation energy is to relate their work to the other PAC work on 1 l』In-Xobserved in a Si 

wafer given mechano・chemicalpolishing. After the subsequent annealing at RT, they have 

found two precession signals with η＝0 (ro1=223,ro2=315 Mrads-1 at 77K) that are ascribed to 

Cu-111In pairs. The signals, however, disappear in出e釦 nealingup to RT. Namely, the 

p泊rdissociates between 200~ 組d RT with the dissociation energy of 0.69eV. Also 

ingeniously, they have extended the work to study the jumping process of Cu atoms around 

1111n in the pair8・9>. Namely, they measured the broadening of the basics and their harmonics 

in白ePAC signals below 200K to obtain the activation energies of the jump a'i 0.09, 0.13 

and 0.21 eV. 

Comparing with theirs, the present results on the Si-Cu sys也mprepared by the 

melting method show different behaviors. They are: 

(1) Our 1111n-Cu complex is stable at RT. 

(2) The angular frequency (183Mrads-1) is close to but lower than theirs. 

(3) No significant difference is observed in the spectrum measure・d at 77K and RT 

So we can conclude出剖ourcomplex in Si-Cu system is different from theirs, namely, a p泊r

of one Cu atom with 1111n. 

Adding to these we have found出at:

( 4) The signal is visible down to the Cu concentration of 100 at. ppm but not in 50 and 20 

at.ppm Cu. 

(5）百leangular frequency gradually shifts to lower with the decreasing Cu concentration, 

l 28Mrads-1 at 100 at. ppm. 

So tentatively, we ascribe the complex as the pair of multiple Cu atoms with 1 11 In, although 

the number of Cu atoms varies with the Cu concentration in the specimen. 

Among several elements studied in the present, only Cu gives a well-defined PAC 

signal reproducibly down to the ~concentration of 100 at. ppm. So this system is considered 

to be the best among Si-impurity systems to apply the PAC technique. On the other hand, 

由epresent results also W紅nthat one must be careful for Cu contamination in the PAC 

application for Si using 1 1 1 In as白eprobe. 

Further works are now in progress. 
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II. 15. Miissbauer Sp~ctroscopy of Oxidation of 57Fe on Au Surface. 

HanadaR. 

Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku Universitv 

Introduction 

Lattice defects in Au have been a subject of research from the beginning of defect 

physics. At血efirst time，仕ieexistence of la凶cevacancy in metals has been proved in出is

material. During the subsequent vぉtresearches on Au lattice defects，加 annealingin air ha'> 

been found to purify the Au specimen. Namely, the resistivity ratio of a specimen, a 

measure for a specimen purity, is more increased after an air annealing than in a vacuum 

annealing. The purification h筋 beenexplainedぉ dueto the internal oxidation of impurities 

in the bulk. 

In the present Mossbauer spec町oscopy,the behavior of 57Fe in Au annealed in air 

has been studied. There, the migration of 57Fe atoms to Au surface and the trapping on出e

surface with恥 formationof出eFe-oxides have been found. This gives an alternative 

explanation for the Au purification upon air annealing. Namely, Fe impurities紅eremoved 

from the bulk to the surface thus not to contribute to the resistivity. 

Experimental 

Several mg of metallic 57Fe W俗 meltedwith Au and rolled to a IOμm foil for the 

transmission Mossbauer spec町oscopyafter annealing between 400 and l OOOC in either 

vacuum or in latm air. The 57Fe concentration was estimated as 5 at.%. 

Result and Discussion 

Fig.1 (a）ー（i)shows the spec甘aafter each annealing at白etemperature, the duration 

and血eatmosphere (in泊ror in vacuum) as indicated in the figure. After the annealing瓜

970C in a vacuum to anneal out the cold work effect for the foil preparation, Fig. 1-(a), or血e

佃 nealingin air at 400C, Fig. 1・（b), we see only a paramagnetic line ne紅 v=Omrnls. Since 

Fe atoms have a high solid solubility in Au host (25 at. % at 600C), the line is due to 57Fe 

atom in出esubstitutional site of Au. Namely, 57Fe atoms are still in the bulk瓜 thisstage. 

Wi血 proceeding出eannealing in釦rat 600C, Figl・（c),a sextet takes plaα. By the 

magnitude of出eseparation between the line l如 d6, the sex附 isぉ dueto Fe203・ The

Fe203 sextet grows with the annealing at higher temp町atu陀 s,Fig. 1-(d) for 700C and Fig. I・
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( e) for 800C with the expense of the paramagnetic line. At 800C, the paramagnetic line 

disappears completely. Note血at出esextet takes place only when the specimen is annealed 

in air. So the 57Fe atoms出atwas initially in the bulk to give白ep訂仰agneticline now 

transforms to Fe2 03 after the air annealing. 

Then a question arises that where this Fe203 is present, in the bulk or at the surface? 

The Mossbauer spec町umitself does not give the answer. However, the inspection of the Au 

specimen after the air annealing gives出eanswer at once. Namely the shiny gold color of 

出especimen is lost after the annealing and the surface color becomes completely black, the 

color of Fe203, after the annealing at 800C. Note出at出eblackening takes place only when 

the Au specimen contains 57Fe. 

So one can explain the present result as follows. At 600C, 57Fe atoms st訂tto 

migrate and some of them reach to the Au surface to be oxidized by the oxygen in the air. 

αice they紅eoxidized，出eynever diffuse back to the bulk and stay at the surface. This 

process proceeds with a higher rate at higher temperatures, since 57Fe atoms migrate to the 

surface with a higher diffusion rate. So after the 800C annealing, all 57Fe atoms reach to出e

surface to form Fe203 only to give the sextet. 

The甘ialto diffuse back the 57Fe atoms in the oxide to the bulk, the annealing at 

higher低mperaturesin vacuum, did not work. Namely, we still see the sextet at 900C, Fig. 

1・（f).However, after a long time annealing at 970C, Fig.ト（g),(h) and (i），出eFe203 

spec町umgradually changes into出atof Fe304, magnetite. This behavior of血ereduction of 

Fe2 03 into Fe3 04 by a vacuum annealing is exactly the same those found in the PAC and 

Mossbauer studies of the oxides on Fe surface'>. Once Fe oxides are formed，出ey紅equite 

stable and can not be reduced to metallic Fe by a vacuum annealing. Only a hydrogen 

annealing was found effective. 

After a very prolonged annealing at 970C, a small p紅白nagneticline takes place near 

v=O mm/s as in Fig. 1-(i). At present, however, the absorption is too small to distinguish 

between a~ due to 57Fe atom in the bulk or by FeO that is formed by a further reduction of 

Fe304. At RT, FeO spec加 m appears as paramagnetic because the Curie temparature is 

below RT. 

The present Mossbauer spec甘oscopyas well as the visual inspection clearly show 

出atFe atoms in Au tend to be removed from the Fe bulk to form Fe oxides on the surface. 

Such a process may take place for other kind of impurities in Au. Then it may explain the 

observed purification of an Au specimen after the air annealing, since the resistivity usually 

measures the impurities only in the bulk. 

This observed surface oxidation of Fe impurity probably takes place only in Au, 

since it is unlikely that oxygen atoms diffuse into Au bulk for the internal oxidation. Indeed, a 

similar experiment in 57Fe doped Cu has revealed由atthe whole bulk is oxidized to be brittle 

and yet Fe203 or Fe304 spec回 mis observed. The case of Cu is one of the usually observed 
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internal oxidation, of which details will be reported elsewhere. 

The present result also shows that the diffusion rate of Fe in Au is qui胞 high,since it 

migrates a macroscopic distance of lOμm at 600C. 

Reference 

1) Hanada R., CYRIC Annual Report-I 997, p.3 4 ( 1998). Also see Proc. Hyp. Int. Durban I 998 to 
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Fig. 1. Mossbauer Spectrum for”Fe doped Au after various heat treatments. 

The temperature, the duration and the atmosphere as indicated. 
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II. 16. PIXE Analysis of Thorium and Uranium in Drainage from 
a Radioisotope Laboratory 

Yamazaki H., Taktlhashi Y., Ishii K., Matsuyama S., Sato T., and Orihara H*. 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universiη 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiη 

Introduction 

Nuclear materials such as 232Th and rn:1U and many kinds of radioisotopeお訂eused 

in experimental studies at a radioisotope laboratory of Engineering Department of Tohoku 

University. It is legally demanded by Atomic Energy Acts to control leakage of radioactivity 

into surface water as low as possible. The highest limit of radioactivity in drainage from a 

laboratory is 1 x 10-3 Bq/cm3 for 232Th and 2x 10・2Bq/cm3 for 238U. Radiation monitoring is 

not effective for these extremely long-lived nuclides. The half lives for 232Th and Bsu紅色

respectively, l.41xto10釦 d4.47xl09 years, so白epermissible concentrations in drainage紅e

0. 246 ppm for 232Th and 1. 61 ppm for 238U. These concentrations C加 beeasily determined 

by absorptiome町fusing ~ coloring陀 agentof both Arsenazo皿 for百l(IV)I ) and 5七romo-

PADAP for U(Vl)2），組d出eyalso are much higher than the lower detection limits for these 

elements by ICP-MS and ICP-AES3>. Since a sample of drainage from a laboratory contains 

a detergent, many kinds of metals, and reagentli used in an experiment, these substances 

cause a severe problem such as a matrix effect for determination of Th and U by the analytical 

methods mentioned above. So th剖， somechemical process sep訂atingTh and U from other 

substances in drainage is essential to absorptiometry, ICP-AES and ICP-MS, which results in 

a rather impractical contamination monitoring for drainage from a radioisotope laboratory. 

The PIXE analysis permits the convenient routine work for monitoring 

contamination of Th and U due to relatively high sensitivity to these elements4) and direct 

determination of these elements independently of matrix elements of samples. The PIXE 

technique is conveniently applied to the analysis of thin uniform s創nples.In our previous 

studies, 5-7> complexation by dibenzyldithiocarbamate (DBDTC) ions with subsequent 

condensation into dibenzylidene-D-sorbitol (DBS) gels has been developed for 

preconcen汀ationof trace創nountsof heavy metals m water samples, in conjunction with rapid 

prep紅 ationof thin uniform 阻rge臼 containingzirconium as an internal standard for PIXE 

analysis. We also have developed a simple prep紅 ationme出odfor a出inpolyc訂bonatefilm 

and used itぉ targetbacking in出ePIXE analysis of anions such as sulfate, chromate and 
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訂senatein a wide concentration range (10-2000 ppb). 

In血ispaper, we report血ePIXE analysis of百i(IV)and U (VI) with two kinds of 

t紅getsprepared by the method mentioned above, and the performance for elemental analysis 

of drainage from our radioisotope laboratory. 

Experimental 

Target preparation 

In order to evaluate reliability of quantitative PIXE加 alysis,calibration curves were 

measured for targets made from standard solutions of thorium and uranium, and出enthe 

qu釦 titativeperformance of the ,present technique was checked using t訂getsof drainage with 

and without addition of a known amount of thorium and uranium. The concentrations of 

Th4＋加dU02 2+ in the stock solutions were determined by spec町ophotometry陀 spectively

using Arsenazo III 11 加 d5・bromo・PADAP2>. Two types of targets were used in these 

experiments. The first type of target was prepared by depositing 30・μ1solution containing 

2. 5 ppm Ga-internal standardおurtimes after dried at 60℃ on a hand-made polycarbonate 

film (0.27 mg/cm2>. This kind of tぽgetis called ”deposit target" in the following section. 

The second type of target was! prepared by a preconcentration technique developed in our 

previous studies, 5引 whichis called "preconcentration target" in the following. The 

processes in出epreconcen町ationstep are as follows. To a 25-ml solution, 2. 5 ml of 0. I% 

(w/v) DBDTC solution was added with stirring and then either 25μ1 of 1000 ppm Zr or 50μ1 

of 1000 ppm Pd standard solupons was pipetted結納 internalstandard. After出epH of 

solutions was adjusted to around 5 with an acetate buffer, the solution is kept stirred for 4 

minutes. The solution gels immediately after the addition of 10μ1 of 4% (w/v) DBS in 

DMSO solution. The DBS gels containing出eDBDTC complexes of metals and the internal 

stand紅darefiltered on a NucleRore filter of 0.4田μmpores. The filter is mounted on a Mylar 

target frame and kept in desiccatpr to dry for恥 PIXEmeasurement. 

PIXE anaか・sis
Here, we used a vertical beam-type in-air PIXE sys也m8>. A target was bombarded 

by 3 MeV protons (beam current, 5 nA; beam diameter, 2mm) from the 4.5みW 防namitron

of Tohoku University. The irradiation time was 10 minutes, unless otherwise noted. In 

出isPIXE system, X-rays from a阻rgetpassed白rougha l 00 μm Mylar sheet and were 

measured with a Si(Li) detector{4・mmdiam. x 5-mm出ickCrystal with 25μm Be window), 

which viewed a t紅getat 135 degree with respect to the beam axis at a distance of 

approximately 3 cm. 

For PIXE-spectrum analysis, we used a leasトsqu紅 白 fittingcomputer program, 

which hぉ beendeveloped in our laboratory based on由epattern analysis method9>. In出is

program, a background function for elements with atomic number Z=6・30was obtained as a 
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function of z and X-ray energy from bremsstrahlung emission cross-sections derived by the 
theoretical formula based on PWBA and BEA' 0・11>. Then, the spec町aof continuous and 

characteristic X-rays of elements were formed with出ebackground functions and were used 

to the leぉt-squaresfit to a measured PIXE spec甘um. Intrinsic efficiency of the detector and 

the transmission through absorbers were determined experimentally in the X-ray range of I・

60 keV. The values for the total production cross-sections of X-rays of interest and the 

correction factors for the relative intensity of multiplets for each characteristic X-ray were 

obtained from the偲xtbook by S. A. E. Johansson and J. L. Campbell12>. 

Results and Discussion 
In order to evaluate reliability of quantitative analysis by PIXE for thorium and 

uranium ions, calibration curves were measured for deposit targets加 dpreconcen tration 

targe岱， whichwere made from standard solutions of these elements. Figure 1 shows the 

results for the calibration measurements; the experimental concentration (Cexp) is plotted 

against the nominal one (Cth). The straight line corresponds to the relation of Cexp= C1h. 

For the deposit targets (A and B），出edifference between the nominal and the 

analyzed concentrations is within the quoted error (3σ） estimated from counting statistics in 

the wide concentration range of 40-1000 ppb. No detectable peak characteristic to thorium 

or uranium was found when the deposit targets made from 10 ppb solutions were irradiated 

up to accumulated charges of 3μC. It is appropriate from the experimen凶 result to judge出e

lower detection limit of thorium・and uranium to be 40 ppb for the deposit target. This means 

that由ePIXE analysis for deposit targets has a good sensitivity enough to detect the legally 

permissible concentrations of these elements in drainage from a radioisotope laboratory. The 

reproducibility of the PIXE analysis was examined using four deposit targets separately 

prep紅ed.under the s創necondition, and the deviation is found to be± 12% of出emean 

analyzed value. A relatively large deviation is probably due to inhomogeneity caused by 

multiple deposition of出etest solution on the film. 

Uranium in the preconcen甘ationtargets (C and D) is shown in the concentration 

range from 10 to 1000 ppb for the internal standards of Zr and Pd, respectively. The 

statistical counting e町or(3σ）is much smaller for preconcen町atedsamples than for the deposit 

targets due to l紅 geryield of uranium LαX-rays resulting from l紅 geamount of U in the beam 

spot on出epreconcen佐ationtarget. Hence, the preconcentration step increases precision and 

sensitivity of白ePIXE analysis. In the sample of 4-ppb U, however, the experimental 

concentration is around two times higher出anthe nominal concentration. This is a~cribed to 

the interference of Br kβX-rays appearing from Nuclepore filter, as will be shown below. 

The Br-contribution fluctuates widely at each N uclepore filter used, and it results in a severe 

interference in determination of very low concentration of uranium.α1 the basis of these 

experimental results, the lower detection limit of PIXE analysis for the preconcen甘ation
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targe岱旬msout訂ound10 ppb, above which the analyzed concentrations show satisfactory 

good agreement with the nominal values. The preconcen甘ationtechnique was used for the 

solutions of thorium, but the recovery of白oriumcame to be utterly imperfect. This is 

possibly due to ex佐・emehydrolysis of Th4+ ions in a solution at pH::::::413>; the pH value of 

solution in preconcen甘ationstep is chosen to avoid an undesirable precipitation of carbamic 

acid with the small dissociation constant (2.95s pKas5. l 9)14>. 

’The PIXE measuremとntfor血edeposit凶 getof drainage alone simultaneously 

detected 13 elements as well as very low concentrations of Th加 dU originally present in 

drainage. ’The addition of around 0. 4 ppm of each Th and U to the drainage sample came to 

the distinct peaks of L X-rays of these elements, even though the spec町umwa'i very 

complicate due to the presence of Br, Pb, Rb and Sr. These results indicate that the PIXE 

analysis for the deposit tぽgetha'i a reasonable sensitivity useful for monitoring an actinide-

contamination in drainage.αl the other hand, peaks corresponding to characteristic X-rays 

of heavy metals including U originally present in the drainage sample were clearly recognized 

comp紅ingwith the deposit targets. The preconcen町ationstep consequently ha~ a beneficial 

effect on the detection limit of U in drainage. In addition to this, palladium serves as more 

suitable internal standard than zifconium because of K X-rays with energies fぽ fromthose of 

X-rays of Th and U. A relatively lar~e yield of bromine K" X-ray originated from a 

Nuclepore filter, since the PIXE measurement of the filters arbitrarily sampled from the 

Costar’s serial number of 5775, which were used currently in a series of the preconcentration 

targets, showed a high bromine content. 

The elemental concentrations in drainage with and without addition of a known 

amount of Th and U紅etabulated in Table 1. The samples of drainage were collected from 

two different reservoirs of the radioisotope laboratory of Tohoku University; No.1-drainage 

is more aged出anNo.2-drainage. The average and the variation (numerical value) of 

analyzed concentrations紅elisted for three targets of each of drainage samples. For deposit 

targe脂， concentrationsof Th and U, whichむeoriginally present in No. I-drainage, are 

determined to be 0. 11 and 0. 06 ppm, although a relatively large variation (more than ± 30 % ) 

is observed from the average of three t訂gets. Ba'ied on the original concentrations, it is 

clear出at血e出nountsof Th and U added to No. I-drainage can be quantitatively determined 

by the PIXE analysis. The concentrations of many other elements also are reproducibly 

obtained by the PIXE analysis for deposit targets, as shown in the first and second lines of 

Table 1. For the preconcen廿ationtargets, on the other hand, concentrations of U added to 

No.2・drainageand heavy metals originally present are determined in higher reproducibility 

comparing with the analyzed values for the deposit targets. The analyzed concentrations of 

heavy metals including U originally present in No. I-drainage are much lower for 

preconcentration targets than those for deposit ones, as shown in the second and third lines of 

Table 1. These experimental results suggest the hydrolysis or coprecipitation of heavy 
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metals in drainage having a neutral pH during storage in a reservoir. The preconcen町ation

S飽pselectively collects unhydrolyzed componen包 inionic form to react with DBDTC ions 

and the insoluble p紅ticleslarge enough to be filtered out on a Nuclepore tlter of 0.4・μm

pores. Anyhow, heavy metals having these two chemical forms are considerably small in 

number, but the detection of thorium in preconcentration targe臼indicatesthe existence of Th-

hydroxide polymers to be collected on the filter. It can be considered that a large deviation 

of the analyzed concentrations for the deposit同rgetscomes out due to variation in the但nount

of insoluble particles of heavy metals in drainage s担nplesused for the阻rgetpreparation. It 

is highly recommended to analyze duplicate targets of one drainage s血npleby PIXE and use 

出eaverage on actinide-contamination monitoring. 

In conclusion, a procedure hぉ beendeveloped and tested for the PIXE analysis of 

Th and U in drainage from a radioisotope laboratory. The deposit target is simply made up 

without any chemical procedure except addition of如 internalstandard and prepar矧onof thin 

polyc訂bonatefilms. The PIXE analysis of the deposit target offers a promising prospect of 

determining concentrations of Th and U, regardless of the chemical form, below their legally 

pen凶ssibleconcentrations in drainage from a radioisotope laboratory. Uranium ions can be 

further precisely analyzed by the combined use of the PIXE measurement and the 

preconcentration technique. The methodology developed in this study can be applied to a 

routine work for contamination control of drainage from a radioisotope laboratory with a 

special regulation to use nuclear materials in experiments. 
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Table I. PIXE analysis for dn;iinage from a radioisotope laboratory. 

Deposit 
Analyzed Concentration (ppm) 

Target s Cl K Ca Cr Mn Fe Cu Zn Sr Pb Th u 

No. I-drainage 6.5 4.6 15.8 13.5 0.24 0.28 0.40 0.12 0.76 0.09 0.38 0.45 0.43 
+0.37 ppm Th 
+0.40ppm U 土3.2 土2.S 土8.6 土S.8 土0.14 土0.16 土0.22 土0.06 ±0.3S 土0,03 企0.14 士0.04 土o.os

5.6 3.7 IO.I 9.2 0.23 0.27 0.39 0.13 0.61 0.08 0.38 0.11 0.06 
No.l・drainage

土3.0 土2.3 土S.6 ま3.9 土0.13 ±0.17 ±0.23 土o.os 土0.09 土0.03 土0.16 ±0.0S ±0.02 

Preconcentration Analyzed Concen仕組on(ppm) 

Target Cr Mn Fe Ni Cu Zn Pb Th u 

No.1-drainage 
0.005 0.034 0.118 0.017 0.012 0.578 0.137 0.018 0.012 

土0.001 土0.001 土0.081 土0.011 土0.005 土0.049 土0.019 土0.003 土0.001

0.005 O.Q38 0.158 0.013 0.029 0.817 0.503 0.091 0.225 
No.2・drainage

土0.001 土0.002 土0.011 土0.002 土0.003 土0.054 土0.039 土0.004 土0.013
+0.20ppmU 

No.2・drainage 0.008 0.040 0.189 0.011 0.022 0.891 0.619 0.079 0.129 

+ 0.10 ppm U 土0.002 土0.006 土0.005 土0.001 土0.001 土0.021 土0.007 土0.003 土0.008

No.2・d1前iage 0.007 0.043 0.504 0.044 0.026 0.840 0.516 0.057 0.016 

土0.002 土0.005 土0.334 土0.039 土0.004 土0.051 土0.104 土0.Ql7 土0.008
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Fig. I. Calibration c町 vesfor PD但 釦alysisof Th and U. The quoted error is 3a from counting statistics 
in a single 3・μCrun.
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Introduction 

Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) is a useful technique for multielemental 

analysis with high sensitivity1 >. Generally s出nplesto be analyzed are irradiated in vacuum. 

Samples which contain moisture cannot be analyzed in the vacuum chamber. Sample size is 

limited because of the difficulties of placing it in a vacuum chamber. These problems can be 

solved by extracting the beam into the laboratory atmosphere. We call this訂rangementan 

in-air. PIXE analysis.. In-air PIXE加 alysisis attractive especially for biological, botanical 

and archeological fields than vacuum PIXE. 

The easiest way to realize the in-air PIXE analysis is to ex町actthe beam through a 

thin window into the laboratory milieu. While metallic foils訂es町ongenough to withstand 

beam damage, their characteristic X-rays from strong background in PIXE analysis.α1出e

o血erhand, greatly reduced background is achieved using polymer foil. It is known that 

among polymers, a polyimide such as Kapton (manufactured by Dupont) has the highest 

radiation resistivity and is suitable for exit window in in－泊rPIXE system' ・2>. It is a serious 

problem that the beam exit foil breaks during the experiment, so it is very impo此antto know 

its lifetime until breakdown. Studies on radiation deterioration of由eKapton foil has been 

performed from viewpoint of mechanical properties 1.2>. However, there is scarce study on 

its lifetime as an exit window. 

Here, we irradiated the Kapton foil until it was broken and measured to凶 charge

through the foil under various beam parameters. We define the total charge through the 

Kapton foil until breakdown as its lifetime. The average beam current was varied from 10 

nA to 1000 nA. Beam size was 0.5 to 3 mm in diameter. The total charge until breakdown 

of由eKapton foil was analyzed・ in consideration of current, diameter and energy loss of出e

beam. 
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Experiment 

Endurance tests were made using a vertical in-air PIXE (ViaPIXE) system at Tohoku 

university3刈. ViaPIXE is the yertical beam type in-air PIXE sys旬m. A single圃 endedtype 

Dynamitron accelerator in Tohoku University was used白血isstudy. The proton beam from 

the accelerator is bent by 30 degree using a switching magnet, further bent by 1 O degree and 

led to a beam exit assembly through a vertical dipole magnet by 90 degree. A falit valve 

closing sys低mwas set just downstream of the switching magnet to protect the accelerator 

from the vacuum break due to destruction of the exit window. Figure 1 shows the beam exit 

a<;sembly consisting of a beam viewing port, a Faraday cup, a carbon beam collimator, a 

beam exit window assembly and an in-air Faraday cup. The exit foil was glued on a copper 

or aluminum metal ring with a 5 mm inner diameter hole. The exit foil is a Kapton foil of 

12.5 or 7.5 μm. The exit window assembly can be changed within a few minutes from the 

beam exit assembly. Beam cu町entcan be mea'iured by the Faraday cup just before the 

carbon collimator or the in-air Faraday cup (see Fig. I). Beam currents meぉuredby these 

Faraday cups were consistent with each other. 

Irradiation with 2 or 3 MeV proton was performed until the foil was broken. The 

average current varied from 10 to 1000 nA. The beam size was 0.5 to 3 mm in diC;Ulleter. 

The beam size larger than 0.5 mm was obtained by the carbon collimator. In order to get 

uniform beam, the beam was defocused by using a白血（50 mg/mm2) carbon diffuser foil 

settled just downstream of a quadrupole doublet lens. An actual beam size was obtained by 

measuring diameter of a mark burning black on the Kapton foil. 

Results and Discussion 

Typical results of the total charge until breakdown as a function of the beam current 

for the different beam spot size is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the results of 7. 5 

叩 d12.5 μm Kapton foils for beam spot sizes of 3.2, 4.2 and 3.2 mm2. While total ch訂ge

until breakdown depends on the beam spot size, it does not depend on the beam current. 

Proton irradiation induced chain scission of出epolymer and caused the changes in tensile 

parame包rssuch as tensile s町・ength,elongation and fracture energy2・5>. Thus, the foil is 

destructed by radiation damage. Figure 3 shows the result of白e12. 5 μm Kapton foil for 

beam spot size of 0. 34 mm2. Beam cu町・entdensity is about ten times higher由an出atof the 

former. In血iscぉe,total charge until breakdown decreased with increぉein the beam 

cu町ent. Since rise in胞mperatureof the Kapton foil also degrades its malleability and 

ductility, local heating by ion beam accelerates deterioration of the foil in addition to the 

radiation damage. 

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3，出eto凶 chargeuntil breakdown differs for various beam 

parame旬rs. In order to research the total charge until breakdown at the different beam 

p紅白neters,the following normalization may be useful. We introduce the following 
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normalization. 百iefoil gets stress (F) from pressure difference (P) and withstands that 

S町・essby tensile s佐・eng出. In ordinarily, the value of tensile s佐・eng由 atbreak (F' ) is larger 

出初出atof F. Beam irradiation decrease the value of F' and the foil is broken. The value 

of F is proportional to the beam spot size (S). The value of F' is proportional to the length 

of berun circumference ( f =2πr, r=beam radius) times foil thickness (t). Furthermore, we 

introduce the effects of radiation and heat damage into such consideration. The fracture 

energy of the Kapton foil, which will affect the value of F', is almost in inverse proportion to 

radiation dose (0)5>. The fracture energy of the foil decreases slowly with the temperature 

up to 200°C and decreases sharply with the低mperaturehigher出an200°C. In this study, 

we assume F' is inversely proportional to旬mperature(T). While the foil thickness may 

change continuously with irradiation time, we assume the thickness to be constant. This 

assumption is sufficient for normalization on our experimental data to evaluate the life time of 

the foil. Thus, the following equation is derived. 

F = P ・ S = const土！＿＿= F'. (1) 
G・T 

Radiation dose; total energy deposited to unit volume (G) is defined by energy loss of the 

proton beam in the foil (dE), total charge (Q), beam spot size (S) and foil thickness (t) : 

G一生竺．
－ s. t 

(2) 

From equation (1) and (2), 

Q ・ dE 1 
7寸2 =constantす (3) 

Tempera加reof the foil (T) depends on beam cur民nt(I) and energy loss in the foil. 

We assumed that all of the deposited energy to出efoils is converted to heat in disregard of 

ano出erphysical process such as sput旬ring. Temperature of the foil is estimated by using 

the following equ紺onbased on heat transfer both foil surface and wall. 

. 2・t
I ・ dE = (h ・ S + h’・S一「）T, (4) 

where h :heat transfer coefficient of air, 

h’：heat transfer coefficient of the kapton foil. 

Since heat conductivity of Kapton foil is 6.5 times higher than that of air, h’is estimated 6.5h. 

Namely equation ( 4) become 

I ・ dE = (h ・ S + 6.5・h・s・2・R)T, (5) 

where R is the ratio oft tor (R=t/r). 
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The equations (3) and (5) are reduced in the follo~ing equ組on

Y =constant ・ X (6) 

Q・dE 
where Y ~ －－－；：－寸T

X= (I+ 13R）・ーし
dE I/S 

Figure 4 shows the normalized results for various beam parame飽rswith least square 

fitting curves. The data訂enopnalized for 3 MeV proton beam with the beam diameter of 2 

mm and 12.5μm foil thickness. While Y increases with X, the rate of increase decreases at 

the region of X > 0. 01. It shows that temperature of the foil is not so high and does not 

cause degradation due to heating in the region of low current density. Standard deviations of 

the data紅・e31-49 %加d15-24 % for the region lower血an0. 01 and higher than 0. 01, 

respectively. Lぽgedeviation for the region of X<0.01 may be due to旬mperaturefluctuation 

caused by instability of beam intensity. In the case of PIXE叩 alysiswhere our usual beam 

current density is around 10 nA/mm2 (7 nA in 1 mm beam diameter), the lifetime of the 

Kapton foil can be estimated longer than 2 days. It is sufficient for in-air PIXE analysis. 

Conclusion 

Endurance of出eKapton foil used as an exit window of in-air PIXE system for 

beam irradiation has been tested. The total charge until breakdown of the Kapton foil was 

加 alyzedin consideration of beam current, diameter and energy loss. The to凶 chargeuntil 

breakdown decreases with increase in the beam current in the beam cu汀・enthigher than 100 

nA/mm2.αi the other hand, , in the beam current density lower than 100 nA/mm2, total 

charge until breakdown does not decrease so much. The lifetime of出eKapton foil can be 

estimated longer血an2 days for 1出ebe副ncu町・entdensiザof10 nA/mm2. Our results will be 

useful for the users who want to start an in－創rPIXE experiment. 
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Introduction 

Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) analysis is well known to be a novel 

technique for廿aceelemental analysis 1 >. A beam spot size of a few mm diameters iぉusually

used in the PIXE analysis. In this case, it is needed that the distributions of elements出・e

uniform in the specimen. If spatial distributions of elements in a region of several cm2 can 

be measured with a spatial resolution of submilli-meters, it will be a powerful means in the 

analysis of archeological samples, e.g., paintings, books and stamps. Such technique has 

been already developed for the PIXE analysis of the microscopic region 1 ・2>. Elemental 

analysis over the area of several cm2 is possible by moving the specimen relative to the 

beam川. However, it has some technical problems such as damage of sample due to local 

heating with intense beam and distortion of spatial distribution images of elements induced by 

unperfect measurement of beam current. 

Here, we developed a submilli-beam line with a high-speed scanning system and a 

spatial distribution imaging system of n elements with a spatial resolution of submilli-meters 

for 3 cm×3 cm area. Furthermore, we combined this system with an in・泊rPIXE analysis. 

The high-speed beam sc加 ningand the in-air analysis reduce the risk of damaging the 

specimen. 

Submilli-beam line 

Figure 1 shows the layout of the PIXE analysis system newly developed at a 

Dynami町onlaboratory in Tohoku university, which consists of a submilli-PI~E camera, a 

vertical in-air PIXE systemべatarget chamber for nuclear spectroscopy, a low Z PIXE 

system using a crys凶 spec汀ometer,a polarized-PIXE system using a crystal spec甘ometer

with a position sensitive proportional counter, aPIXE background measurement system and a 

vacuum PIXE system. A single-ended type 4. 5 MV E初出凶甘onaccelerator with a high-

cu町entduo-plasmatron ion source was used in this work, which accelerates hydrogen, 

deuteron or helium ions. The maximum beam current is larger由加 100μA The emittance 
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of出eE初出国佐onaccelerator is lmrad・cm・MeV112. The submilli-beam line has been se凶ed

in a -40 degrees line which had been equipped with three types of PIXE chambers in series. 

In order to install the submilli-beam line, two of the chambers were moved to a -15 degrees 

line. Ion beams訂ebent by -30 degrees using a switching magnet, further bent by -10 

degrees and led to出esubmilli-beam line (see Fig. I). Two quadrupole doublet lenses are 

settled at the ups甘・earnside and downstream side of the switching magnet. The beam spot 

size is s mailer由加 6mm in diameter at the end of the beam line. Figure 2 shows the detail 

of the submilli-beam line. The submilli-beams were formed by using two slits with the 

spacing of 1.5 m. Adipole magnet to bend the beams 90 degrees was installed between the 

slits, which is used for a vertieal in-air PIXE (ViaPIXE) system4> (see Fig. I )5. The slit at 

ups甘・earnside is four-pole type copper jaws of 2 mm thick. The slit at downstream side 

consists of two wedge-shape jaws made by tantalum plates of 0. 1 mm thick. Both slits are 

remotely controlled at the control room of Dynamitron where we are monitor beam currents at 

each slit. The submilli-beams which are formed by passing through these two slits, are 

scanned horizontally and vertically on a specimen by two magnets. 

Submilli-PIXE camぽa

In the submilli-PIXE camera, specimens can be irradiated either in vacuum or in 

atmosphere. To sc加 awide, area, we use two magnets which are an air-core coil and a 

laminate-core magnet for vertical (Y) 肌 dhorizontal (X) scanning with high-sp切 d,

respectively. These magne包紅econtrolled by a function gene削 or. While a raster 

scanning mode is used for elemental imaging, pa仕emsof beam scanning can be freely made 

by computational program. The maximum area of scanning region is 3×3 cm2. A vacuum 

chamber (or a beam exit) assembly is placed at the end of the submilli-beam line for the PIXE 

analysis in-vacuum (or in-air). The vacuum chamber is a recぬngul訂 shapedaluminum 

chamber with a Si(Li) detector or a Si-PIN photodiode detector settled at the direction of 90 

degr1伐 swith respect to the beam axis. The beam exit assembly is shown in Fig 3. A be倒n

exit window is a Kapton foil of a thickness of 12. 5 μm and its訂eais 16 cm2. The lifetime 

of the Kapton foil window until breakdown by beam irradiation was longer than 2000 

seconds under the beam current density of 300nNmm2 (100 nAfor the beam spot size of 0. 7 

mm in diame胞の6>. Since the lifetime is made to elongate by beam scanning, the endurance 

of出eKapton foil window is sufficient for the submilli-PIXE analysis. The specimen is set 

just before the exit window. X-rays from the specimen are detected with a Si(Li) or a Si-

PIN photodiode detector through the exit window and a detector window of a 7.5 μm Kapton 

foil (see Fig. 3). 

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the beam scanning sys胞m and the data 

acquisition system for elemental imaging. In the PIXE camera, the X-ray energy and beam 

position訂esimultaneously measured in order to obtain spatial distributions of elements. 
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The system consis脂 ofa multi-parameter data acquisition system, AOCs for X-ray detector 

signals and AOCs for position signals. The position signals訂ederived from the control 

signals for the X-and Y-magnets. Analog signals from the detectors trigger the AOCs to pick 

up scanning voltages. After conversion, the digital data are saved in a list file. It takes 20 

μseconds for one data acquisition cycle. The list mode data acquisition is useful to observe 

changes in elemental imaging during irradiation. This system can so目白edata for selected 

element/energy region and generate elemental images even while the data紅eaccumulated. A 

large memory size is required in the list mode data acquisition, but it is not so serious since 

we can use large capacity and removable media at the present. 

Performance 

The proton beams were first focused at the end of the submilli-beam line by using血e

two quadrupole doublet lenses with opening the slit maximally, and白enthe four-pole slit at 

ups甘earnside wぉ closedto 0. 5 mm by monitoring the beam spot size at bo血X組 dY axes. 

Finally, the slit at down stream side was closed. 

The beam spot size was measured in vacuum by using a sharp (#) pattern which was 

made of a 1.5 mm wide tungsten ribbon. The FWHM of beam spot was obtained by 

differentiating the spec甘aderived from the cross section of the spatial distribution of 

characteristic X-ray yields from the# pattern which was measured by the Si-PIN photodiode 

detector settled 90 degrees with respect to the beam axis. A measured beam spot size was 

0.25×0. 48 mm2 in FWHM for average beam currents of 1 nA. Current intensity of beam 

halo was three order lower由加出atof the beam center. Fig. 5 shows the photograph and 

co町民pondingelemental image of copper from a substrate. The printed pa悦 min 0.5・1.0

mm spacing is clearly seen in the measured elemental image. 

Response of出emagnetic field for a control voltage was studied by meぉuring

elemental images of the copper mesh and by changing the scanning sp関心.Fig. 6 and 7 

show the control voltages of the magnets v. s. the positions of the copper mesh for the 

laminate-core magnet and 出eair-core coil, respectively. The position of mesh is 

proportional to its control voltage even at the scanning speed of 8. 1 cm/sec for the laminate-

core magnet. The air-core coil works at the scanning speed of 0. 15 cm/sec without 

distortion of elemental images. It takes twenty seconds to scan the region of 3×3 cm2. 

A shell of short neck clam and a g如 1tewere analyzed to demonstrate the application 

of PIXE camera to the fields of biology and geology. ThePIXE analysis was performed in-

air. The beam spot s包ewas 0.54×0.65 mm2 and was rather large than an expected value 

which was estimated in consideration of diffuseness due to由escattering in出eKapton foil 

and air molecule. The S担npleswere settled pe叩endi culぽ to由ebe但naxis and the X-ray 

detector was settled 135 degrees with respect to the beam axis. Fig. 8 shows elemental 

images of the Ca and Fe elements in the shell. It took 90 minutes to obtain these images 
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under the beam cu町en臼of1 nA. The Ca element which is the main components of the shell 

is homogeneously distributed.α1 the other hand, the Fe element is locally distributed. 

Since shells concen佐剖e出eelements correlated to their circumstances，出isshell had spent his 

life in water of Fe rich. Fig. 9 shows elemental images of白egrani飽 S創nple. It is seen in 

these images由atthe Fe and Ca elements訂einhomogeneously distributed. Since the in-air 

PIXE analysis enables to mea'iure such insulator sample without charge buildup, the submilli-

PIXE camera in－出ris applicable to measure elemental images contained in any sample. 

Summary 

The submilli-PIXE C担neraha'i been developed for meぉuringspatial distribution of 

elements in a specimen, which consists of the high-speed scanning system of the submilli-

beam and the data acquisition system. The beam spot size of 0. 25 mm×0.48 mm is obtained 

with a beam current of l nA. The maximum beam scanning area is 3 cmx3cm. The 

maximum scanning speed is 0. l 5 cm/sec and 8. l cm/sec for vertical and horizontal scanning, 

respectively. In order to improve the spatial resolution, we are planning to install 

quadrupole doublet lenses at the downstream side of the slit of the submilli-beam line. 

As the application of the submilli-PIXE camera to the fields of biological and 

geological sciences, a shell of short neck calm and granite were analyzed in-air. We got clear 

elemental images for both s創nples. This system will also be . a powerful means for 

訂cheologyand other fields. 
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Introduction 

Particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE) analysis is well known to be a novel 

technique for trace elemental analysis. In qu組 titativeanalysis of PIXE method, the 

distribution of elements is required being uniform within the cross-sectional area of beams. 

Recently a submilli-PIXE camera has been developed at Tohoku University, which c加

measure spatial distributions of elements in a region of several cm2 with a resolution of 

submilli-meters 1 >. It wiH be a powerful tool in the analysis of archeological samples, e.g., 

paintings, books, stamps, and paper cu汀ency. To analyze precious specimens like ancient 

writings, however we should consider their radiation damage caused by beam irradiation:!>. 

In this study, we investigated coloration of paper induced by beam irradiation. 

Experiment 

百ueetypes of papers, Fine quality paper, Houshosi(Japanese paper), and Thick 

Japanese paper were irradiated in the In-Air submilli-PIXE camera, where 3MeV proton 

beams of a 0. 5mm were scanned on a paper and the scanning area was 20×20mm2. 

Irradiation conditions訂elisted 1 in Table 1. Deterioration of paper was investigated from a 

viewpoint of coloration. After irradiation the degree of coloration was measured at the 

irradiated area and the non-irradiated area with a color meter (Model 520-02 Yokogawa 

Instruments). The color meter mea5 ures the reflected light from the paper and determines 

values on the color-coordinates. Since the value on color-coordinates depended on the 

intensity of light source, the light source had been fixed during出emeasurement. We 

introduced a relative value of the degree of coloration in the irradiated訂eaand non-irradiated 

area. 

Results 

Relative values on color-coordinates for the tested papers are shown in Figs. l (a), 

(b），釦d( c) for various ω回lbeam ch紅ge. 百1edegree of coloration for Houshosi and Fine 
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quality paper has a linear coloration with the to凶 be倒ncharge.α1 the other hand，出atof 

Thick paper is independent with the total beam charge. This result suggest'i白atproton 

beams cause白ebreakage of molecular chain of paper matrix and lead to coloration. The 

degree of coloration for Houshosi at the same beam charge is the largest among the papers. 

In the case of Thick paper, the coloration is eぉilyachieved and this effect is saturated bellow 

the total beam charge of 2. 5 μC. 

Relative values on出ecolor-coordinates of Houshosi for total beam charge, beam 

cu汀entsand beam scanning speeds are shown in Fig. 2. The degree of coloration depends 

only on the total beam charge, but does not vary with beam currents and scanning speeds. 

Time variations of relative values on cofor-coordinates of Houshosi and Fine quality 

paper are shown in Figs. 3 (a）飢d(b). 百四 degreeof coloration of the irradiated papers 

decreased with increase in days, and increased again after a few weeks of the irradiation. 

Summary 

As an application of the submilli-PIXE camera to archeological studies, the 

degradation of paper was investigated from a viewpoint of coloration. The degree of 

coloration was different for each the tested paper and was corresponding to出etotal beam 

charge. In another feature，血ecoloration of all types of irradiated papers decreased steadily as 

time at first and then increased after a few weeks. This shows a very important result for 

application of PIXE to archeological samples that the radiation damage, of paper disappears 

but it appears again. 

RefErences 

I) Matuyama S., Goto K., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Yamamoto K., Sugimoto A., Tokai Y., 
Endoh H. and Orihara H., Internat. J PIXE‘8, 2&), to be published. 

2) Zeng X., Wu X., Shao Q., Tang J ., and Yang F., Nucl. Instr. and Meth. B4 7 ( 1990) 143・147.

Table. 1. Irradiation conditions. 

Irradiation Beam Beam current Scanning speed 
condition charge(μC/cm 2) (nA) (Hz) 

0.25 2.5 x: 10 v:0.12 

2 2.5 x: 10 v:0.12 

3 2 2.5 x: 10 v: 0.12 

4 0.25 0.5 x: 10 v:0.12 

5 0.25 0.5 x: 1 v:0.012 
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Tokai Y., Matsuyanui S., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Gotoh K .. Satoh T., Sugimoto A .. 
Yamamoto K., Oikawa M., Iwasaki S., Orihara H. *.Jon G. C. **. Nakamura E. ***, 

Futatsugawa S. ＊＊＊＊， αnd Sera K. ＊＊＊＊キ，

Dept. of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering. Graduate School of Engineering, Tohoku Unh制的

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Cente，κTohoku University* 

Introduction 

Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica** 
Miyagi Pnφctural Institute of Public Health and Environment＊料

Nishina Memoria/Cyc/otron Cellter, Japan Rα＇dioisotope Association料＊＊

Department of Cyclotron Research Center. Iwate Medical Uni1ザ 'Siη＊＊＊＊＊

Aerosols紅every small particles which訂esandy dusts, smoke from factories, and 

exhaust gas of cars. They cause the acid rain and the greenhouse effeet. Observation of air 

pollution will be possible by analyzing elemental .concentrations in the aerosols continuously 

for a long period. We collected aerosol samples on N uclepore filters by means of a step 

sampler and analyzed elemental concentrations in the aerosol samples by the Particle Induced 

X-ray Emission (PIXE) method which is known as a technique for multi-elemental analysis 

with extremely high sensitivity'>. A method of PIXE analysis in air24> is able to analyze a lot 

of samples quickly because it has no limit for the size and shape of samples, and the s出nples

can be easily changed. So this method is suited to analyze the aerosol 出unples. In this 

study, we investigated the time variation of concentration of each element in aerosols collected 

at the suburbs of Sendai City. We tried to determine a place generating the pollution using 

time data for the wind direction. 

Sampling and analysis 

The step sampler is composed of a sampling‘unit, a control unit and a vacuum pump. 

The sampling unit is put in a case with a multi-storied roof to avoid sucking large p紅ticl es 

血atcome from mainly natural origins. Atmosphere is sucked through the Nudpore filter of 

pore size 1. Oμm in diameter and the aerosols are collected on the surface of this filter. A 

suction nozzle of 4mm in diameter is mounted on either side of the sampling unit (see fig. I). 

The aerosols were continuously collected for 2 or 3 hours with a constant flow rate of 1. 0 

I/min. 百1eS出nplingof aerosols w ac;; performed during the periods of 4・27August 1997 

and of 23 March-2 April 1998 in Tag~jo City (see fig. 5). At the sampling site, 
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me飽orologicaldata were also taken. The total number of aerosol samples obtained was 

about 300. 百tesamples were analyzed by in-air PIXE systems at Tohoku University釦 dat 

Nishina Memorial Cyclotron Center (NMCC) of Japan Radioisotope Association. 百ie

PIXE spectra were analyzed by using a program based on a pattern spectra analysis幻. It 

takes only a few seconds to analyze a PIXE spec佐umby this progr出n. A typical X-ray 

spec仕umof aerosol is shown in fig. 2. 

Result and Discussion 

Eleven elements (Si, S, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni，忍1and Pb) were contained in 

the aerosol samples. Time variations in concentration were obtained for these elements. 

The result of Fe is shown in fig 3. It shows a diurnal pattern, namely, the concentration 

periodically is incleased in the daytime and decreased at night. Low concentrations were 

shown during the period of 8/11～ 8117, which just corresponds to the summer holidays. 

This pattern coincides with the human activity. The time variations of Si, Ca and Mn 

elements showed a s出世加国ndto the result of Fe. We investigated the correlation between 

the elemental concentration and the direction of the wind. The concenetrations of six 

elements (Fe, Mn, Ca, Cu, Pb, Zn) in the direction of由ewind are shown in fig. 4. Here, 

the values of concentrations are the average of one month. This figure shows that the 

concentrations for Fe, Mn, Ca, and Pb became high when the southeast wind has blown. 

As shown in fig. 5, there is加 industrial紅白inthe southea~tern side of Tag司oCity. If we 

collect aerosol samples at multi-points in this region, it is able to determine the place 

generating the aerosols with these elements. Such a network of aerosol s担nplingsites 

enables us an air-pollution monitoring. To construct a network of air-pollution monitoring 

systems, however, it is necessary to reduce the manufacturing cost of s出nplersand its 

running cost which depends on the price of N uclepore filters. 

Ref tl"ences 

l) Johansson S. A. E. and Campbell J. L., PIXE:A Novel Technique for Elemental Analysis, Wiley‘ 

Chichester 1988. 
2) Iwasaki S., Ishii K., Yoshizaki K., Fukuda H叶 YokotaH., Iwata Y., and Orihara H., International 

Journal of PIXE, Vol. 5, No. 2 & 3 ( 1995), pp. 16~・ l?J.

~） Iwasaki S., Ishii K., Matsuyama S., Murozono K .. Inoue J., TanakaM., Yamazaki H., HonmaT., 
Fujioka M and Orihara H., Intern.ational Journal of PIXE, Vol. 6, Nos. 1 & 2 ( 1996) 117・125.

4) Futatsugawa S., Hatakeyama S.,.Saitou S and Sera K., International Journal ofPIXE, Vol.7, Nos. 
3 & 4 (1997), pp. 17ト］77. 

5) Murosono K., Iwasaki S., Inout! J., Ishii K., Kitamura M., Sera K., and Futatugawa S., 
International Journal ofPIXE, Vol. 6, Nos. 1 & 2 (1996) 135-145. 
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Department of Quantum Science 011d Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universiη＊ 

Laborataηof Plant Nutrition, Faculηof Agriculture, Tohoku Unfrersity** 

Introduction 

α1 acid soils, growth of plants is greatly reduced because of phytotoxicity of Al ions 

由attend to become soluble in acidic surroundings. Recently, acid rain is also problematical 

as a factor of environmental s町essfor crop production through acidification of soils and 

water. Development of acid-soil-tolerant crops is demanded for worldwide increase in food 

production, however, the molecular mechanism of Al toxicity has not been clarified yet. 

We are trying to detect short-term responses of alfalfa root to Al s住-ess. We 

previously repor也dthat alteration of elemental composition especially in atomic ratio of 

potassium to phosphorus (KIP ratio) of whole root-tip occurs by 4-h Al町eatmentby 

application in-vacuum PIXE1 >. At that time, root-tips used were dry before and during 

measurement, hence what we could know was only bulk composition of whole root-tips. 

αt the other hand, differences in elemental composition between surface and inner region of 
root-tip under Al s佐・esswere found to be important to interpret results obtained by non-

destructive optical observation. Then techniques for in-situ microdetermination of elements 

of living cells or tissues have been desirable. 

By using in-air PIXE method for surface analysis of samples can be achieved in air 

without any pre－佐e剖ment,information of in-situ spatial distribution of elements of biological 

tissues could be expected. Our preliminary experiments revealed that only a surface layer of 

root-tip cells is damaged by 5・minirradiation of a 3 MeV proton beam using newly developed 

vertical-beam in air (Via) PIXE system in Tohoku University2>. 

Thus we位iedto apply Via PIXE to determine elemental composition of root surface 

cells of alfalfa exposed to Al s甘ess. Summary of Via PIXE method for in-situ elemental 

analysis of plant root will be reported. 
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Experimental 

Plant maJeria/, and Al tre仰 rent

Alfalfa seeds were gen国natedin distilled water. Aluminum s町・esswas loaded to 

seedlings by solution experiments. Rooting solutions were prep訂edas follows; control 

solution: 1 mM  CaC12 (pH was adjus旬dto 5.0 with HCI), Al-stressed solution: 1 mM CaC12 

containing 0.02 mMAICl3 (pH 5.0). Samples were immediately used forViaPIXE analysis 

after brief wash with distilled water. 

Via PIXE system 

ViaPIXE system in Tohpku University was used. A 3・MeVproton beam generated 

by Dy口組I首位onaccelerator was collimated to approximately 2 mm in diameter at the target. 

Sαmple holder 

Sample holder was assembled as illustrated in Fig. l. A strip of filter paper (3 cm×3 

cm, Toyo No.6 for quantitative use; Toyo Roshi Kaisha, Tokyo, Japan) was put between 

mylar plates with a center hole (20 mm in diameter). The target holder was irradiated for l 5 

min prior to use to visualize the beam position. Beam spot was ea~ily recognized as 

browning of filter paper. Impurity of filter paper俗 at訂getholder was also examined by a 

long time irradiation (60 min) and any problematical peaks were not apparent. 

Measurement of root samples 

To avoid drying, filter paper of a t紅getholder was moisten with distilled water, 

followed by placing a seedling of alfalfa. Root-tip region of the seedling was adjusted to出e

brown spot on the filter paper (Fig. 1 ). Beam current wa~ kept in由erange of 200・300pA, 

and X-rays were detected using a Si(Li) detector. Each sample was irradiated for 5-7 min. 

Total meぉuringtime (before and during irradiation) wぉ lessthan 15 min and loss of cellular 

viability by natural drying could 1be negligible. Under this condition, damages caused by the 

irradiation per se were res凶cted1within only surface cell layer (epidermal cells) of root-tip of 

alfalfa. In present experiment, total beam flux could be minimized less出an100 nC 

comparing to that in our previou~ 民port.

Standard solutionforviaPIXE 

For energy calibration and elucidation of relative yield of K X-rays of phosphorus and 

potassium, standard solution containing I mM NaH2P04 and l mM  KCI (KP stand訂d)was 

absorbed in a small piece of filter paper (5×8 mm, Toyo No.6, Toyo Roshi Kaisha), followed 

by Via PIXE. Measuring condition was same as described above. Chemicals (special 

grade) were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industry (Osaka, Japan). 
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Results and Discussion 

Overview of Via P /XEψectra 

Figure 2 shows Via PIXE spec佐aof wet or dry filter paper, standard solution 

absorbed in filter paper, time-zero root-tip, 8・hcontrol root-tip and 8・hAl・町・eatedroot-tip. 

No problematical impurity peak was observed in wet or dry filter paper (Fig. 2, p加 elsA加 d

B). Especially, supply of water to samples through wet filter paper have a great effect to 

prevent them from drying, heat-up and charge-up. The K X-ray peaks of P, S, CJ, Ar, K 

and Ca were observable in spec佐aof root samples (Fig. 2, panels D,E and F）.百ieK X-ray 

peak of Al that was apparent in in-vacuum PIXE spec町aof Al－甘eatedroot was not observable 

in present experiment (Fig. 2, panel F). This may mainly come from absorption of low 

energy X-rays by air and window materials between the sample釦 da detector. The 

objective of出isstudy is to know alterations of elemental composition (especially in血eKIP 

ratio) of root surface celJs under.AI stress. Five to胞nminutes irradiation of a 3 MeV proton 

beam at 300 pA was an experimentally suitable setting to satisfy this objective. Both peaks of 

P and K were detectable and net X-ray counts of P and K of plant samples were at least 76 

and 264, respectively. Values of to凶 beamflux of each root sample were suppressed lower 

than 100 nC. This greatly contributed to minimize damages of samples by beam irradiation. 

Background平ectra

All samples applied to this experiment are so-called ”thick targets”which consist of 

water (H, 0) and polysaccharides (for example, cellulose; C, H, 0) as matrix substances. 

Those matrix substance~ cause continuous spectral X-ray in low energy region (below 6 

keV). Unfortunately the region of interest in present study (from 1.5 to 4.0 keV, including 

P-, S-, Cl・， K-and Ca-K X-rays) and continuous background X-rays overlapped each other. 

Therefore, elucidation of BGF will have much importance on interpretation of spec甘umdata 

in this kind of exper出ient. Diameter of beam at the target was always larger than the width 

of root圃 tipregion, therefore the background of root spec凶 mustbe consisted of X-rays from 

wet filter paper and plant root matrix. 

Advantages and problems ofViaPIXE as a tool for in situ analysis of biological samples 

There must be no doubt出atVia PIXE will be a powerful tool for in-situ non-

destructive analytical method of biological samples. In order to a~sure 血e profits of Via 

PIXE, however, some problems as follows must be cleared. The concerned region of 

biologically living samples thatぽeanalyzed by use of advantages of泊，泊rPIXE is the 

surface of highly organized tissues or organs. Excluding in the cぉeof very thin samples, 

e.g. blood co叩uscles飢 dcultured single cells of plants or animals, ordinary ones紅eso・

called”thick旬rgets". It has been problematical how should we estimate the large 

continuous background X-rays in lower energy region ( < 10 keV) from constitutive 

components，白瓜 iswater, prote泊s,lipids, polysaccharides etc. In root samples, the 
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intensity of signals of P, S, Cl in root samples is not large excess comparing to that of 

background X-rays (Fig. 2, panels D-F). The background function (BGF) elucidated from 

wet filter paper (BGF-WFP) was also exp民 tedto be a simple model for plant roots because 

plant cells consist of water (approximately 90% ), cellulose and other molecules. However, 

BGF-ZR and BGF-WFP were not identical (data not shown). Confirmation of exact origin 

of X-rays, that is position, width and depth within a target, is another problem. To know 

in-situ three-dimensional distribution of elements in organized structure of living things will 

help us to understand both physiological roles of elements and status of cells or tissues. The 

microbeam in-air PIXE will be the shortest way to fulfil this demand. 
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II. 22. Strontium-Calcium Ratios in Sagittal Otoliths of the 
JuvenileJapanese Flounder Exposed to Diluted Sea Water 

Introduction 

Kakuta /., Chiba D., Ishii K. * Yamazaki H. *. 
Iwasaki S. ＊αnd Matsuyama S. * 

Department of Biotechnology, School of Science and Engineering, 

Senslm University of lshinomaki 

Department of Quantum Science and Energy Engineering, f・acult）・4
Engineering, Tohoku Universiη＊ 

Sagittal otoliths in teleost fishes are located in the membranous labyrinth of the inner 

ear, where they function as a perceptive organ for stato-acoustic sensation and in the detection 

of orientation and acceleration. The otoliths have been used to estimate the age of fish, 

because of the internal formation of daily and annual rings. 

Otoliths of teleost mainly consist of calcium carbonate in the aragonite crystal form1 > 

and contain other elements such as strontium, chloride, sodium, zinc at various 

concentrations24>. Chemical composition of calcified tissue is controlled by the 

physiological activity of fishes. It is thought to be affected by environmental factors such as 

salinity and temperature. Therefore, the otoliths of fish con凶nlarge amount of ecological, 

metabolic and biological data. 

Within the紅 agoniticcrystals, strontium C飢 bea contaminant at very low levels24>. 

Strontium interchanges with ca}cium in otolith aragonite, due to its close proximity to calcium 

in terms of ionic radius size. : It was found that strontium concentrations in coral aragonite 

are both temperature and salinity dependent, and it has been suggested that strontium 

incorporation wぉ aphysiological process which wa5 controlled by theses temperature and 

probably by salinity5・6>. The ratio of strontium to calcium (strontium/calcium) of otoliths will 

thus provide information on the temperature and the salinity of the environment experienced 

by a fish in its past. 

Many attemp臼 havebeen carried out to estimate a fish's history of temperature加 d

salinity based on the strontium恒 alciumratio in the otoliths4・ 7・12>. However, (i) the effect of 

the habitat water temperature on the strontium-calcium ratio in fish otoliths is different 

between the case of freshwater fish and marine fish13¥ (ii) there have been few detailed 

studies of the relation between the salinity of breeding environments and strontium圃 calcium

ratio of fish otoliths; and (iii）由ecomposite effects of ambient temperature and salinity on the 
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strontium-calcium ratio of fish otoliths have hardly been investigated. 

The Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus, is widely distributed at es加訂ies,

inner bays and coas凶 regionsfrom Hokkaido to the Kyushu. The flounder is an important 

fish species being cultured in Japan. At出epresent time, however, ecological and life 

history studies of the Japanese flounder紅enot sufficient to understand the population 

dynamics of the fish inhabiting in the Sendai Bay. 

百1eparticle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) technique is叩 effectivetool for 

performing multielemental analysis in small出nountof samples. In the present study, for 

出epu中oseof obtaining basic data for grasping the environmental history of出eParalichthy s 

olivぽ eushabitat, the effect of the salinity of the environmental wa也ron the strontium-

calcium concentration ratios of出eotoliths taken from the Japanese flounder were analysed 

using PIXE was investigated. 

Matarials and Methods 

α1e hundred and five the juvenile Japanese flounder, Paralichthys olivaceus, 

purchased from a commercial farm in September, 1996, being I. 3±0. 3g in body weight and 

55±4mm in body leng出， wereused for the experiment. They were reared prep紅ativelyat 

20±1°C for one month, with出irty-fivefish being placed in three 601 tanks tiled with filtered 

sea water. Half of the rearing water was exchange softly every 3 days. During this 

process, the fish were fed twice a day with dried commercial pellets at the daily amount of 2% 

of the body weight. 

After the pre-rearing, otoliths were removed from fifteen fish (initial control), and the 

remaining fish (test) were divided into three 60£ experimental tanks. One of these tanks 

contained 50% sea water, one had 75% sea water加 done had 100% sea water (control). 

The fish were re訂・edat 20±1°C for one month. Half of the rearing wa防 wasexchanged 

softly every 3 days. The fish were fed twice a day with the same pellets administrated in由e

pre-rearing period amounting to 2% of the body weight every day. The otoliths from fifteen 

fishes in each tank were removed on day 7 and at the end of this rearing process. 

The otoliths were cleaned by means of ultrasonication once in distilled water, once in 

99% ethyl alcohol, and twice in ultra pure w剖erfor I 0 min each, and出endried at room 

tempera刷refor 72h. The left otolith from each fish was used for the analysis of the 

elemental composition of the portion formed during rearing by particle induced X-ray 

emmision (PIXE) method after pぉtinga thin otolith section onto a 2阿n品1akrofolfilm 

attached by a plastic bond to a Mylar frame of 45×32×0. 5 mm having 20×20 mm hole in its 

center with the analysing surface upw訂d. A 4.5 MeV Dinamitron accelerator at Tohoku 

University w俗 usedfor出isanalysis. Bombardment was carried out with a 3 MeV proton 

beam in air with 0.1 to 5 nA for 300 to 1800 sec, and with a beam spot diameter of 3 mm for 

analysing the surface of fish otoliths. Induced X-ray were detected by an Si(Li) detector 
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through a 500μm Mylar absorber in order to attenuate X-ray intensities of calcium line. 

A mixture of bovine liver (NBS），加da part of right otolith which was homogenized 

in an onyx mo此紅 andthe elemental compositions were analysed by lnductivity Coupled 

Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP‘Seiko SPS・1200A)after ashing with HN03 and HC104 

(5:1）泊 aTeflon vessele were used as a standard for determination of elemental compositions 

of the left otolith by the PIXE method. 

Sea water (about 33%。） was collected at出ecoastal area of lshinomaki Bay in Miyagi 

Prefecture. Ammonia-N and nitrite-N concentrations in the rearing water were kept below 

0.05mg/l. 

All data in血isstudy were analysed statistically using Duncan’s method with a 

significant limit of p<O. 05，加dwere indicated as the mean ± SE, unless otherwise 

mentioned. 

Results and Discussion 

Body length, body weight and otolith weight of the Japanese flounder reared in 

100% sea water were 71± 7mm, 2. 5±0. 4g and I. 2±0. 2mg at the end of the experiment. No 

significant differences in these p訂創neterswere found among 50%, 75% and 100% sea water 

groups. 

Changes of th~ strontium and calcium compositions and the strontium-calcium ratios 

of the otoliths from fish in each group訂eshown in Figs. 1 and 2. No statistically 

significant changes were found in calcium concentration of otoliths from fish in each group. 

The strontium concentration and the strontium-calcium ratio of the otoliths at the end of the 

experiment (on day 30) were positively proportional to the rearing salinity. Significantly 

lower values for s甘ontiumconcentration and strontium-calcium ratio (about 0. 90 times as 

much) were found in 509もseawa也rcompared with those in 100% sea wa也r. Although 

slightly lower values (about 0.95 times) of these parameters were found, in 75% sea water no 

significant differences for these values were observed between 100% and 75% sea water 

groups. 

αt day 7, however, significantly higher values (about 1. 17 times) of the strontium 

concentration and the strontium-calcium ratio of fish otoliths in 50% sea water were found 

compared with those in 100% sea water. No significant changes in these p紅ameterswere 

observed between 75% sea water and 100% sea water groups, though slightly higher values 

for these parameters were shown in 75% sea water. 

The PIXE analysis of the element composition of the otolith portion formed during 

the rearing process showed a positive correlation between the salinity of the rearing water and 

the strontium concentration and the strontium-calcium ratio of otoliths taken from the fish 

acclimated to lower salinity. Therefore, it is thought that these otolith p訂ame飽rsreflect the 

chemical differences of the rearing wa.ter. 
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However, brief exposure to much lower salinity (50% sea water) increased these 

otolith parameters. There occurred severe physiological changes in the fish immediately 

after being transferred to 50% sea water. It is thought that the elemental compositions of 

otoliths are closely related to those of the blood plasma and the endolymp2・14・16). It is thus 

suggested出atthe fluctuations of plasma and endolymph elemental compositions triggered by 

radical changes of enviromental salinity affect not only the growth of由eotoliths but also the 

incorporation rate of various elements into the otobased on liths in direct or indirect ways. 

This experiment was carried out to interpret the information on environmental 

salinity recorded in Paral.ichthys olivaceus otoliths, based on the elemental composition of the 

otolith. In the present study, it wa"i found出atthe strontium concentration and the 

strontium圃 calciumratio of fish otoliths are effective indices (information sources) for 

predicting the history of environmental salinity experienced by a fish in the past. However, 

these otolith p紅 ame旬rswere seriously affected by severe physiological changes triggered by 

radical environmental fluctuations. Therefore, there is a possibility that these otolith 

parame也rsdon’t exactly reflect the salinity history in the fish inhabiting the regions with large 

fluctuations in salinity level within a short period. The researcher must carefully consider 

the various physiological and environmental factors to each fish species before the 

interpretation of otolith element data is undertaken. 
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III. 1. Are Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAH) Precursors 
Produced by 15・MeV Proton Irradiation of Benzene ? 

Ando Y., /do T. *, Sekine T. and Kudo H. 

Department of Chemistη，Gn幼lllteSchool of Science, Tohoku Universif)’ 

Cyclotron Radioisotope Cemer, Tohoku University* 

A number of studies on radiolysis of liquid benzene have revealed that benzene is 

more radiation resistive than aliphatic compounds ＇·~＞. Although production of low-molecular 

weight products such as H2, C2H2 and biphenyl is reported, little is known on the major 

products of viscous yellow liquid containing higher molecular weight “polymers”. The 

polymerized products are of cosmological interest, because polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs）訂epredominant in organic compounds in space4>. Cosmic or high-energy protons 

are supposed to be an initiator of reactions of P AHs synthesis. Despite theoretical and 

laboratory simulations5-6¥ crucial explanation about the P AH synthesis in space has not yet 

been given. In this work, liquid benzene was irradiated with 15-Me V protons, and the non-

volatile products （“polymers”） were analyzed to get a clue to chemical processes of P AH 

synthesis. 

Benzene (Wako Pure Chem. Ind. Ltd.) was carefully purified by dehydration and 

distillation followed by freezing and thawing in a vacuum to eliminate dissolved gas. The 

liquid benzene sealed in a helium gas剖mospherein a qu紅白 cellwali irradiated with 15-MeV 

protons for 30 min, at the current from 1 to 3 μA The cell was cooled with ice to keep 

liquid the sample during the irradiation. The samples turned to viscous yellow liquid by the 

irradiation, and insoluble substances were not observed. The analysis of products in the 

irradiated liquid was performed a few days later after the induced radioactivity was decayed 

out. 

When the irradiated sample was diluted with ethanol, yellow insoluble substances 

were rapidly precipitated. The yield was as high as 2-14 wt.%. The products in the filtrate 

(the ethanol-soluble fraction) were analyzed by reversed-phase high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) (μBondapak C 18’1/4 inch中×lfeet, Waters Co.), with a acetonitrile-

wa也rmixture (v/v=7/3) as an eluate at a flow rate of 1.0 ml min・1. The products were 

identified based on the retention times of signals detected with UV （λ＝254 nm). Mass 

spectrometric analysis of出eproducts was also performed by El-MS (70 eV). A typical 

chromatogram, shown in Fig. l, indicates that the m司orproduct wa'i biphenyl. The yield of 
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bipheny 1 increぉeslinearly with an increase of the dose (Fig. 2(a)), and the G-value of 

biphenyl was determined as G(biphenyl) = 0.064±0.008. The G(biphenyl) values for liquid 

benzene reported in the literatures 1 ・2l (in Fig. 2(a)) are almost the same as the value obtained in 

this study, irrespective of a kind of radiation and energy. 

Incident protons lose most of their kinetic energy through electronic stopping 

processes, giving phenyl radicals and hydrogen atoms. Since the yield of phenyl radicals 

should be proportional to the dose of protons, the reaction pa出toproduce bipheny l is mainly 

attributed to the reaction of phenyl radicals with solvent benzene molecules (Scheme I (a)). 

Further reactions with phenyl radicals would produce terphenyl as observed in the 

chromatogram (Fig. I). Although the yield of低rphenylis much smaller than that of 

biphenyl, a linear relation between the yield of each isomer and the dose is clearly seen in Fig. 

2(b), indicating the similar formation processes starting from phenyl radicals. The 

differences of yields between the isomers can be explained by introducing，瓜 least,two 

formation schemes (scheme l(b) and (c)). 

A peak just after the benzene peak in the chromatogram (Fig. I) was collected and 

analyzed again by HPLC with an eluate having a different mixing ratio (acetonitrile-water, 

v/v=l/l). The result of analysis reveals that the fraction contains toluene, 1,3,5・

cyclohepta甘ieneand styrene monomer, a~ shown in Fig. 3. Formation of toluene and J ,3,5-

cyclohepta住iene,which have not been observed in y-ray-irradiated benzene'¥ may be initiated 

by knock-on events of energetic protons accompanied with generation of C1 radicals (Scheme 

l(d)). 

The o出ermajor product is the precipitate formed in白eirradiated benzene by an 

addition of ethanol. The results of elementary analysis for this compound indicate that the 

atomic ratio of hydrogen to carbon wa~ similar to that of benzene. The IR spec甘umof the 

compound is quite similar to血atof thin polystyrene film as shown in Fig. 4. The UV 

absorption spec甘umof由iscompound in THF shows a maximum peak at 244 nm with an 

extinction coefficient of 26 L g・＇cm－＇，由atis attributed to出eπ→π＊ transition of an aromatic 

compound substituted by a chromophoric group7l.αi the other hand, the compound did not 

show clear melting point up to 1000°C, while gradual decomposition was observed. This 

feature disagrees with出atof polystyrene that has lower melting point of 240°C （か

polystyrene) or 90°C (at-polystyrene)8). The discrepancy of melting behavior suggests that 

the compound has a s町ucturesimilar to that of polystyrene but has highly cross-linked (three-

dimensionally) and disordered struc知res. In addition, the compound showed a polystyrene-

like solubility except for acetone; it is soluble in THF and chloroform, but insoluble in w剖er,

alcohol, acetonitrile, n-hexane and acetone. 

The formation mechanisms of this compound are interesting. Acetylene( C2H2), a~ a 

main gaseous product of radiolysis of benzene1 )' might explain the formation of aliphatic 

S佐UC加re. Although mechanism of aromatic ring cleavage was not clarified in the literature, 

the existence of C2釦 dC4 radicals as intermediates C如 bespeculated. These radicals would 
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play a role in the linkage benzene rings, and afford highly cross-linked polymers (Scheme! 

(e)). 

A log-log plot of the yield of the polymer against the dose rate gives a linear relation 

with a slope of 2, as shown in Fig. 5. Assuming that the radical yield is proportional to the 

dose r剖e,one can consider that the polymer is produced through radical-radical reactions. 

Although P AHs were not directly observed in this work, the formation of 

polystyrene四 likepolymers reveals a possibi1ity of the formation of P AHs by proton 

irradiation. 
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III. 2. Analysis of Brain Alpha Rhythm with Multi-channel EEG 
Machine 

Ozawa T., Nagasawa M., Ishii K., Yamazaki H., Matsuyamti S., Itoh M. *, 
and Orihara H. * 

Department of Quantum Science and E11e1宮yEngineering. Tohoku Universiη 
Cyclotron ;and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiり，＊

Introduction 

The brain-generated cu汀entsproduce electrical potentials on the scalp. The 

recording of these potentials and the changes in time is the well known ぉ

electroencephalogram (EEG). A clinical investigation of 3・dimensionallocalization of focal 

epilepsy has been performed by using a multi-channel EEG machine＇・5>. An approach to 

mapping the electrical fields by simultaneously measuring with dozen of electrodes also 

affords a definitive description of electric brain activity over the scalp and provides a 

fundamental informations in the neural network controlling highly intellectual functions. 

Two-dimensional analysis of phase difference 

The alpha rhythm (the, most prominent activity， 加dapproximately I 0 c/sec) c加 be

frequently seen in EEGs over the head in normal condition without visual inputs. And when 

the alpha rhythm is s町onglyobserved, a certain kind of correlation: the similarity of 

waveform and the stable of phase difference訂erealized between any two selected EEG♂． 

Here, we consider由atthe most prominent electric brain activity, alpha rhythm, is出e

characteristic rhythm of human brain in a stable condition. An analysis of EEG’S町ajectories

剖 differentpoints was carried out to investigate the correlation of electrical brain potentials. 

In血istw←dimensional analys:is of EEGs, the amplitudes of two EEG data at出esame time 

are plotted on the X-Yplane. Figure I shows typical trajectories for some correlations ,where 

the phase difference between two EEGs is constantly 0,90,180,270 degrees. 

Experimental 

Brain activity of a young adult (male) was recorded with a 20-elec佐odeEEG 

machine (Bio-logic System Corp.,Model BRAIN AlRAS・2.3). Twenty EEG-disc 

electrodes were applied on the head in the same紅 rayas釦 international10-20 system with 

the electrical reference on由eearlobes in the dark room. The analog bandwidth was 1. 6・

60Hz. The data of each channel were digitized at 67Hz. Eye-closed data were measured for 
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two minutes, and both portions with and without s町ongalpha rhythm were mainly 

investigated in旬rmsof the 2・Danalysis of phase difference. 

Results and discussion 

Figure 2 shows the EEGs at F3 and P4 of the international 10-20 electrodes system 

reference, and the results of 2・Danalysis phase di飴rence. Both typical patterns with and 

without s佐ongalpha rhythm are presented for 0. 5sec region of EEGs. In the case of strong 

alpha rhythm (a), we C叩 findthe 90 degree correlation in the phase difference between F3 

and P4 (see Fig. 1). On the other hand, in the case of weak alpha rhythm (b), the phase 

correlation shows a random同ectorywhich seems to be the Lorentz at町actor. These two 

types of trajectory’s patterns appeared in other EEG data of two minutes. An interval time 

-on transition from the s汀ongcorrelation to the random pattern was a few minutes at the 

longest. 

Intrinsic oscillation of brain expresses a simple function of the network system 

consisting of 108 neurons. The dynamic system of brain oscillator, which is distinct from 

mechanical oscillator, cannot maintain a ha1monic oscillating mode in a long period. 

The correlated EEGs of F3 and P4 were considerably disturbed by both a visual 

input and a somatic stimulus even in the existence of s甘ongalpha rhythm. Then the change 

of phase difference could be observed in出iscase. In conclusion, the two-dimensional 

analysis of EEGs at two different points gives us visual inspection results on the change in 

br泊n-activitycorrelation. 
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CYRIC, Tohoku University 

Quantum Equipment Business Center, Sumitomo Heavy Industries, ltd* 

The 680 A VF Cyclotron was shut down for renewal in April 1998, and a Cypris 

HM 12 Cyclotron, a prototype machine made by Sumitomo Heavy Industries (SHI), was 

introduced to resume PET clinical studies as soonぉ possible.In August 1998, it was 

installed in the target room-1, where one of the two beam line and the rotating target exchange 

system attached to it had been removed to make room for the new cyclo住on(see Fig. 1). 

The HM 12 Cyclotron, dedicated to the production of PET radionuclides, 11 C, 1 :lN, 150 and 

18F, accelerates U-ions at 12 Me V and 0-ions at 6 Me V with beam intensities up to 50 μA 

and 30 μA, respectively. Since this was出efirst experience of CYRIC in use of such a low 

energy and high beam current machine, we acconunodated ourselves to it and then evaluated 

it for routine production of [11C]C02, [150]02, ['50]C02，加d[18F]F.α1e of disadvantages 

to nuclide productions with a low energy cycle町onis the limitation to白eflexibility in beam 

window thickness which should be chosen so a~ to minimize energy loss in the window 

whereas it must be thick enough to resist against the increase in旬rgetpressure by high 

current irradiation. This was especially the case with the [11C]C02 and [18F]F productions. 

The window thickness and target dimension had to be carefully optimized. Table l lists the 

comparison of t紅getconditions between the old and new systems. 

11 C production 

The saturated thick泊rgetyield of [11C]C02 at the incident energy of 11.3 MeV was 

estimated to be 84 mCi/μA1 >. When the pure nitrogen gas target (99. 999%) was irradiated, 

由eyield was very uncertain and considerably lower than the expected value (Run 1・7in 

Table 2), while the 02-added gas target gave higher and more reproducible yields (Run 8・14).

It was therefore concluded血atthe addition of 02 was necessary for efficient recoveη’of 11C 

as [11C]C02・ Atarget chamber of a large diameter (25 mm) was finally chosen since the 

dimension of the irradiation chamber was also observed to affect the production yield. 

Nearly 2 Ci of high specific activity [11C]C02 (>10 Ci/μmol at EOB) is now routinely 

produced with 1-hour irradiation at a beam current of 30 μA. 
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15 0 production 

The incident energy of deuteron available for the 14N(d, n)150 reaction is calculated 

at 4.8 MeV after passing through two beam window foils (totally 20 μm thick Havar foils). 

The saturated thick target yield Of 150 with出isenergy was estimated to be 25 mCi/μA, almost 

half of that with the old system (the incident energy was 6. 7 MeV). The decrease in yield, 

however, was compensated for by decreasing the target volume from 600 mL ( 100 mL x 6 

kg/cm2) to 60 mL (20 mL×3 kp伽 2),and出usthe extracting yield of 150 from the chamber 

with 10 μA irradiations was expected to be 67 mCi/min at a continuous flow rate of 300 

mLJmin. The production yield experimentally determined was slightly lower but well 

comp胡ble. For血eold system血et紅 getN2 ga'i contained 0. 2% car 

those gases the yield was lower by 209もthanthe expected one. Therefore the content of 02 

was increased up to 0.5%加 d出atof C02 to 2.5% to improve the production yield. 

Approximately 25 mCi/min/10 μA of 150 was obtained at the PET site, to which the 150 was 

transferred from the target chamber through the 100 m stainless steel tube (2.0 mm inner 

diameter). Two target chambers are separately used for the production of [150]02 and 

[150]C02 for rapid exchange be~ween these two radioactive gases. 

1 8 F production 

The incident energy of 11.2 MeV is high enough for the 18F production by the 180(p, 

n)180 reaction. The saturated thick target yield of [18F]F with 88 atom% 180 -enriched 

water was estimated to be 135 mCi/µA~ ＞. The t紅 getvessel, made by SHI, consists of a 

titanium body electron beam welded to two titanium foils (depth: 2.4 mm thick; diameter: 15 

mm). It takes 0.4 mL of [180]water without no exp組 sionspace. As seen in Table 3, 

production efficiencies were in the range from 70 to 80% within the beam current of 30 μA. 

However, the pressure was observed to rise up to almost 50 kg/cm2 at 30 μA. Neither 

cooling of the beam window with a cold He flow nor that of the vessel with a cold water flow 

was practically effective on suppressing this pressure increase. A bigger target with 

expansion space is scheduled to be evaluated with over 30 μA irradiations in ne紅 future.

Therefore, for the moment a beam cuπent of 20 μA is used for routine productions. 

All the productions of PET radionuclides and labelled compounds except [' 8F]F 2 

have been rapidly and ~uccessfully restored by introducing the HM  12 cyclotron. 

[18F]Fluorine was produced by the deuteron irradiation of the neon target containing F2・ As

the deuteron energy available from the cyclotron is too low for the 20N e( d，α）18F reaction 

(threshold energy for出isreaction is 3.1 MeV)，加 alternativeis the so-called two shot 

method'0 using [180]02 as出e阻rgetfor出e180(p, n)18F reaction. The collaborative 

development of an automated production system is now in progress. 
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Table I. Irradiation conditions for PET nuclide production. 

680 cyclotron HM  12 cyclotron 

Nuclide 
Accelerated Beam Incident Accelerated Beam Incident 

particle window energy particle window energy 

{MeV) {μm) (MeV) (MeV) {μm) {MeV) 

lie p・18 Al-800 12 H"-12 Havor・25 11.3 

ISO d-11 Al-250 6.7 o・-6 Havor・10 4.8 

IBF P-18 Ti-50 17 H"-12 Ti-50 11.2 

Table 2. Production of [ 11C]C02 with the HM 12 cyclotron. 

Run 
No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Target 
charged c~：!ig:!r Beam 

[11C]C01 yield 
pressure current 

Nz 16 kg/cm2 A lOμA 40mCi/μA 

Nz 21 kg/cm2 A 5μA 44mCi/μA 

Nz 16 kg/cm2 B 20μA 54mCi/μA 

Nz 10 kg/cm2 B 20μA 27mCi/μA 

Nz 10kg/cm2 B 28μA 44mCi/μA 

N2 11 kg/cm2 c 20μA 43 mCi/μA 

Ni 10 kg/cm2 c 30μA 33 mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 15 kg/cm2 A 15 μA 67mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 12 kg/cm2 B 20uA 38 mCi/uA 

0.2%02+N2 16 kg/cm2 B 20μA 54mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 10 kg/cm2 B 30μA 39mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 15 kg/cm2 B 30μA 51 mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 11 kg/cm2 c 30μA 61 mCi/μA 

0.2%02+N2 11 kg/cm2 c 30μA 67mCi/μA 

Chamber dimension: (A）中16mm×L.120 mm; (B）中16mm x L. 180 mm; 

(C) '25 mm x L. 180 mm  
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Table 3. [1xF]Fluoride production. 

Current Irradiation Argon Pressure during ，.但Fg~＼d 日Fsaturated 
time overpressure irradiation yield 

10 μA 60min 11.0 kg/cm2 12.5 kg/cm2 354 mCi 112 mCi/μA 

15 μA 60min 11.5 kg/cm2 17.3 kg/cm2 447 mCi 95 mCi/μA 

15 μA 60min 16.0 kg/cm2 19.4 kg/cm2 512 mCi 108 mCi/μA 

15 μA 60min 21.0 kg/cm2 25.0 kg/cm2 444 mCi 93 mCi/μA 

20μA 60min 15.5 kg/cm2 23.5 kg/cm2 637 mCi 105 mCνμA 

30μA 60min 16.0 kg/cm2 49.0 kg/cm2 830 mCi 95 mCi/μA 

Fig. I. Cypris HM 12 Cyclotron in the target room No. I. 
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IV. 2. Synthesis of 1・0・（8-[18F]fluorooctanoyl)-2-0・palmitoyl・
rac・glycerolfor PET Imaging of Intracellular Signaling 

Furumoto S., Iwata R. arul /do T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiり？

Introduction 

Investigation on the human brain functions by positron emission tomography (PET) 

is generally conduc旬dby measuring cerebral blood flow, metabolism, and neurotransmitter-

receptor sys低ms. However, these measuring have the difficulty in imaging directly the 

overall neuronal activities. To make a breakthrough in the problem, Imahori et al. focused 

on the 1,2・0・diacylglycerols ( I , 2・DAGs)playing an important role in the postsynaptic 

intracellular signal transduction system and have developed a fundamental concept for the 

PET imaging of pos町・eceptorsignaling by using carbon-11 labeled 1, 2-0-diacylglycerol ( 1,2-

[11C]DAG)1>. 

Other DAG analogues labeled tluorine-18 were also developed for imaging the 

postsynaptic neuronal activities. Among them, our designed DAG analogue, 1-0・（8-

[18F]fluorooctanoyl)-2-0・palmitoy1-raι・－glycerol (rac-l,2-[18F]FDAG), showed unique 

character2>: The administered rac-1,2-[18F]FDAG is mainly metabolized into 

phosphatidylethanolamine and phosphatidylcholine different from the case of [11C]DAG. 

Since the metabolic turnover is considered to be modulated by phospholipase D. rac-l ,2・

[18F]FDAG is expected to be used as a novel PET tracer for evaluating the activity. To make 

use of rac-1,2-[18F]FDAG to clinical research, however, we had to optimize the previous 

synthetic route because the multi radiosynthetic steps and the complicated operations limit its 

application to the automated synthesis. This manuscript reports an improved method for the 

synthesis, that is, the radiosynthetic steps紅eshorter and simpler than previous ones. 

Methods 

Synthesis of New Precursors for [1xF]FDAG 

Two types of new precursor, 6a and 6b were synthesized from isopropylidene-rGL・－

glycerol (1) following the general route to construct 1, 2-DAG s甘ucturewith two different 

acyl chains (Fig. 1). The intermediate 4a was prepared according to a modification of the 

procedure described by Watts et. af'>. The methoxyethoxymethyl （恥伍M)protecting group 

was introduced into the glycerol 1 by甘eatmentof MEM chloride with diisopropylethylamine 
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(DIEA). The hydrolysis of the isopropylidene group in 10% aqueous acetic acid provided 

由ediol 2. Treatment of the diol 2 wi白 oneequivalent of 8・bromooctanoicacid in出e

presence of dicyclohexy lcarbodiimide and dimethy laminopyridine (DMAP) at 0 °C afforded 

恥 intermediate4a. The intermediate 4 b, on the o出erhand, was synthesized according to .a 

modification of the another procedure described by Kodali et. af>. Acylation of glycerol 1 

with 8七romooctanoylchloride and triethylamine was done at first. Then the isopropylidene 

group was removed by acid gel-type resin in refluxing ethanol. The resulting diol 3 wa'i 

treated with町ityl(Tr) chloride in the presence of DIEA to give the intermediate 4b. 

Treatment of the intermediates 4a and 4b with palmitoyl chloride and DMAP gave出e

protected diacylglycerols Sa and Sb. The synthesis of the corresponding precursors 6a and 

6b was accomplished by converting the bromides of Sa and Sb into the p-toluenesulfonates 

by佐eatmentwith silver pーtoluenesulfonatein refluxing acetonitrile. 

Radiosynthesis of [1'~F]FDAG 

The new method of radiosynthesis for rac-1,2-[18F]FDAG consists of 

radio fl um加ationand deprotection. To optimize the reaction times, the radiochemical yield in 

each process were monitored by radio thin layer chromatography. 

18F-Fluorination of the precursors ( 6 a and 6 b) w a'i carried out by N CA [ 18F]KF and 

Kryptofix 222 in refluxing acetonitrile. The changes of radiofluorination yield with time 

were examined and the results were summarized in Figure 2. After quenching with water, 

radioactive crude products were extracted using Sep-Pak C 18 column. The products were 

dissolved in CH2CI2 and the deprotections were performed by B-bromocatecholborane (4 eq. 

to 6a) to 7a or BF3・MeOH (4 eq. to 6b) to 7b ai; deprotection reagen包. The changes in 

deprotection yield with time were also examined (Fig. 2). After stopping the deprotection 

with water, the mixed solution was passed through Extrelut and Sep-Pak dry column and出en

the CH2Cl2 solutions were evaporated in vacuo. The radioactive residues were applied to 

radio-HPLC to purify脱・・l,2-[118F]FDAG.

Results and Discussion 

Each precursor was labeled with tluorine-18 in a good yield (about 70%) for 5 min and 

thereafter the yields did not increase. The sufficient time for the radiofluorination was 

concluded to be 5 min under the above conditions. The deprotection yields of 7a and 7b 

were achieved to 78% and 60% respectively for 1 min. After that the yield of rac-1,2-

[18F]FDAG decreぉedgradually with time due to the isomerization of rac-1,2・[18F]FDAGto 

rac・l,3-[18F]FDAG. The optimal reaction time was determined to be 1 min under the above 

conditions. The total radiochemical yields using 6a and 6b were 23% 如 d 36% 

respectively, and the to凶 syn出esistime was about 90 min including final preparative HPLC 

separation. Compared to the previous synthesis, the yield was increased by about 10% 
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(using 6b) and the synthesis time was reduced by about 30 min. 
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Now白瓜（＇ sF］臼uoridecan be easily produced in a l紅 gescale from a 180-enriched 

water t訂getby proton irradiation, a various kind of 18F-labeled compounds have been 

increasingly synthesized from tpis 18F-labeling p陀 cursor. Much effort has also been made 

to extend its usefulness by developing 18F-labeled intermediates which can be used as a 

versatile labeling precursor. 4-[' 8F]Fluorobenzyl bromide is one of such promising 

candidates since it can provide many useful 18F-labeled compounds by simple 

[18F]fluorobenzylation as (11C]methyl iodide by [' 1C]methylation. It was first developed at 

CYRIC1 >, and later several methods have been reported2引. However, they all require such 

troublesome, time-consuming procedures as condensation, evapor瓜ionand extraction which 

make them inconvenient for routine use. Our new method consists of a simple on-column 

reduction and a mild, rapid bromination as shown in Fig. l. 

No-carrier-added ['8F]fluoride was produced by 12 MeV proton irradiation of 

[180]water (0.4 mL) with a Sumitomo Cypris HM12 cyclotron at CYRIC. The whole 

synthesis was performed using the semi-automated system illustrated in Fig. 2. An aliquot 

(0.2・0.3 mL) of the [18F]fluoride solution was added to K巧ptofix222 ( 15 mg) dissolved in 

acetonitrile ( 1 mL) in加 openround-bottom vessel. The vessel was then dipped in an oil 

ba出 (120℃） using a motored jack and the solvent evaporated under a 

s町earnof He (200 mυmin）.百1eresidue was dried by azeo町opicevaporation with dry 

acetonitrile ( 1 mLx3 times) to ensure complete removal of water. A solution of the substrate 

1 (6-8 mg), prepared according to the literatureベindry DMSO (1 mL) was added to the 

residue and the mixture was then allowed to react at the same temperature for 8-10 min. 

After reaction the vessel was lifted up from the oil bath and the reaction was 

quenched by adding HCI (0. 2 M, 8 mL). The whole solution was first sucked up into a 10 

mL plastic syringe driven by a pneumatic cylinder and then pushed out出rougha Sep-Pak 

C 18 Plus cartridge to retain the aldehyde 2η1e C18 cartridge was washed with water (10 

mL) in the same m叩 nervia the vessel. After switching the 6・wayvalve, NaBH4 (15 mg) 

dissolved in 0. 5 mL of water was passed through the C 18 cartridge for the on-column 
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reduction of the aldehyde .2. to the alcohol ~ and discarded onto加 Extrelutcolumn. 4・

[18F]Fluorobenzyl alcohol J_ was then eluted from the Cl8 cartridge with 4 mL of CH2Cl2 and 

由eeluate was dried by passing with an He flow (200 mUmin) through an Extrelut column 

and a short MgS04 (0.5 g) column. 百1eorganic solution wali colJected in a second reaction 

vessel containing Ph3PBr2 (60 mg). After 5 min stirring at room temperature, the entire 

solution was passed through a silica cartridge followed by rinsing with an additional I mL of 

CH2Cl2, and ca. 2-3 mL of a colorless solution of~ in CH2Cl2 were obtained in a vial. The 

whole synthesis was completed within 30 min after EOB. 

The almost quantitative reduction of .2. to J was performed directly on the C 18 

cartridge. This on-column procedureじon幻derably simplifies the method and hence 

facilitates its automation. Furthermore守 thenext haJogenation step could be now directly 

carried out in the same solvent, CH2Cl2, used for eluting J. 

The conversion of J to 4. in CH2Cl.? was investigated with Ph3PBr2 6>. 4・

[18F]Fluorobenzyl bromide was obtained in >98% radiochemical yields at room temperature 

within 5 min. The conversion yield was found to be s廿onglyaffected by the dryness of the 

reaction solvent. The 18 F四 labelingprecursor could be effectively purified by simple elution 

through a Sep-Pak silica cartridge. 

4-[18F]Fluorobenzyl bromide was prepared in 50・60%overall radiochemical yields 

(radiochemical yields of ,2.: 70・80%)within 30 min from EOB using this simplified method. 

The present study clearly demonstrates that this method can be easily adapted to automated 

synthesis of the labeling precursor. 
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IV. 4. Sequential Changes of Dopamine Uptake Sites in the Mouse 
Brain after MPTP Treatment 

Introduction 

Tanji H., Araki T., Nagasawa H. * and ltoyamαY. 

Departmellt of Neurology, Tohoku UniversiηSchool of Medicine 
Miyagi Unive1古iη ＊

There have been m加 y studies showing that トmethyl-4・phenyl-1,2,3,6-

tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) induces neuronal damage in the nigrostriatal dop出凶nergicsystem 

in humans and in some animal species and that the clinical features紅equite similar to those 

observed in Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, some of these studies have demonstrated that 

mice, especially the C57BL mouse str泊n,are highly susceptible to the neurotoxic effects of 

MPTPand紅euseful as animal models of Parkinson’s disease1羽．

The neurotoxic effects of MPTP are thought to be initiated _by the 1・methyl-4・

phenylpyridinium ion (MPP+), which is a metabolite fqrmed by monoamine oxidase (MAO) B 

mediated oxidation of MPTP6>. MPP+ is known to be actively accumulated by dopamine 

neurons 7・8>, where ~t is fur出erconcentrated within mitochondria by an energy-dependent 

mechanism9>. The inhibition of mitochondrial electron transport at Complex I results in 

decreased oxygen consumption, and ATP production and a disruption of ion homeostasis9-18>. 

Additionally, it is also sugges旬dthat the oxidative s町・essinduced by MPP+ may potentiate its 

toxicity to dopamine neurons 19引＞＿ Recent reports also suggest that the toxic effects of MPP+ 

are mediated, in part, through an excessive production of nitric oxide (N0)22・23>. 

In the present s刷dy,to clarify the process of functional damages of dopaminergic 

neurons after加IPTPtreatment, we investigated the sequential changes of dopamine uptake 

sites as a good marker for dopaminergic nerve terminals in brains of MPTP-treated 

parkinsonian mice, using quantitative autoradiographic method. 

Materials and Methods 

官官句rC57BL male mice (SPF str泊n),23-26g in weight and 10 weeks old, were 

used for出isstudy. MPTP-HCl (Sigma, U.S.A.) was dissolved in 0.9% sterile saline. 

The mice received in町aperitonealin ections of MPTP ( 10 mg/kg) four times a~ intervals of 60 

min, the to凶 doseper mouse being 40 mg/kg. The mice were sacrificed at 6 hours and 1, 3, 

7加 d21 days after the injection, and the brains were quickly removed, frozen in powdered 
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dry-ice and stored at -80℃ until陀ceptora~say. Control mice were i吋ectedwith only 

normal saline according to血es担neprotocol as the MPTP-treated mice. Coronal sections, 

12 μm in thickness, were cut at the level of the striatum and the substantia nigra of MPTP-

treated and control mouse brains on a cryostat (H恥1500,Zeis・s, Germany) and thaw-mounted 

onto silane-coated cover glasses. 

RECEPTOR AUTORADIOGR:APHY 

Autoradiographic distribution of dopamine uptake sites was determined usmg 

[3H]mazindol according to the method of Przedborski et al. 24' with minor modifications251. 

The sections were pre-incubated for 15 min at 4℃ in 50 mM Tris-HCI buffer (pH 7.9) 

containing 120 mM N aCI and 5 mM KCI. The sections were then incubated with 15 nM 

[3H]mazindol (New England Nuclear; specific activity, 24 Ci/mmol) in 50 mM Tris-HCI 

buffer (pH 7.9) containing 300nM NaCl, 5 mM KCI and 0.3 μM desmethylimipramine 

(Sigma, U.S.A.). Desmethylimipramine was added to block the binding of [3H]mazindol to 

norepinephrine uptake sites, as described previously26i. After incubation, the sections were 

washed twice in fresh buffer for 3 min at 4℃ and dipped in ice-cold distilled water. Non-

specific binding was determined using 30ドMbenztropine (Sigma, U.S.A), and it was about 

25% of total binding. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

The sections were quickly dried under a coJd airstream and then exposed for 1-3 

weeks with [3H］・labeledgraded stand紅白（Amersham,U. K.) to tritium-sensitive imaging 

plates (F吋iPhoto Film, Japan) coated with minute crystals of photostimulable P.hosphor. A 

compu也r-assistedimage-processing sys低m,BAS5000 (F吋iPhoto Film, Japan), was used 

for the qu釦 titative analysis of radioactivity. Regions of interest (ROls) on the 

autoradiograms were placed剖 tqemedial and lateral p紅白 ofthe striatum separately and in the 

whole substantia nigra according to an atlas of mouse brain27>. The radioactivity of each ROI 

was quantified using the calibration lines obtained from the [3H]-labeled graded stand紅白，

and the values for radioactivities were converted to fmoVmg tissue. Specific binding 

activities of each ligand in the striatum and the substantia nigra were calculated by subtracting 

the non-specific binding from the totai binding. All values were expressed as mean±S. E. 

and statistical significance was evaluated using an analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by 

Dunnett’s multiple range包st(two-side). 

Results 

Representative autorad~ograms of [3H]mazindol binding sites in the striatum and 

subs刷 tianigra of control and ~TP-treated mice are shown in Fig. I, and chronological 

changes of each binding activity are presented in Table I and Fig. 2. 
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[3H]Mazindol binding sites decreased in the lateral and medial parts of the striatum 

starting at 6 hours after MPTP administration, and the lowest levels of binding activity were 

observed at 3 and 7 days ( 18 % of the control values in the medial part and 30% in the lateral 

part), as shown in Fig. IA, Table 1 and Fig. 2A. In the substantia nigra, such binding also 

decreased significantly starting at 6 hours, and the lowest level of binding activity was 

observed at I day (20% of the control values) after MPTP administration (Fig. lB, Table 1 

and Fig. 2B). 

Discussion 

Javitch et al. 26> reported that dopamine uptake sites, as evidenced by the specific 

binding of [3H]mazindol, were highly concentrated in the striatum, nucleus accumbens, 

olfactory tubercle, subthalamic nucleus, ventral tegmental訂ea加 dpars compacta of the 

substantia nigra in rat brains, and that they were. located on the pl'・・e-synaptic terminals of 

dopaminergic axons in the striatum. Therefore, mea~uring dopamine uptake sites is useful 

for detecting functional changes of dopaminergic neurons in Parkinson’S disease or in animal 

models of Parkinson’S disease. Several studies on dop副nineuptake sites in patients with 

Parkinson’s disease using autopsied brains have demonstrated marked decreases in the 

striatum28・30l and significant decreases in the substantia nigra301. Also many studies have 

reported marked reductions of dopamine upt必esites in the striatum, pars compacta of the 

substantia nigra, ventral tegmental area or the nucleus accumbens in MPTP-treated animals, 

such a~ monkeys31 >, cats32> and marmosets3·~ ＇. Alexander et alヌ1> reported that there w a~ a 

good correlation between the decreaseぉin[3H]mazindol binding sites and in tissue dopamine 

levels in the striatum or nucleus accumbens. In the present study, [3H]mazindol binding 

was already decreased in the striatum and the substantia nigra at 6 hours, and the lowest levels 

of binding activity were observed in the striatum at 3 and 7 days and in the substantia nigra at 

I day after MPTP administration. These results demonstrate that the decrease of dopamine 

uptake sites, indicating damage of dopaminergic neurons, occurs in a very early stage after 

島1PTPadministration. Furthermore, of particular interest in this study is that [3H]mazindol 

binding went down in the substantia nigra somewhat more abruptly than in the striatum. 

This observation suggests that cell bodies may be affected by恥1PTP剖 anearly phase，部

comp紅・edwith nerve terminals. We also observed that dop担凶neuptake sites had slightly 

recovered at 21 days, such finding may indicate that dopaminergic neurons recover or 

regenerate in the chronic phase. A previousはudyreported that intra'itl泊talinjection of 6-

hydroxydopamine in rats could cause severe decrease in CH]mazindol binding in the medial 

part of the striatum, as compared with the lateral p租134>. Therefore, our findings th瓜

dopamine uptake sites were more decreased in the medial p白tof the striatum出anin the lateral 

p紅talso indicate the severer damage of pre-synaptic dopaminergic neurons in the medial part 

These differences between the medial and lateral p紅白 ofthe s triatum may be due to different 

pat低msof anatomical distribution or to different susceptibility to MPTP toxicity in the mouse 
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brain. 
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Table l. Time course of the changes in [3H]Mazindol binding in the striatum and the substantia 

nigra of the mouse brain after MPTP administration 

MPTP treatment 

Control 6 hours I day 3 days 7 days 21 days 
(n= 12) (n=6) (11=6) (n=6) (n=6) (n=6} 

Striatum lateral 141 ±4 124土8 87±7判 42±6＊キ 44±5＊史 56±4ホド

medial 120土4 10 l 土 s~ 60土6** 21：士4同 22土4** 34土5料

Substantia nigra 37土3 22±2** 7±3判 18土デキ 13土3同 17土4レ’：

Values are given in m巴an土S.E.fmollmg tissue. n: number of animals 
。p< 0.05.判 pく 0.0I vs. control (Dunnell’s multiple range test. two-side) 

A [3H]Mazindol binding in the striatum 

Control 3 days 

B [3H]Mazindol binding in the substantia nigra 

Control 1 day 

Fig. I. Representative autoradiograms of l 3H]mazindol binding sites in the striatum (A) and the substantia n明司

(B) of control mice and MPTP-1rea1ed mice at 3 days and I day after administration. respectively. 
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the striatum (A) and the substantia nigra (B) after MPTP administration. Each point shows the mean±S. E. 

fmol/mg tissue, using 6 MPTP-treated mice and 12 normal controls. Statistical significances: * p < 0.05, ** p 

< 0.01 vs. control (Dun nett’s multiple range test, two-side). 
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IV. 5. Myotoxin a, a Rattlesnake Venom, Causes Ca2+ Release from 
Skeletal Muscle Sarcoplasmic Reticulum with a Novel Mechanism 

Common to DIDS, a Stilbene Derivative 

Hira~α Y., Nakahata N., Ohkura M., and Ohizumi Y. 

Department of Pharmaceuticd Molecular Biology, 

Graduate School of Phαnnaceutical Sciences, Tohoku Universiη 

Molecular mechanism of Ca2+ release by myotoxin a (.l¥i汀YX), a polypeptide toxin 

isolated from the venom of pr泊rierattlesnakes (Crotalus viridis viridis), was investigated in 

the heavy fraction of sarcoplasmic reticulum (HSR) of rabbit skeletal muscles. 

[125l]MYTX bound to four HSR proteins ( 106, 74, 53 and 30 kDa) on polyvinylidene 

difluoride (PVDF) membrane. DIDS, 4, 4’－diisothiocyanatos tilbene-2, 2・－disulfonic acid, 

bound predominantly to 30 kDa protein on PVDF membrane, molecular weight of which was 

similar to one of MYTX binding proteins. The maximum 45Ca2+ release induced by caffeine 

(30 mM) was further increased in the presence of MYTX (10 µ~の or DIDS (30 μM), 

wherea~ that induced by DIDS (30 μM) was not affected by M)寸X ( 10 μM). MYTX 

inhibited [3H]DIDS binding to HSR in a concentration-dependent manner. Furthermore, 

[ 12s I］島町TXbinding to 30 kDa protein was inhibited by DIDS in a concentration-dependent 

manner. These results suggest that肘n寸Xand DIDS release Ca2+ from HSR in a common 

mechanism. The 30 kI>a protein may be a target protein for Ca2+ releasing action of MYTX 

and DIDS. 

Introduction 

Re leぉeof Ca2+ from intracellular stores is a key s旬pin signal transduction and 

regulated by several intrinsic pro也ins,such as calsequestrin (CS), triadin, junctin, FKBP, 30 

kDa pro飽in 加 d mitsugumin291 ;. To establish the role of these proteins, excellent 

ph紅macologicaltools訂eeagerly to be found. Recently, we found出atmyotoxin a 

(MY1χ）， which was isolated from prairie rattlesnakes ( Crotal,us viridis viridis) venom2>, 

strongly induced Ca2+ release from heavy fraction of SR (HSR) containing ryanodine receptor 

(RyR)3>. Since (125I]MYTX did not bind to the purified RyR4> but the MY1χーinducedCa2+ 

release was abolished by pre町・eatmentwith ryanodine5>, MYTX is ぉsumedto bind to 

important regulatory proteins in Ca2+ release, which紅edistinct from the RyR. 

DIDS, a stilbene derivative known as an anion channel blocker<≫, was shown to 
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modulate RyR7・8>. It is repor低dthat [-'H]DIDS binding pro低inis not the Ca2+ release 

channel but the 30 kDa protein in junctional face membrane in SR7l. However, the 

properties of DIDS-induced 45Ca2+ from HSR remains unknown. 

To characterize the molecular mechanism of MTYX-induced Ca2+ release from HS R, 

we comp紅・edthe properties of MYTX and DIDS in Ca2+ release. 

Materials and Methods 

Material 

HSR enriched in Ca2+ release activity was prepared from rabbit skeletal muscle9> 

with a minor modification. MYTX was purified from crude prairie rattlesnake venom as 

described previously10). [125l]MYTX was prepared by the method of chlor槌nine-r>.

Other chemicals or drugs were of reagent grade or highest quality available. 

Analysis of[' 25/]MYTX and ('H]DIDS binding proteins on PVDF membrane. 

SDふPAGEwas conducted by the method described by Laemmli' 1 >. After HSR 

proteins (50 μg) were separated on 12% SDS-PAGE, they were transferred to PVDF 

membranes. The membranes were hlocked by incubation with 90 mM  KCI, CaC12 

equivalent to 100 nM free Ca2＋加d50 mM  MOPS-Tris (pH7.4 )(Buffer A) containing 1 % 

BSA for 60 min and were washed three times with Buffer A for 5 min. Then, they were 

incubated with ['25l]MYTX (0.3 JlM) ・or eHJDIDS (3 μM) for 60 min at 0°C. After 

incubation with radioactive materials. blots were washed three times for 5 sec in ice-cold 50 

mM MOPS-Tris (pH7.4)(Buffer B). Analysis of [125l]MYTX binding to HSR proteins was 

performed by using with an image analyzer (Molecular Imager GS-363, Bio-Rad). Analysis 

of [3H]DIDS binding to HSR proteins was performed by exposure to film after enhancement 

using Enlightning (NEN Research Product吋．

Measurement of45Ca2+ release 

The 45Ca2+ release from HSR passively preloaded with 村 Ca2+was measured at 0°C 

as described previously-~ ＞. 

[3 H]D/DS binding αssay 

CHJDIDS binding was examined as followed. HSR ( 100 μg/ml) was incubated 

with various concentrations (0.トI00 tlM) of lJH]DIDS in Buffer A in a final volume of 200 

μI. After incubation剖 0°Cfor 1 h. ice-cold Buffer Bin a volume of 2.5 ml wa~ added to 

each tube and the reaction mixture was immediately filtered under reduced pressure through a 

Whatman GF/C glass fiber filter which was then washed twice with ice-cold Buffer B (2.5 

ml). Nonspecific binding was detennined in the presence of 100 μM unlabeled DIDS. 
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Data analysis. 

百1edata were expressed as means ± S. E. M. The statistical difference of the 

values was determined by Student’s 1-test. 

Results 

In order to identify the proteins bound to [1251]MYTX, HSR proteins we陀 separated

by SDS-PAGE, 甘加sferred to PVDF membrane, and incubated with [125I]MYTX 

[125I]MYTX bound to four proteins (106, 74, 53 and 30 kDa) after transferring to PVDF 

membrane, although m加 yproteins were identified by Coomassie staining (Figs. IA飢 dB). 

Two pro低inswere assumed to be Ca2＋ーpump12・13>and CS4', which had been previously 

shown as proteins associated with恥n寸X. Other two C25l]MYTX binding pro低ins(30 and 

74 kDa) have not been identified. On the other hand, [・'H]DIDS markedly bound to 30 kDa 

protein on PVDF membrane after SOS-PAGE. The molecular幻ze( 30 kDa) of the protein 

was similar to that of a [125I]MYTX binding to protein (Fig. l C). 

Fig. 2 shows the concentration-response curves for DIDS, MYTX and caffeine in 

45Ca2+ release from HS R at pCa 7. DIDS markedly accelerated 45Ca2+ release in a 

concentration-dependent manner with the EC50 value of approximately 8 μM. The EC50 

values of加nτχ 加 dcaffeine were approximately 0.5 μMand 2 mM, respectively. Thus, 

DIDS is 250 times more potent thanじaffeincand 16 times less po也ntthan MYTX. The 

maximal 45Ca2+ release induced by DIDS was芯lightlylarger than that induced byルIYTXor 

caffeine. Fig. 3 shows the interrelations of the 45Ca2+-releasing activities among MYTX, 

DIDS and caffeine at pCa 8. The maximum response of 45Ca2+ release induced by caffeine 

(30 mM) was further increased in the presence of MYTX (I 0 μM) or DIDS (30 μM), 

whereas that induced by DIDS (30 μM) was not affected by MYTX ( 10 μM). 

In order to determine whether MYTX and DIDS had the common binding sites, 

[3H]DIDS binding to HSR was studied in the presence of MYTX. As shown in Fig. 4, 

MYTX inhibited r~H]DIDS binding to HSR in a concentration-dependent manner. 

Furthermore, [1251]MYTX binding to 30 kDa protein on PVDF membrane was studied in the 

presence of DIDS. [1251]MYTX binding to 30 kDa protein was inhibited by DIDS in a 

concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 5). 

Discussion 

Recently, it has been postulated that RyR~ Ca2+ release channel, is regulated byぉome

intrinsic proteins such as CS, triadin, junctin and 30 kDa protein in the SR''. However, the 

detailed mechanism of出eregulation of RyR by intrinsic proteins remains to be solved. 

Since [125l]MYTX did not bind to出epurified RyR41 but MYTX-induced Ca2+ releぉewas 

abolished by pre甘eatmentwith ryanodineラ； 恥町'TX is assumed to bind to important 

regulatory proteins of RyR. We found new two MYTX binding proteins (30 and 74 kDa) 
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other than Ca2七pump＇川 andGS4' by binding of f 125l]MY1χto HSR proteins on PVDF 

membrane after SOS-PAGE. The 30 kDa protein was also a t紅getprotein for [JH]DIDS. 

DIDS, a stilbene derivative known as at泊nomodifier and an anion exchanger 

blocker in red blood cell6>, is shown to modulate the SR Ca2+ ch釦 nel7・8>. Al由oughMYTX 

and DIDS were powerful po也ntiatorsof Ca2+ release from HSR，出e45Ca2+ release induced 

by caffeine was further incre俗 edin the presence of MYTX or DIDS. However, DIDS-

induced 45Ca2+ release was not affected in出epresence of MYfX. Therefore, it is suggested 

出atMYfX and DIDS, but not 1 caffeine, have a common mechanism in Ca2+ release from 

HSR. In fact, [3H]DIDS binding to HSR was inhibited by MYTX (Fig. 4), and 

[1251]MYfX binding to the 30 kDa protein on PVDF membrane was inhibited by DIDS in a 

concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 5). Thus, MYTX and DIDS are assumed to 

commonly bind to 30 kDa protein. 

In conclusion, MYfX causes Ca2→release出roughRyR with a mechanism common 

to DIDS. The target pro旬infor Ca2+ releasing action of MYTX may be 30 k臥 pr仰 in,to 

which DIDS also binds. MYTX is a useful probe for elucidating the functional role of 30 

kDa protein in excitation-contra~tion coupling of skeletal muscle. 
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IV. 6. Intra-tumoral Accumulation of Technetium-99m Sestamibi 
Compared to Carbon-14 

Deoxyglucose in Mouse Breast Cancer Models 

Ohira H., Kubota K. *, Ohuchi N., Satomi S., Fukuda H. * 

The Second Department of Surgery, Tohoku UniversiηSchool of Medicine 

Department of Nuclear Medicine and Radiology, Institute of Development, Aging and Cancer, 

Tohoku Uni\•ersitv* 

INTRODUCTION 

Technethium-99m methoxyisobuty lisonitrile （肘UBI)is a佐acerthat is widely used a~ 

myocardial perfusion agent. Since the first article on 99吋c-MIBIuptake in breast cancer 

appe訂edin 19921>, 99""fc－阻BIscintimammography ha5 been used for tumor detection, 

evaluation of chemotherapeutic response and prediction of multidrug-resistance2勺 P-

glycopro飽in(P-gp) is well known to play an iniportant role for the excretion of MIBI from 

tumor cell9・10>. However, little is known about intra-tumor accumulation of 99"Tc-MIBI. 

The purpose of由isstudy is to evaluate the intra-tumor accumulation of 9911"fc-MIBI, to 

compぽeit with 2-deoxy [14C] glucose ('4C-I氾） using animal tumor models and to 

investigate uptake pattern of MIBI in the three different characteristic tumors. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals, Tumor Growth Study 

Male 6・weeks-oldC3H圧feor ddy mice were injected subctaneously on their left 

thighs with a 0. 1 ml suspension containing 0. 5×Io"' -1.5xl07 cells of syngenic mouse breast 

cancer models of FM3A, 民仏1148and Ehrlich. The solid tumors were measured using a 

vernier calipers every day. The product of the three principal diameters of each tumor was 

designated as tumor volume' 1 l. Irradiation was performed when the tumor size reached 

about IO mm in diameter. Mice were anesthetized with intraperitoneal I mg sodium 

pentobarbital, then fixed with adhesive tape to place the tumor-bearing thigh in the field of 

irradiation12>. The tumors were exposed to a single do問 of20Gy X帽 rays(150 kV, 20 mA, 

Hitachi Medical Corp., Japan) at a dose rate of 1. 50 Gy/min with a copper aluminum filter1川．

Non-irradiated tumors in mice, handled in the same manner were used as control. The two 

groups of eight mice each were used fo1・tumorgrowth study with or without irradiation. 
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Macro-autoradiography 

Approximately 10 days following tr加 splantation,C3H/He mice with FM3A or 

:MM48 tumors and ddy mice with Ehrlich tumors were i吋ectedintravenously with a mixure 

of 3 mCi (111民IBq)of 99附 re－勘但BI(Daiichi Radioisotope Labs., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and 10 

μCi (0. 37MBq) of 14C-DG 1 (Amar・ am International plc, Buckinghamshire, UK). 

Previously we searched the linear correlation of radioactivity and autoradiographic density of 

99IDJ'c , a pure gamma emitter, and decided the i吋ectiondose (3 mCi/mouse) for ARG with 

mice (Fig. l ). The mice were killed with over anesthesia for ARG at 30 min. This time 

point was determined from time-course tissue distribution experiment. Tumors were 

dissected and embedded in a frozen block with 0. C. T. compound (Miles Inc., Elkhart, IN), 

the sample blocks were sectioned on a cryostat at --25°C14>. Several 10 μ m-thick sections 

were mounted on clean glass slides, ai1~－dried and directly contacted with ARG films (Kodak 

Biomax MS Film) for 6 hr in order to produce”吋c-MIBIimages. Three days later (about 

12 half-lives of 99吋、c),when 9911Tfc had decayed. the same sections were contacted with other 

films for seven days to produce 14C-DG images. Sections on the slides were stained with 

hematoxylin and eosin, and examined under a systεm microscope. 

Analysis Autoradiograms 
Intra-tumor distribution of two tracers within出esame sections was analysed using 

co-registered double-tracer AR(]J images加 dimage analysis software (Win ROOF Ver. 3. 2, 

Mitani Co中., Fukui, Japan) on a personal computer (PC) system. ARG images we閃

digitized and transferred to the PC through a CCD camera system. Each intra-tumor tissue 

components were covered with square region of interest (each ROI was 0. 5×0.5 -1.0×1.0 

cm) compared with histology~， quantitative evaluation of autoradiograms was done by 

measuring optical density after background subtraction in the ROls. Then, regional 

radioactivity of two tracers of the same ROI at the same section was analysed. 

RESULT 

Tumor Growth Curve 

Figure 2 shows the effect of radiation on the growth and growth ra飽 ofeach tumor. 

MM48 tumor was the most radioresistant; these tumors continued to enlarge even after 20 Gy 

irradiation. The pat低m of FM3A tumor growth showed swelling for two days after 

irradiation (Day 9, 10), follow~d by shrinking until Day l6 (eight days after irradiation), and 

regrowth was seen on Day 17 (nine days after irradiation). Erhlich tumor was出e

radiosensitive tumor which showed decrease in size after irradiation immediately. These 

tumors were not measurable on Day 17 (ten days after irradiation). MM48 was the rapid 

growing tumor with doubling time of about 2. 0 days. The doubling time of FM3A and 

Ehrlich was about 2. 5 days and 3. 8 days respectively, as measured from the beginning of the 
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irradiation. 

Double-tracer Macro-autoradiography with州 ＂Tc-MJBIand 14C-DG 

Figure 3 shows representative autoradiograms of 99"'Tc-MIBI (A) and 14C-OO (B) as 

double甘acerstudy, the same histologic tumor sections (C) and the sketch illustrations of the 

micrograph (D). 

In the upper low, FM3A tumor shows similar uptake pattern of 99附 fc－加llBIand 14C-

00. It's histology shows viable cancer cells almost occupied within the tumor and the dense 

area with the both ARG co町espondingto the viable c創1cercells. 

In the middle low, MM48 shows high uptake of both tracers by viable cancer cells 

than degenerating cancer cells and connective tissue. Almost no tracer accumulation is s伐 n

in necrotic tumor tissue in both images. 

The lower low, 99"'Tc-MIBI upt品匂 isthe highest by muscle but a little accumulation 

by viable and degenerating cancer cells i~ also seen. On the other hand, 14C-OO 

accumulated within cancer cells largely, while muscle and connective tissue showed equal 

tracer accumulation. Each tracer showed little uptake by necrotic tissue as well. 

Optical Density of Different Tissue Components 

Figure 4 shows the results of macroautoradiograms with 99"'Tc-MIBI and 14C-DG 

images. The grain numbers were expressed in values relative to the highest value for each 

凶 cer. 99"'Tc-MIBI ・image showed higher tracer uptake by muscle than出atby other 

componen臼 inall tumor models, while 14C-OO image showed very high uptake by viable 

cancer cells. Necrotic tissue area had the lowest tracer uptake in both images in all tumors. 

DISCUSSION 

Recently, posi甘onemission tomography (PET) using 2-deoxy-2-18F-fluoro-D-

glucose {'8F-FDG) has become well established in the diagnosis and follow up of breast 

cancer15・16>. Increased glycolysis is one of the most important characteristics of the cancer 

cells. In tumor cells, 14C-DG is similarly phosphorylated by the intracellular hexokinase 

enzyme, but not further metabolized and trapped in cells as 14C-00-6 phosphate. Therefore 

the glycolysis level of the tissue can be measured by the accumulation of 14C-DG. 

Concerning 99"'Tc-MIBI upt広emechanism it has been reported出at99"Tc-MIBI 

accumulates within mitochondria on the ba'iis of electrical potentials generated across the 

membranes. Since malignant tumors maintain a more negative transmembrane potential, 

99"'Tc－悶BIaccumulation increases17・1仏. However、thepresence of multidrug-resistanc e 

mediated P-gp energy-dependent excludes 99『I

expression show lower uptake and faster clearance of 99吋c－恥llBI出anthat tumor without P-

gp, further the clearance has been started within 5 min20>. In出isstudy we did not examine 
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出eexpression of P-gp in出r印刷mormodels. If we comp紅eto the known P-gp positive 

tumor P388VCR, it is suggested由atall these tumorsぽewithout of P-gp. If they have P-

gp, 99"7c－阻BIimage 30 min after in ection would show higher uptake by connective tissue 

rather than that by viable C加 cercells. 

Comparing two tracers1 uptake by viable cancer cells and connective tissue, 99吋c・

MIBI uptake by connective tissue in FM3A回morwas 25.5% relative to that by viable cancer 

cells, it was 31. 6%如 d44. 1 % in MM48 and Ehrlich respectively. On the other hand, 14C-

以］uptake by connective tissue 1relative to viable cancer cells in FM3A, MM48, Ehrlich was 

53. 3%, 54. 2%, 54.0% respectively. In short, connective tissue/viable cancer cells ratio of 

'4C-DG凶iagewas higher出anthat of 99"7c-MIBI image in all tumors. Therefore, it was 

suggested出atintra-tumor accumulation of 99『1Tc-MIBIrepresents the presence of viable 

cancer cells more selectively由加 thatwith 14C-DG. 99"Tc-MIBI image showed similar 

intra-tumor distribution pattern irrespective to the different tumor characteristics, growth r剖e

and radiosensitivity. 

In this study 14C-DG uptake by viable cancer cells was higher than 99"Tc-MIBI. It 

has been demonstrated th瓜 theglycolysis level in pathological connective tissue around 

cancer cells is higher than由atin normal connective tissue. Therefore, a boundary of tumor 

may be indistinct on the film. 
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V. 1. Standardization of the Head-neck PET Images 

Nishiura H., Rikimaru H., Yamaguchi K. ,Watanabe M. *and ltoh M. 

ぐvclotronand Radioisotope Cemer, Tohoku Universiり・

Department of Geriatric Demistry, School of Dentistη， Tohoku Universiη＊ 

Introduction 

Masticatory jaw movement and swallowing 訂econtrolied by the cooperative 

masticatory muscles and tongue activities 1 ・2 i. In order to clarify the cooperative 

stomatognathic system, the activities of the masticatory muscles and tongue has been analyzed. 

The most common approach for this pu叩oseuses electmyograph. However, it has been 

very difficult to record simultaneous activities of various muscles and/or many parts of ones. 

Our purpose is to quantitatively visualize activities of ma<;ticatory muscles and 

tongue during mastication using by posi甘onemission tomograghy (PET), by pixel-base. In 

出isreport, we generated a standerdized three-dimensional head-neck PET images by using 

spatial normalization technique (Friston et al.). 

Subjects and methods 

百tisstudy protocol was approved by the Human Ethics Review Committee of this 

institution and written informed consent was 以 enfrom all subjects. 

1: Spatial standardization of the head-neck transmission images 

We used the head-neck transmission images of 20 healthy Japanese male volunteers 

(19-48y）.百ietransmission scans were obtained by using external rotating line som℃e 

(68Gef8Ga）.百1etwenty transmission images were visually registered to the standard plane; 

namely the Frankfort plane (include the lower orbital point and the bilateral external auditory 

miatus），出emid-sagital plane and出emia凶 pe中endi cul訂 plane(perpendicular to the 

Frankfort plane through external auditory miatus ). These registered images were averaged 

to form a raw也mplateimages (TO). Then each original transmission images were spatially 

normalized onto由eraw template (TO) using linear transformations provided by the Statistical 

Parametric Mapping software (SPM 96). The final template (Tl) was generated by 

averaging of these 20 transformed images (Fig. I). 
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2: Spatial standardization of the head-neck emission images 

百iehead-neck [18F]Fluorodeoxyglucose (F以｝) emission images (original emission 

image EO) were spatially normalized using the original transmission images TO. The 

parameters for the linear affine componen岱 andnon-linear transformations were then used to 

transform emission images. 百iesmoothing kernel of 8 mm FWHM filter was used to 

reduce possible errors in the 甘~sformation3l. Emission images of fourteen healthy Japanese 

male volunteers (21-29y) were1 used. They were divided into two groups, 6 volunteers 

masticated voluntarily, and出e1remaining 8 subjects masticated on the right side. Each 

subject chewed gums for 30 min after the intravenous injection of F凶（approximately

l.79mCi). 

Results 

百iestandardized head-neck transmission images were shown in Fig. 1. The skull 

and external auditory miatus of the standardized transmission image (Tl) are more clear-cut 

than those of regis飽red町釦smissionimage TO. However, variance was found in the 

periphery of menton. 

The standardized head-neck emission images of voluntary and right-side mastication 

groups紅eshown in Fig. 2 and 3, respectively. Masseter, lateral pterygoid muscles and 

tongue activities C釦 beconfirmed clearly. Moreover, the p紅白 activatedhigh or low were 

shown泊血esame muscles. In the voluntary mastication group, the activities of the bilateral 

lateral p隠rygoidmuscles, left medial pterygoid and masse飽rmuscles were observed. 

Whereas the activities of the only left lateral pterygoid muscle, right medial p旬rygoidand 

masseter muscles were recoded in the right-side mastication group. 

Discussion 

We suggest白epo也n~ial use of standardization of the PET head-neck images to 

visualize activity of masticatoI] muscles, especially masseter, lateral p旬rygoidmuscle and 

tongue in出isstudy. Moreover, the differences of activities according to出ep紅白 of出e

same muscle were confirmed clearly. However, in order to standardize more various 

masticatory muscles and p紅白 ofones, and to become highly precise, it needs to record and 

analyze more PET images of various quantitative jaw movements. 
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Introduction 

Memory of odours is associated with certain objects, incidents and emotions 1 >. Due 

to the lack of an appropriate animal model the analysis of human olfactory processing had 

been difficult. Recent advanc~s in neuroimaging i.e., positron emission tomography (PET) 

and functional magnetic reson初旬 imaging(fMRI) has helped in unraveling the mys除riesof 

olfactory processing in human brain2·~ ＞. The purpose of出isPET activation study was to 

dete1mine human brain regions involved in olfactory processing. 

Methods 

Subjects 

Eight right handed, male volunteers (age 18-26 ye血・s)participated in this study after 

written informed consent. The subjects were screened for right handedness, colour vision 

and加 yhistory of ailments affecting olfaction. The study conformed with the principles of 

the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the medical ethics committee of the Tohoku 

University. All the subjects underwent 1v1RI scanning using Tl-sensitive SPGR sequence 

within a week of their PET studies. All had nom1al rep01ted MRI scans. 

PET Scanner Descr，伊tionand Study Procedure 

Regional cerebral blood 1flow (rCBF) was determined in all 8 subjects using H/50 

PET for six tasks (two control and four activation). PET s加dywas c血.-riedout on a 

Shimadzu SET2400SW Scanne~ in 3-D mode. Prior to出estudy a“Ge-68Ga transmission 
SC加 Wぉ obtained. For each task 200 Ivffiq H/;O was administered intravenously. The 

PET data was acquired for 60 seconds in each tぉkwith 8・I0 minutes interval between two 

consecutive tasks. 
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Task Procedures 

In each task 8 couplets of olfactory and visual stimuli were presented. Each couplet 

consisted of simultaneous presentation of an odour and a pair of pictures for 6 seconds 

followed by a 4 second interval for the response from the subject. To keep血eeye 

movements to a minimum, subjects were asked to fix their gaze all the time on the red cross in 

出ecen甘eof the field of view.αfour was presented birhinally with a self designed ‘sniffing 

stick' held 2-3 cm in front of the anterior nares of the subject. Coloured visual stimuli were 

pres en記dwith help of a head mounted display (HMD Eyetrek FMOl lF, Olympus) connected 

to Macintosh PowerBook G3 compu也r.Presentation and withdrawal of olfactory and visual 

stimuli were simultaneous. Subjects were asked to breath through nose at their normal 

respiratory rate with no attempt to sniff. 

With a pre-PET psychophysical test, two groups of odours were defined. One 

group, selected for the ON task, was familiar to the local population. The other group of 

odours was found unfamiliar and it was used in tasks C2, VN, OD and VD. 

Control task 1 (Cl) consisted of keeping eyes on red cross with no cognition 

involved. No olfactory or other visual stimuli were presented. 

Control task 2 (C2) consisted of looking at a scrambled picture (without any speci白c

shape or design) and breathing an unspecified odour. No cognition was involved. 

In Olfactory Naming Task (ON) an olfactory stimulus was presented simultaneously 

with a scrambled pic制限 for6 seconds. Concentrating on the olfactory stimulus only, the 

subject wa~ required to n出neor categorize it in the following 4 seconds or say PASS, if 

undecided. 

In Visual Nar凶ngTask (VN) a picture (having a pair of s出neimage) was presented 

simultaneously with an olfactory stimulus. Subject was required to concen町ateon the 

picture only and name it in the following 4 seconds or say PASS if undecided. 

In αfactory Delayed Matching to Sample Task (OD) a target odour was presented 2 

minutes before the actual task. Subject was required to 'memorize’it. During the task the 

target odour wa~ presented thrice釘nongeight cycles of olfactory-visual couplets. Attention 

to the simultaneously presented scrambled visual stimulus was not required. 

In Visual Delayed Matching to Sample Task (VD) two target scrambled pictures were 

presented 2 minutes before the ac刷altask. Subject was required to‘memorize’their 

characteristics (colours and design). During the task the target visual stimuli were presented 

thrice among eight cycles of olfactory-visual couple臼. Attention to the simultaneously 

presented olfactory stimulus was not required. 

In OD and VD tasks answer wa~ to be givenぉ‘yes,no or pass’when presented 

stimulus matched or did not match the target stimulus or when undecided, respectively. The 

tasks were presented in a counterbalanced manner. 
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Image Processing and Statistical Analysis 

Each PET image was anatomically normalized using Automated Image Registration 

(AIR)4＞加dthe Elastic transfo~ation5l: each subject’s MRI was normalized into由es凶 dard

brain Iv1RI of Human Brain Atlぉ（HBA)6)using affine transformation of AIR followed by 

application of血e3-D deformation field of批 Elastictransformation, and these parar即位rs

were subs句uentlyused to transform each subject’s PET image and MRI into the standard 

brain anatomy. Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM96, Wellcome department of Cognitive 

Neurology, London)7> software was used for smoothing and statistical analysis. A 3-D 

Gaussian filter of 16 mm was used for image smoothing. For each comparison, voxels with 

Z values>3. I (p<O. 001) were considered to denote regions of significantly increぉedrCBF. 

Anatomical localization of the activated areas was made in relation to the mean reformatted 

MRI of the eight subjects and ~xpressed in the stereotactic space defined by Talairach and 

Tournoux8>. 

Results 

In the statistical analysis first ON, VN, OD and VD tasks were subtracted from CI 

and C2 tasks respectively. Then conjunction analysis was carried between different 

subtraction sets. The results are presented in table l and figures l to 4. 

ONーC2with ON-Cl conjunction analysis show areas activated by olfactory 

recognition, and naming. This revealed significant activation in the left insula, the right 

anterior cingulate gyrus, the left basal ganglia, the left cuneus, and the bilateral cerebellum 

(Fig. 1 ). 

VN-C2 with VN-Cl conjunction analysis show areas activated by visual recognition, 

and naming. This analysis showed activation in the left insula, the right anterior cingulate 

gyrus, the right basal ganglia, the left cuneus, the bilateral cerebellum and left fusiform gyrus 

(Fig. 2). 

OD-C2 with OD-C 1 conjunction analysis show areas activated by olfactory delayed-

matching-to-sample task. This加 alysisshowed activation in the left insula, the left cuneus, 

由eright anterior cingulate, the right middle temporal gyms, and the bilateral cerebellum. 

(Fig. 3 ). 

VD-C2 with VD-C 1 co吋unction仰心ysisshow areas activated by visual delayed-

matching-to-s但npletask. This analysis showed activation in the left insula, the left cuneus, 

出eright anterior cingulate, the right inferior temporal gyrus, the bilateral cerebellum, and the 

right lateral occipital lobe (Fig. 4). 

Discussion 

In由isstudy aim was to locate the human brain regions involved in the olfactory 

processing by functional PET imaging. Attempt was made to so口theregions which are 

involved in the olfactory naming and short-term memory. The results showed that in 
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addition to the limbic system structures, the cerebellum wa'i also activated during the olfactory 

processing. This is a new finding which has been not rep011ed previously. 

Among the areas activated in olfactory recognition with naming, the insula, and the 

cingulate gyrusぽepart of limbic system and are known to be activated during olfactory 

stimulation9> and attention related tasks10・11' respectively. 百1ecuneus is part of the secondary 

visual cortex and is involved in the visual imagery tasks, which may be required in出e

olfactory naming process as well. 

In the olfactory short term memory task analysis, additional activation is seen in the 

middle temporal gyrus, and lateral occipital lobe. In a clinical study carried out in patients of 

right也mporallobe resection, Jones-Oatman et al have reported loss of odor memoη・over a 

period of time12>. 

Cerebellar activation during the olfactory tasks is a new finding and have not been 

reported in any of the previously published olfactory PET studies 1川. However a recent 

fMRI study has revealed cerebellar involvement in olfactory perception1・0. The authors 

found cerebellar activation at different locations during sniffing and passive smelling ta'iks. 

They concluded出atcerebellum had a role in the olfactory processing by controlling the sniff 

volume. In our data analysis it W悩 notedthat C2-C I subtraction analysis did not show 

activation in the cerebellar region. While all the other tasks involving cognition during 

olfactory stimulation showed cerebellar activation. Data from other recent functional 

imaging experiments in humans have indicated that the cerebellum has a number of additional 

functions e.g., tactile sensory discrimination, attention and cognitive function. Our results 

indicate that cerebellum has some role in cognitive processing of olfactory stimulus. 
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Table I: Activated regions related to processing of olfactory and visual tasks. 

Analysis Regions Talairach coordinates 

一 一AC百VATION x y z Z score 

ON-C2 with ON-CI Right cerebellum posterior Medial lobule -20 -75 ・45 5.49 

Left cuneus 2 -88 25 5.16 

Left poste巾 rlateral cerebellum 36 -81 -26 5.00 

Left insula 32 23 14 4.91 

Right anterior cingulate gyrus -8 32 II 4.87 

Left anterior Medial cerebellum 40 -38 -32 4.76 

Left Basal Ganglia 7 9 15 4.74 

VN-C2 with VN-C I Right anterior cingulate gyrus -8 14 23 5.00 

Left insula 22 23 。 4.47 

Right posterior medial cerehellum -23 -74 -40 4.44 

Left fusifonn gyrus 50 -53 -15 4.36 

Right posterior Medial cerebellum ・14 -82 － ~5 4.21 

Left cuneus 7 -88 33 4.03 

Right anterior cingulate gyrus -6 20 45 4.02 

Right Basal ganglia -4 ・17 3.82 

Left insula 37 25 14 3.75 

OD-C2 with OD-Cl Left cuneus 9 -71 8 5.10 

Right Posterior Medial Cerebellum -21 -75 ・39 4.56 

Left anterior Lateral Cerebellum 37 -40 ・36 4.49 

Right Posterior Medial Cerebellum -12 -81 -34 4.34 

Left insula 24 25 4 4.18 

Right anterior cingulate gyrus -8 35 8 4.11 

Right anterior cingulate gyrus ・6 20 45 3.95 

Right middle temporal gyrus -66 帽 29 -11 3.67 

VD-C2 with VD-CI Right anterior cingulate gyrus ・9 35 6 5.40 

Left cuneus 6 -87 30 5.02 

Right lateral Occipital lobe -42 -66 30 4.77 

Left Cuneus 18 -64 5 4.75 

Left anterior lateral cerebellum 40 ・35 ・32 4.73 

Right lateral o~cipital ・25 -77 43 4.38 

Right Inferior Temporal gyrus -56 -26 -11 4.33 

Left lnsula 33 20 13 4.22 
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Fig. I. Conjunction analysis r巴suitsof ON-C2 with ON-CI 

Fig. 2. Conjunction analysis results of YN-C2 with VN-C I 

Fig. 3. Conjunction analysis results of OD-C2 with OD-CI 

Fig. 4. Conjunction analysis results of YD-C2 with YD-CI. 

Brain regions showing rCBF changes in diffi巴rentconjunction analyses. The results are in three 2-

Dimensional planes (sagillal, transverse, coronal projections). The superimposed doued grid repr巴sents 

Talairach and Tournoux創 coordinaL巴space.
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INTRODUCTION 

[18F]Fluor吋 eoxyglucose(F以3)and PET may be more suitable for follow-up after 

cancer trea伽1ent由anmorphological approaches, since it reflects加morviability'>. Here, we 

describe a case of abdominal lymph node metastases from a colon C飢 cerin a patient receiving 

chemotherapy after colectomy. FOO-PET tumor images in this case changed along with the 

clinical progress, while morphological examination did not show any cle倒・response.

A CASE REPORT 

A 43-yr-old male suffering from lumbago and abdominal p泊nunderwent clinical 

examinations, which revealed an adenocarcinoma of the甘ansversecolon. He underwent 

resection of the cancer and lymphnode, but lymphnode metastases surrounding the abdominal 

a011a were unresectable. He was therefore admitted to our hospital for chemother叩yaimed 

at eradicating the residual lymphnodal metastases. 

The patient complained of severe lumbago and abdominal pain. CT revealed 

abdominal lymphnodal metastぉesat the level of the bilateral renal hilus with a maximum 

diameter of I 0 cm (Fig. 2A). Laboratory findings revealed a high level of LDH and slightly 

increased CEA (Fig. 1 ). Administration of Camptotesin 150 mg/m2 on day I and 5・

fluorouracil (5FU) 500 mg/m2 on day 2 started from the 7th day after admission once every 

two or three weeks. After the first administration, the lumbago and abdominal pain 

improved and the LDH value normalized (Fig. 1 ). After the second administration, the 

diameter of the tumor was reduced by I 0 % on CT (Fig. 2B). On the 63由dayafter the stm・t 

of the chemotherapy, this reduction was observed to have persisted with no further change 

(Fig. 2C）.α1出esame day, }?ET Wお C創-riedout. Imaging 40 minutes after the i吋ection

of 247. 9 MBq of FOO revealed little accumulation of label in the出・eacor閃 spondingto the 

mass and only a hot spot representing urinary excretion (Fig. 3A). Regions of interest 

(ROI) were set and the standard uptake value, which is the uptake of FOO normalized f01・the

dose administrated and the weight of the patient, was calculated as follows: 
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SUV= Activity in ROI (mCi/ml) I in ected dose (mCi) I patient's weight (Kg) 

The calculated value was 1.8. 

α1出e113由dayafter the start of chemotherapy, there was no change in the size of 

血e加moron CT (Fig. 2D）.α1血e145白 day,acute pleuritis occuηed, accompanied by an 

increase in the LDH value, but白iscould be controlled by administration of antibiotics for one 

week. 

However, the lumbago and elevated LDH again appeared from about the 190出 day

after the s切目 ofchemotherapy. α1出e198出 day,CT (Fig. 2E) and PET (Fig. 3B) were 

carried out. 百1erewas little change in the size of the tumor on CT, but PET imaging 40 

minutes after the泊uectionof 314. 5 MBq of FOO revealed a high accumulation of label with a 

SUV of 5.4. Thereafter the lumbago worsened and LDH continued to incr伺 seand CT 

images showed growth of the tumor and progressive disease on the 244th day (Fig. 2F). 

DISCUSSION 

F以｝ uptake reflects the viability of tumor cells 1 >, and i臼 usein experimental studies 

hぉ alloweddemonstration of cytotoxic effects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy causing 

metabolic arrest of cancer cells before necrosis and reduction in tumor size2・3). Therefore, 

FDG-PET is suitable for follow up purposes after cancer treatment. 

In the present case, the limited variation in size of the met.astatic加mormeasured 

with CT would be judged俗“NC”（nochange) with adap飽tionof the WHO criteria‘0 

Differences in the X-ray absorption values of the mass on CT might reflect changes in its 

structure, but exact interpretation of such images is very difficult. Wi出 F以3・PET,in 

contrast, the data were clear: little accumulation of FOO in出einitial phalie of chemotherapy 

suggesting血atthe number of viable iumor cells was decreased, with replacement by fibrotic 

tissue, and subsequent high uptake mirroring progressive grow出. These PET studies出us

showed large variation in gly~olytic metabolism in the tumor along with subjective symptoms 

(lumbago and abdominal pain) and biologic data suchぉ LDHand CEA values, although the 

actual change in tumor size was small. 

In血iscase, LDH was 出emost reliable serum marker for judgement of 

disea'ie progression, but it is not specific, as evidenced by the temporary elevation with 

acu旬 pleuritis. CEA is generally a good tumor marker but the level was not high in this case, 

and far more precise information was obtained with the FDG-PET. 

There釘eseveral reports of recu町・entdetection with FOO-PET in brain5>, head and 

neck6>, lung7＞飢dcolorectal cancers8・9), but these were after radiotherapy or surgery. 

S飽:phenset al10). and Reinhardt et al11 '・ evaluated residual masses of postchemo出erapygerm 

cell tumors. Kubota et a112>. suggested PET to be more useful血anCTin long-term follow-

up during radiotherapy, using 11C-methionine as a PET tracer. To our knowledge，血isis白e

first case of FOO-PET evaluation of residual ma~ses and regrowth during long-term follow-

up and chemotherapy, with a CT comparison. 
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Unfortunately, we did not have the opportunity to es也nate由epre町・eatmentsta低 of出iscぉe

with FOO-PET, but the available findings nevertheless clearly showed白紙 metabolicchange 

measured泊白isway may reflect the clinical course more exactly血anmorphologic alterations 

during chemotherapy. 
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Figure 1. The clinical course after the start of cancer chemotherapy. The normal range ofLDH values is 240 

to 470 IU/l, and CEA is less than 5.0 ng/ml. 
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Figure 2. CT images. Note the lymphnodal metastases surrounding the abcbminal aorta at the level of the 

bilateral renal hilus. Ratios of maximum tumor size before and after chemotherapy we陀：（A)pretr1回 tment,

I 00%; (B) 22th day, 91 %; (C) 63th day, 86%; (D) I 13th day, 90%; (E) I 98th day, 95%; (F) 244th day, 118%. 

The day numbers are from the start of chemotherapy. 
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Figure 3. PET images. (A) 63rd day from the start of chemotherapy. The regions corresponding to th巴

metastases are cold. Hot spots represent urinary excretion of 18FDG. (B) I 98th day. The tumors are visualized 

as hot spots, indicated by arrows. 
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Introduction 
Acquisition of all pos~ible coincidence lines in由ecylindrical geome町yof positron 

emission tomograph (PET), c~mmonly referred to as full volume imaging of 3-D mode, 

affords a large increase in sensitivity over slice-collimated 2-D mode＇ベ InPET studies 

accurate attenuation correction is essential in quantitative analysis. Attenuation correction 

factors for 3・D PET is ob凶nedin 2-D mode transmission scan with the septa in. 

Unfortunately，出isapproach leads to a drawback of a long acquisition time to achieve 

adequate statistical quality. With the view to overcoming this drawback, we introduce a 

method for attenuation correction, which dose not need transmission scan and is bac;ed on 

extraction of an object contour 仕omemission images without attenuation correction. Here 

we will discuss the accuracy of this method. 

Attenuation Cぽ rectionMethod 

Usually, attenuation correction factors are obtained from transmission T(r,8) and 

blank B(r, 8) scan data. These. two scan data are acquired by rotating an external sou陀ewith 

and without a patient in the g飢 try. In the 2・DPET, attenuation correction factors訂egiven 

by the ratio of B(r，め汀（r,8). I However in the 3-D PET, attenuation correction factors訂e

obtained刷児fo

in白e2-D mode. Second, I two-dimensional images of attenuation coefficients μ are 

reconstructed with ln[B(r, 8）汀（f,8)], in each slice. Third, these 2・Dμ-images are forward-

projected to all possible 3-D PET LORs and attenuation correction factors for 3-D PET are 

obtained. 

The emission image reconstructed without attenuation correction reproduces the 

contour of白epatient body since it is empha'iized due .to reduction of attenuation of y-ray 

nearby the surface of the body. We can obtain the μ.-image by assigning the theoretical μ 

value to the pixels in the extracted contour. 
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Experimental 
To evaluate the validity of this attenuation correction method, we adopted clinical 

brain scan data acquired with multi-ring high resolution PET PT93 l/04-l 2 (CTI Inc, USA). 

A patient was healthy male volunteer and was administered 8,2mCi of 18FOO. Emission 

scan time was 5-min and transmission scan time was 10-min. Three protocols were applied 

to attenuation correction for emission images, ( 1) I 0-min transmission scan (the standard 

method for attenuation co町ection),(2)theoritical extraction of μ-image which is based on the 

assumption that brain region including skull has a uniform attenuation coefficient 

(μ=0.095[cm・1]), and (3)another one of μ-image which consisting of unifonn brain region, 

skull (bones) (μ=0.105[cm・1]) as a reduced copy of brain contour, and head rest. The μ-

image of head rest wa'i obtained by separa飽 measurementof 120-min transmission scan. A 

quantitative comparison of the three techniques was made in terms of the x and y profiles 

across the origin of the plane of reconstructed images. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure} shows the emission image of human brain without attenuation 

correction( IA) and the three images corrected for attenuation. Attenuation correction factors 

are determined respectively with the use of I 0・min町ansmissionscan data( IB ), JI-image based 

on the assumption血atbrain hぉ aunifo1m attenuation coe百icient(IC),and μ-image which 

in co中oratesthe existence of both skull and head rest to the uniform object of br泊n(ID).

These corrected images are quite similar to each other. The extracting contour method based 

on a uniform region seems practical for attenuation correction without transmission scan 

especially in出ecase of brain which has a simple s佐uctureof attenuator. Figure. 2 depicts 

the x and y profiles taken from the corrected images of IB, IC, and ID. In both profiles, 

the difference in pixel values between B and D is smaller than that between B and C. 

In the present method, this is a serious problem that the attenuation coefficients for 

individual persons will be different each other. For this situation, we have a promising 

procedure which is a combination of segmented attenuation correction with short transmission 

scan川. Short transmission scan gives a μ・ーimagewith poor statistical precision and can not 

be directly used. We discriminate lungs, soft tissue (blood, muscle~ and fat), and bones 

using the distribution histogram of this μ-image・0. Then theoretical or averageμ values are 

assigned to each region. Now we are investigating the performance of this method for 

complex distribution of attenuator with the aim to establish an exact attenuation correction 

method. Furthermore, we are developing an attenuation correction method using the resultant 

information of scattering objects for scatter correction in 3-D PET. 
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Fig. I. Original emission image of brain without attenuation correction(A）加di mag巴Sco汀巴ctedwith 10-min 

transmission sc加 data(B),with μ・imagebased on the assumption that brain has unifom1 attenuation coefficient 

(C), and with μ・imagewhich incorporates the existence of skull and head-rest (0). 
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Based on Fourier Reb1nning Algorithm 
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Introduction 

The quest for increぉedsensitivity in posi甘onemission tomography (PET) has Jed to 

interest of acquisition of all possible coincidence lines in a gan甘y. This has become feasible 

with the advent of commercial scanners equipped with retractab1e septa. Although this 

technique significantly improves sensitivity over conventional slice-orientated methods (2-D 

PET), it comes at出ecost of much increased time of image reconstruction. This drawback 

must be solved in actual clinical application based on dynamic imaging or whole body 

imaging. The necessary time for 3-D image reconstruction can be signific加 tlyreduced with 

出euse of the super computer. However, it can't be always available from the side of cost. 

So we need some methods to speed up the 3・Dreconstruction without using the super 

compu包r.Recently, a rebinning algorithm has been proposed as a promise approach in 

overcoming time-consuming reconstruction of images in 3-D PET. An axial view is about 8 

to 16cm, for most of current PET scanners with a ring-diameter of 60 to l OOcm, and the 

maximum axial accep回nαangleis rarely beyond 10 degrees. Wi出 regぽdto small solid 

angles in the axial view, 3-D data can be rebinned into a stack of ordinary 2・Ddata sets. 

These rebinned data can therefore be reconstructed by applying the 2-D filtered値

backprojection methods. Hence, some rebinning algorithms ru宅 promisedto reduce 

processing time of image reconstruction 1 >. 

In出isreport, we especially make notice to the Fourier rebinning (FORE) algorithm 

which wぉ implementedin Shimadzu SET-2400W scanner at Cyclotron and Radioisotopes 

Center of Tohoku University (CYRIC). This is佃 approximatealgorithm which can be lead 

from the frequency-distance relation. After image reconstruction is performed with the 3-D 

reprojection (3DRP) algorithm and the FORE algorithm, we evaluate quality and 

quantification for the images with the use of the two algorithms. 
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Fourier rebinnig algorithm 

For a PET sc釦 nerwith N rings, the・ data acquired in 3-D mode consist of N2 

sinograms, in which N direct sinograms (9=0）叩dN(N・1)oblique sinograms are included. 

The four variables s, </J, z andδare defined as follows:s is the distance between the axis of the 

scanner and a projection line onto a町ans飢 ialplane，ゆisan angle of the projection direction 

with respect to a y-axis on出etransaxial plane, z is出eaxial coordinate of the point midway 

between two detectors. The δcoordinate is defined as由etangent of the angle (J between a 

line of response and the紅ansaxialplane (See Fig. 1)1>. 

We take the Fourier transform of oblique and directed sinograms with respect to the 

parameters of s，ゆ andz. In ！血e3-D Fourier transform, P( m, k, m:, cり， rois the radial 

frequency, k is the Fourier index, and m: is出eaxial frequency. The exact rebinning 

algorithm yields the following relation between the 3-D Fourier transforms of oblique and 

direct sinograms2・3>, 

P(m,k,m＝，δ） = exp(-iL'.1ゆ）P(mx,k ,m = O) 

In this relation, !1</J is the phase shift: !1ゆ＝ k arctanα，and x is the frequency scaling: 

x=J百ア

For the fぉtimplementation，加 approximationcan be derived by considering the first-

order truncation Taylor expansions in αof the phase shift and of the frequency scaling factor. 

.kδ 
P( m,k ,ro ＝，δ）三 exp（吋 __JOJP(m,k, mρ） 

ω 

As the only dependence on出eaxial frequency ro_ is a linear phぉeshift, it is possible to 

calculate the inverse 1-D Fourie11 transfom1 of P( m，九 (J)：.’め， withrespect to m：.’ 

kδ 
P( m,k, z,o）三P(m,k,z-_,0) 

ω 

This Fourier rebinning approximation relates the 2-D Fourier transform of an oblique 

sinogram (z，め to血e2-D Fourier transform of a slice shifted鉱 iallyby a frequency-

dependent offset Az =-k fim. 百ieFourier rebinning equation is regarded as the frequency-

distance relation stating血at血evalue qf P at the frequency ( m, k) receives contributions 

mainly from sources located剖 afixed distance t = -klm along the lines of integration. Note 

由att represen臼 thesigned distance measured on a位制saxialprojection of line response 

(LOR) from the midpoint f白eLOR. The Fourier rebinning does not require execution of an 

axial Fourier transform with respect to z: This property considerably simplicity白e

implementation not only because of the small number of Fourier transforms, but more 
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importantly because the data need no longer be known for all values of z, and hence the 

truncated data need not be estimatect2>. 

After all projection data is rebinned to parallel slices on the frequency space, inverse 

2-D Fourier transform is calculated to return sinogram P20(s，ゆ， z,0). Finally, 2-D image 

reconstruction is performed. 

Experimental 

The 3-D PET da旬 wereobtained with the Shimadzu SET-2400W scanner, which has 

出eaxial view of 20cm加 d32 slices, in CYRIC. Commonly, a lot of data collected with 

由isPET system is sent to SX4/44R super computer in the computer center of Tohoku 

University. However, in血isexperiment，出iagereconstruction was performed using 

workstation TIT AN2 in CYRIC for the purpose of estimating reconstruction time without 

super computer. Both the 3DRP and the FORE algori出msused in出isexperiment, were 

implemented in血eShimadzu SET-2400W. The time required for reconstruction in the 

FORE algorithm is found to be ten times less than that in 3DRP (Table 1). 

Figure 2・1shows two kinds of using phantoms. In the first experiment mainly 

designed to evaluate image quality, the activity i吋ectedin出ephantom (a) was F-18 300μCi 

(1.0μCi/ml) and scan time was 15 minutes. In the second experiment for the qu飢 tification

evaluation, the activity i吋ec飽din the phantom (b) was O. lμCi/ml in the part of A and was 

0.0255μCi/ml in the part of B. Scan time was 20 minutes. 

Result and Discussion 

Evaluation for image qualiか

Figure 3 shows standard deviation for pixel value of the plane phantom in出eregion 

of interest (ROI) indicated in Fig. 2・2. The standard deviation is consistently higher in 

FORE出anin 3DRP, but a large difference is not observed between FORE and 3DRP in the 

region of ± 20 slices from the center slice No.32 in the cylindrical scanner of SET-2400W. 

This region corresponds to about 60% of all slices. In contrast, the edge standard deviation 

in FORE suddenly raises out of this region. This may be caused by the following reason. 

This abrupt increase in the standard deviation in FORE can be ascribed to the reduction of 

rebinned data at a distant from the center of cylindrical scanner. The FORE can not be easily 

adopted to the region having small number of rebinned da同， asa low activity is possibly 

buried in noise. On the other hand, noise in 3DRP doesn’t increase significantly in the 

whole region, ap訂tfrom the edge, due to data supplement. 

Evaluation of Quantification 

Figure 4 shows profile across center of the middle slice (Fig. 2・2)in the non-uniform 

ph佃 tom. The pixel value in profiles based on the FORE and 3DRP algorithms changes 
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almost the same way along the x-axis except for the edge values. The FORE produces 

negative quantities at the edge free from activity~ w bile such negative values does not 

generated by the 3DRP algorithm. The production of negative quantity for pixel values may 

be ぉcribedto an unexpec飽dill effect reconstruction filter when, in non-uniform axial 

distribution, a distant existence of strong activity is rebinned to pixels of low activity. This 

indicates the limit of the FORE algorithm from the standpoint of qu叩 tification.
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V. 6. Transmission scan conditions in Positron Emission 
Tomograph SET-2400W 

Watanuki S., Ishii K., Miyake S., Itoh M., and O励。raH.

Cyclotron and Radioisotope center, Tohoku Universiザ

Introduction 

Accuraもeattenuation correction is essential for the quantification in positron emission 

tomography (PET). Most of PET systems utilize the attenuation correction factors (ACFs) 

which紅ethe ratios of町釦smiss10nscan events and blank scan events measured with an 

external radioactive source. 官hismethod is a theoretically per烏ctto determine the ACFs, 

but the noise in the transmission daぬ isinevitably propagated to PET image1 －.~ >. This noise 

propagation C飢 bereduced by increasing the duration of transmission and blank sc加 and

also by smoothing ACF data3>. However，出isincrease in scan duration leads to a longer 

examination time and is less tolerable for patients especially in case of a whole body scan. 

Therefore, it is impo此antto find appropriate scan duration for each study. In this w01丸 we

investigate relations between th~ image quality and transmission scan duration, and also data 

smoothing in PET system (SET-2400W Shimadzu Co., Japan). 

島lethods

Meぉurementin this study was performed with SET-2400W, which has 2D and 3D 

data acquisition capability. A blank scan was made with an external rotating line source with 

275 MBq 68Ge-68Ga, and its duration was taken long enough so that the contribution of noise 

to ACF s is negligible. A cylindrical ph釦 tomwas used for all the experiments. A phantom 

of 20cm bore and 25 cm long, was filled with water and placed at出ecenter of FOV. 

Transmission data were acquired in 2D mode with the line source.百1etransmission scan 

duration varied from 2, 3, 5, 10, 20 to 30 minutes. For the emission scan, 18F-solution 

was i吋ectedinto出ephantom. 百1e2D mode dynamic emission scans were made in 12 

frames, for 1 hour per each fraiμe. ’The total counts were 2・120M coun臼perframe. The 

3D-mode emission scan was made to accumulate 120 M counts per frame. 

A set of ACFs was obtained from blank data and six transmission data. This set of 

ACFs was smoothed either by a simple smoothing procedure with 8, 16 and 32 mm cutoff 

length filters or by a non-linear smoothing procedure4> with 8 mm cutoff. These sets of 

ACFs were reconstructedぉ imagesof attenuation map of the phantom. The 20 mode 
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emission data of 120 M coun脂 werecorrected for attenuation by using each ACFs set and 

were reconstructed under the 8 mm cutoff smoothing filter. The 3D mode emission data 

were corrected by using出eACFs of l 6mm cutoff and reconstructed under a 8mm cutoff 

filter. 

The mean and standard deviation (SD) values were obtained by drawing a circular 

(lOcm diame低r)region of interest (ROI) at出ecenter of phantom in all transmission and 

emission images. The mean values of ROI in transmission image were normalized to出atof 

the transmission image obtained by the 30 minutes scan. In emission data, the mean values 

of ROI were normalized to that of the emission image corrected by the ACFs of 30 minutes 

transmission scan. The coefficients of variance l COY) was calculated by dividing the ROI 

SD by the ROI mean. 

The effect of transmission duration on the COV in emission image depended on the 

total counts of emission data. Then, The 20 mode dynamic emission data were 

reconstructed with the set of the ACFs smoothed by 16mm cutoff and the COVs were 

obtained in order to examine this relation. The sets of COV values were normalized so that 

the COV with 30 minutes transmission is made to be 1.0 in each set. 

Results 

Figure 1 shows transmission images in scan duration and in smoothing types. 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the COV and scan duration in each smoothing 

condition. The COV increases with decrease in scan duration and it was remarkable in the 

duration of less than 5 minutes. The smoothing reduces COV and it depends on the size of 

cutoff filter. The decreases in the COV correlated with the scan duration similarly. The 

decrease of COV was the factor of 0.53(0.21) in COV of cutoff of 16(32) for cutoff of 8, 

while the image of phantom surface blurs in dependence on cutoff length. The non-linear 

smoothing greatly reduces COV without blurring of the phantom edge. Figure 3 shows the 

relations between the ROI me加 andthe transmission sc加 durationin each cutoff, which 

related to each other. However the mean values in the scan duration of Jess than 3 minutes 

were slightly underestimated. 

Figure 4 is 2D and 30 mode emission images of 120M total counts. Figure 5 

shows relations between COV and transmission scan duration in each cutoff parame飽r. In 

血e2D mode emission image corrected with the ACFs simply smoothed, the increase in the 

SC加 durationand also the smoothing cutoff value reduces COV. But the dependence of 

COV on the scan duration is different from each other. The smaller出ecutoff p訂ameters

become, the steeper the slope of COV in the scan duration becomes. In the 2D mode image 

corrected with the non-linear smoothing, owing to the high smoothing effect in ACFs, the 

value of COV does not depend on the scan duration. The COV of 30 mode image was 

lower由an出atof the 2D mode images, in s pi低 ofthe use of same ACF s data and total 

emission counts for both mode. Figure 6 shows relations between ROI mean values of 
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emission image and transmission sc加 durationin each smoothing. The mean values in 2D 

mode emission image had a tendency to be underestimated in the transmission scan duration 

of less than 3 minutes. In the case of 3D mode, this tendency is remarkable, and the 

underestimation occurs at the scan duration of less than 5 minutes. 

In Fig. 7，由ereciprocals of COY for counts .are shown as a function of transmission 

scan duration. 百1eeffect of increasing transmission duration is less, as total count of the 

emission data decreases. 

Discussion 

百ietransmission measurement should be done over 5 minutes in order to avoid a 

marked increase in the COY value of transmission images and 20 mode emission images(Figs. 

2 and 5). The smoothing technique reduces well the COY value, but a blur in images is 

produced for the simple smoothing with 32mm cutoff as shown in Fig. I. On the other hand, 

in the case of the non-linear smoothing, there is no increase of the COY value, and the blur is 

small (see Figs. 2,4 and 5). Our results suggested that the non-linear smoothing technique 

enables to do the transmission measurement within 5 minutes. 

The effect of transmission duration for COY reduced with decrease in the total 

emission counts(Fig. 7). The total counts of head scan is usually 12M～ISM counts for 10 

minutes data acquisition, at 45 minutes of after the administration of 185MBq FOO. In this 

case, the COY value is not reduced below 20o/c;, even if the transmission scan duration is 

taken long enough. 

The 3D mode images show the COY values, which are smaller than those of the 2D 

images using 32 mm cutoff ACFs data. This result may be due to the low ax凶 resolution,

the difference of the reconstruction filter function of the 3D image and the procedure to get 

ACFs from those of 2D mode images. 

The absorption coefficients are underestimated when the transmission scan duration 

becomes less than 3 minutes (Fig. 3). This lead about underestimation of the emission 

image values (Fig. 6). This underestimation originates from processing of the zero values in 

the transmission data. Since the zero values of ACF results a s町ongartifact in the emission 

image, they are usually replaced by an ru・bi町訂yvalue in order to avoid出isartifact. If this 

value is lager由 加 町uevalues, the ACF will be underestimated. Since the underestimation of 

the oblique direction is added, this underestimation is enhanced in the 3D image. This will 

be a serious problem in the quantitative analysis of PET images. 

In a whole body study, 10 minutes per 1 position will be practically the upper limit 

of the transmission scan duration. In consideration of the COV value, the lower limit will be 

5 minutes when the smoothing of l 6mm cutoff is used. The non-linear smoothing is 

expected to reduce shortest scan time less than 5 minutes. However, the measurement 

should be done over 5 minutes in 2D mode and 3 minutes in 3D mode, if the image quantity is 
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required (see Fig. 6). 
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VI. 1. Fast Neutron Profiling with Imaging Plate (3) 

Yamazaki T., Sanami T., BabaM., Miura T., Hirasawa Y., Saito K., Hira灼waN.

Introduction 

Y anuuiera A.六Taniguζが S.*,andMαkamura T. * 

Qualltum Science and Energy Engineering, Tohoku Universily 

Cyclotron Radioisotope Cente久 TohokuUniver~i~＼，ホ

We have continued a study of fast neu町onprofile mea'iurement using an imaging 

plate (IP) coupled with a polyethylene plate (IP-CH2)1.2' which will be useful for fast neutron 

radiography, non-destructive inspection of bulk objects, and medical applications. In this 

method, neutrons are converted to protons by a polyethylene converter and detected in IP, and 

the effects of y-ray backgrounds can be eliminated by taking difference between the data with 

and without the converter. We have reported1・2> that this device is useful to measure profiles 

of 5, 15 MeV neutrons, while not so sensitive to I・2MeV neu佐ons. Following the above 

studies, we extended the study to I) an effective dynamic range of血esensitivity in a neu甘on

field, 2) spatial resolution, and 3) applied the method to radiography of bulk media. 

Improvement of the sensitivity to lower energy neutrons was also attempted. 

Experiments were carried out using a 4. 5 MV防namitronaccelerator at Fa'it 

Neutron Laboratory~ ＞. Figure 1 shows an experimental setup. Incident neutrons of 5 and 15 

MeV were utilized for experiments. 百1eywe陀 producedvia the D( d, n) and T( d, n) 

reactions3>. 

百ieIPs employed were X-ray type from F吋iFilm Co. Ltd. (BAS-UR), 12.5 

cmx12.5 cm. Polyethylene or polypropylene converters with appropriate thickness were 

placed in front of IP in a s也pwiseor flat shape. The flat converter was employed to correct 

for the effect of neu住onflux non-uniformity on the converter. The IP was scanned to 

analyze a PSL (Photo Stimulated Luminescence) distribution using BAS-3000 sys旬m(F吋i

Film Co. Ltd.) at CYRIC. Scanning was done about one hour after irradiation to reduce the 

effect of fading. Scanning par紅neterswere出es但nefor all the scanning, i.e., latitude 4, 

sensitivity 10000, and gradation 4096. 

Dynamic Range 

同rnar凶crange of IP is known to be l訂gerth組 104for X-rays. In the case of 

neutron irradiation, however, much more y-rays may be present in the field and reduce the 
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effective dynamic range for neu町ons. We measured the dynamic r如 geof IP-CH2 for 5 

MeVneu佐ons. The neu町on{proton) fluence incident on IP-CH2 was varied over a digit by 

1) placing出eIP in three different distances from the neu佐ontarget, 245 mm, 345 mm and 

725 mm, and 2) employing conve此.erswith five steps between 60 μm and 300 μm thick (60 

μm steps). The exposure time was about one hour with a 3.7 μA direct beam current. 

Figure 2 shows the results for net PSL versus neu佐onfluence3l, where net PSL 

me加 SPSL value subtracted wi~ y-ray backgrounds. In the figu陀， thelinearity between PSL 

and fluence is confirmed from 191 to 109削町onfluence. Co附 quently,the dynamic range is 

larger than 102 even in出isneu佐onfield. Furthermore, we C加 expectthat the ultimate 

dynamic range is larger than 103 if we take account of the fact that the l紅 gestPSL in this 

measurements is only about one half of the allowable upper limit, 4096, and the detectable 

low limit is a few PSL 4>. 

Spatial Resolution 

Spatial resolution which is of prime importance for a two dimensional detector is 50 

μm for the present IP. In the.case of neutron profiling, however, several factors degrade the 

spatial resolution, e.g., dispersion of recoil-angles and ranges. Therefore, we inspected the 

influences of these factors experimentally. 

The spatial resolution was measured from the dispersion of PSL in a sharp cutoff of 

neu甘onbeam provided by an iron shadow-bar (IO cm thick). The t訂get-IPdistance wa'i 

extended to about 800 mm, and one half of the IP-CH2 was irradiated by 5, 15 MeV neutrons 

with the other half being shadowed by the iron block. The converters for 15 Me V neutrons 

were 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm thick in 0.5 mm steps. 

Table I summarizes the results. The spatial resolution is given in FWHM which 

was evaluated in the manner shown in Fig. 3. The spatial resol account. Among出e

factors for resolution degradation, the dispersion in recoil-angles will be dominant one 

because it introduces about 0.11 and 0.6 mm spatial spread for 5 and 15 MeV neutron, 

respectively. The result for 15 MeV neutrons is accounted for by the factor, but only about 

IO % in the case of 5 MeV neutrons. Mis-alignment of neutron beam from the iron block 

edge will be the main reason of the discrepancy because the observed edge of the iron block 

deviated from the center of the beam. Consequently, the intrinsic resolution for 5 Me V 

neu佐onswill be much higher白anobserved. The spatial resolution was found not to be 

very sensitive to白econverter thickness, while average ranges of recoil protons depend on出e

converter thickness. 

Fast Neutron Radiography 

The IP-CH2 was applied to radiography for 5 and 15 MeV neu佐ons. Converter 

thicknesses were 0. 5 mm and 2. 5 mm for 5 and 15 Me V neu町ons,respectively. Objects of 
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radiography were an iron block with voids (hidden holes) shown in Fig. 4 and cans filled 

with water partially. 

Figure 5 shows the radiography image and the PSL distribution for the iron block by 

5 MeV neu町ons. The voids in the iron block is distinguished clearly, and出ePSL 

distribution co汀espondsreasonably to the cylindrical shape of hole and voids. This fact 

suggests that smaller voids will also be detected by the present system. The result was also 

good for cans with water. Therefore, the IP-CH2 method enables fast neu甘onradiography 

of thick metal and water which are too thick for the X-ray radiography. 

The image con町ぉtfor 15 MeV neu町onswere found to be generally lower than that 

for 5 MeV ones, probably because of too high pene町abilityof 15 Me V neu甘onsfor the object 

thickness. Therefore, there should be optimum neu町onenergy corresponding to the 

macroscopic cross section and thickness of each o~ject. 

In some cases, PSL distribution deviates from the neutron transmission p紅ticularly

in the edge region. It is attributed to the effects of scattered neu甘onsand charged-particles 

emitted from the objec臼. It is difficult to eliminate by the IP-CH2 method unless the energy 

and species of particles are known. To solve the problem, we are developing a neu佐on

counter which is position sensitive in two-dimensions and sensitive to出eenergy deposited in 

the counter. 

Improvement for 1 Me V Neutron Detection 

The low sensitivity of the IP-CH2 to 1-2 MeV neu町onsis attributed to short ranges 

of recoil protons加 dproton attenuation in the protection layer on the IP surface made of PET 

(Polyethylene Terephtalete). Improvement of the sensitivity was attempted by employing a 

BAS-TR film which has no pro飽ctionlayer. A BAS-TR film coupled with converters of 4 

μm to 20 μmin 4 μm steps was irradiated by l MeV neutrons via the T(p,n) reaction. A 

signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) was improved about three times by using BAS-TR. Nevertheless, 

absolute PSL value was still too small to obtain clear images with practical irradiation time (a 

few hours). 
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Tab I巴 I. Relation of converter thickness and spatial rl.!solution (FWHM). 

En=5MeV 

Converter Thickness （問n) 60 120 

Resolution (mm) 1.42 1.32 

En= 15MeV 

Conv岡町四ickness(mm) 0.5 1.0 

Resolution (mm) (0.67) 0.79 
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VI. 2. The Functional Equation for the Fading Correction 
of Imaging Plate 

Ohuchi H., Y4αmaderaA. * and Nakamura T. * 

Graduate School of Phamiaceutical Sciences, Tohoku Universiη 
Cyclotron and Radioisotope cente.κTohoku Universiη 

Several experiments were performed in order to investigate血eeffect of由e

temperature on the fading for commercial imaging plate, IP (BAS-UR). The fading 

characteristics were measured under the temperature control between 0°C -60°C after 

irradiation with 238U alpha-ray and 6°Co gamma-ray sources. Applying the Arrhenius' 

equation to由eexperimental results, we could find out a universal functional equation which 

includes two variables of出eelapsed time(t) and the temperature(K). The PSL values 

calculated by this equation showed good agreement with the experimental ones between 0°C -

40°C. From血isequation, the activation energies of the fading curve訂eestimated to be 

about 0.9eVfor both 238U alpha-ray and 6°Co gamma-ray sources. 

Introduction 

The imaging plate (IP): made of BaFBr:Eu2+ phosphor is a two-dimensional detector 

which hぉ thewide dynamic range (more than I 05），出esensitivity of more 出an100 times 

higher than白atof the X-ray film and the high spatial resolution 1 ・3 >. These properties made it 

possible to apply as飢 integraltype detector, such as radiation monitoring during a certain 

period. For出ispurpose, however, the IP has a defect of the large fading effect which 

brings about a serious hindrance for quantit剖ivemeasぽ・ements4>.

Several reporぉ on血emeasurements of the fading effect have been published, 

expressing the fading effect as the following equation which is出esum of a couple of 

exponentially-decaying components 5・7>.

(PSL)t I (PSL）。＝A，・exp（ー ln2/T1・t)+Ai・exp（ー ln2/T2・t)+A3・exp（ー ln2/T3・t), (1) 

where (PSL)t組 d(PSL）。 meanthe PS L values of the elapsed time t and 0 after 

irradiation，間spectively,A1 to A3 are the component amplitudes and T1 to T3脱出ehalf-lives 

of each component. 

The formulas shown in Refs. 5-7 give quite different A1 to A3 and T1 to T3 values. 
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Here in出iss加dy,we aimed to find out a new universal formula for the fading 

correction by irradiating血eIP with 238U alpha-ray and 6°Co gamma-ray sources. 

Experimental 

The IP used in our experiments is the commercial IP BAS-UR (Fuji Film Co.). A 

238U planchet source (specific radioactivity of 10. 8Bq/cm2) was used as an alpha-ray source 

and a 6°Co point source (10. 8mGy/h at lm, on Nov. 1st, 1998) was used as a gamma-ray 

source. The IP held in the aluminium IP cassette was set inside an incubator in which the 

tempera旬rewas maintained constant within ± 1°C. The fading characteristics were 

measured with varying the temperature at every 10 °C between 0 °C and 60 °C. 

Experimental Results 

Measurement of the Fading Characteristics 

In order to investigate the effect of the temperature on the fading effect, several 

fading curves were obtained in the temperature range of 0 °C -60 °C for 238U alpha rays and 

0°C -50°C for 6°Co gamma rays. Figs. 1 and 2 show the胞mperaturedependence of the 

fading of the latent image after irradiation with 238U and 6°Co sources, respectively. These 

results imply us白紙thefading curves may be divided into three components, hereafter called 

the first, the second and the third one in order of half-life, which can be expressed in Eq.( 1). 

Functional Fading Equation 

As in白isstudy, at some time elapsed after the irradiation until the first component 

fades out,the fading equation should be written as 

(PSL)1 I (PSL）。 ＝：＝ A・exp（ー入♂t)+ B・exp（ーλb・t), (2) 

where λ＝ln2汀112and’r112 is the half-life. 

Now paying attention to the s廿ong旬mperaturedependence of the fading effect 

shown in Figs. 1 and 2，出efading effect is considered to be a kind of a thermal reaction, and 

the change of reaction rate with the temperature can be expressed by the Arrhenius' equation. 

The Arrhenius’equation is well known to be defined by the following relation 

din λ／dK = E/(RK2), (3) 

where入is出era包 constant,E由eactivation energy, R gas constant, and K the absolute 

temperature. 

Integrating this equ剖ion,we obtain 

入＝Cexp｛ーE/(RK)}. (4) 

By putting J = E/R, Eq.(2) is expressed as 
(PSL)1 i (PSL)0 ,k = A・exp｛ーa・t・exp(-J/K)}+B・exp{-b・t・exp(-Jb/K)}. (5) 
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Combining Eqs. (2) and (5), we obtain 

a= 0.693/{rl/2・ exp（－~／K)}

b = 0.693/{Tb112・exp(-Jb/K)}

(6) 

(7) 

Assuming that bo血Aand B in Eq.(5) are independent on恥 temper削除出atis, 

白eratio of白esecond to血e出irdcomponent does not depend on the也mperature,J a' J b’a 

and b can be obtained from the half-lives of two different fading curves. 

Analysis of the Fading Characteristics 

In order to get the values of half-lives of the fading curves at each低mperature,we 

analyzed the fading curves in Figs. I and 2 as shown in Fig. 3; 

1. We choose a certain PSL value(A) on the fading curve at 40 °C as a reference curve 

which typically consists of the second and the出irdcomponen臼 inEq. ( 1 ). We then select 

the value at the elapsed time e = 46 hours after irradiation as a reference point. 

2. We find out an elapsed白ne(d）剖 whichthe S出nePSL value is given on the different 

fading curveぉ onthe reference curve (in Fig. 3, the fading curve at 50 °C is shown a'i an 

example). 

3. We obtain the ratio of e to d, r = e/d. 

By multiplying白eelapsed time by the r values, we can normaliZ:e the PSL values of 

different fading curves to those of the reference curve at 40 °C, in order to get the universal 

fading curve. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show the thus-obtained universal fading curves of the latent images for 

238U alpha rays加 d6°Co gamma rays, respectively. It is clearly shown血atall the fading 

curves converge on a single universal curve for both cases, except at 50 °C for 6°Co gamma 

rays. 

百iisresult means血atthe ratio of the second component to the third one inEq. (2) is 

almost independent on the tern~ぽ仰向， which verified伽 tour preceding assumption th剖 A

and B in Eq.(2) is independent on the旬mperature.

Table 1. shows the r values and half-lives (hours) T a112’T b 112 of the second and the 

帥 dcomponents of Eq.(5) at each temperature for 238U and 6°Co sources, where the h必

lives are obtained by multiplying the half-lives at 40 °C by the r values. The r values for 

both sources are almost the same. 

Fading Correction Equation 

Using four values of half-lives剖 20°C, at which the fading effect becomes 

remarkable, and at 60°C for 238U alpha-ray source shown in Table I, Ja, Jb, a and b values in 

Eqs.(6）釦d(7) were calculated. In order to obtain the B value in Eq. (5），出eintersection 

point of the ex住apolatedline of the出irdcomponent of a universal fading curve in Fig. 4 was 

read out and出eB value of 0.513 was thus-obtained. 
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Eq.(5) could finally be written as 

(PSL)1,i/ (PSL)o.k = 0.487exp{-2.18xl014・t・exp（ーl.llxl04/K)} 

+0.513exp{-3.18x 1013・t・exp（ーl.llxl04/K)} (8) 

’The PSL values calculated from Eq. (8) are compared with由eexperimental results in 

Fig. 6. Both are in quite good agreement in the temperature range of 0 °C -40 °C. 

In出esame way, Ja, Jb, a加 db values in Eqs.(6）釦d(7) for 6°Co gamma-ray 

source were calculated with four values of half-lives at 20 °C and 50 °C shown in Tablel. 

The B value in Eq.(5) was obtained from a universal fading curve in Fig. 5. 

Eq.(5) could also be written as 

(PSL)1 ./ (PSL)0 .k = 0.439exp ｛ー7.73x1013・t・exp（ーl.08x 104/K)}} 

+0.561exp{-9.99x1012・t・exp（ーl.08x104/K)} (9) 

百1ecomparison between calculated PSL values from Eq. (9) and the experimental 

results is shown in Fig. 7. Quite good agreement of both values in the range of 0 °C -40 °C 

is also found. 

Activation Energy 

The activation energies were obtained from Eqs.(6) and (7). The results are E~ 

0. 96eV and 0. 93eV for both second and third components for 238U alpha rays and 6°Co 

gamma rays, respectively. 

Conclusion 

In this s加dy,we investigated the胞mperaturedependence of the fading effect for 

commercial IP (BAS-UR). Applying the Arrhenius’equation to the experimental results, we 

could first find out a new functional equation which includes two variables of the elapsed 

time(t) and the temperature(K). ThePSL values calculated by this equation gave qui低 good

agreement with the experimental ones between 0 °C -40 °C. This equation makes possible 

to co町・ectthe PSL values measured at different elapsed time after irradiation at different 

tempera同re,so that it may be used for a long-term fading correction in applying the IP a~ an 

integral type detector. 

From血isequation, the activation energies of the second and the third components of 

the fading curve訂eestimated to be about 0. 9eV for both 238U alpha-ray and 6°Co g担nma-ray

sources. This result indicates血剖theremight be an another lower energy level to induce the 

fading besides the PSL process and it may be a clue to the fading mechanism. 
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Table 1 ．百1er valu邸 andhalf-lives (hours) T～2, T h 112 of the second and the thi吋 componentsof Eq. (5) at 
回chtemperatu悶 for238U and削Cosou陀邸 areshown. The half-lives are obtained by multplying the halι 

lives at 40 ''C by the r values, which are almost the same for both sources. 

くU・238>

temperature C℃｝ 。 10 20 30 40 50 60 

r value 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.318 1 2.72 9.46 

Ta 112 : the second 910 303 91 28.6 9.1 3.3 0.96 
component(h) 

Tb 1,2 : the third 6,130 2,043 613 193 61.3 22.5 6.48 
component(h) 

<Co・60>

temperature （℃） 。 10 20 30 40 50 

r value 0.01 0.03 0.11 0.36 1 3.3 

T"112: the second I 900 300 82 25 9.0 2.7 
component(h) 

Tb 112 : the third '6,000 2,000 545 167 60 18.2 
component(h) 
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VI. 3. Training for Safehandling of Radiation and Radioisotopes 
and X-Ray Machines for Beginners in Tohoku University 

Nakamura T., Yamadera A. and Miyata T. 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Center, Tohoku Universiη 

Training for safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes for beginners has been 

conducted twice a year from 1977 in Tohoku University. The contents of lectures and 

practices are shown in Table 1. In 1998出etraining wac; performed for 499 persons. The 

departments to which they belong紅egiven in ’fable 2. 

Training for safehandling of X-ray machines and electron microscopes began from 

the end of 1983. The training is scheduled to be held twice a year at the same time as the 

safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes.α1ly lectures are given and not practices. 

The contents of the lectures and the distributions of trainees訂eshown in Tables 3 and 4, 

respectively. 

Training for safehandling of synchro汀onradiation began from the end of 1995. The 

contents of the lectures are出esame as safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes for 

beginners and not practices. In 1998 the training was performed for 76 persons. 

Table I. Contents of lectures and practices for safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes in 1998. 

Lectures (one day) 

Radiation physics and measurements 
Chemistry of radioisotopes 
Radiological protection ordinance 
Effects of radiation on man 
Safehandling of radioisotopes 

Practices (oneぬy)

T陀atmentof unsealed adioactive solution 
Measurements of surface contamination and d~contaminatio 
Measurements of gamma rays and beta rays 
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Table 2. Distribution of trainees for safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes in 1998. 

Department Staff Student Total 

Medicine I 12 100 112 

Dentistry 。 16 16 

Pharmacy 5 42 47 

Science 4 82 86 

Engineering 3 66 69 

Agriculture 90 91 

Research Institutes 4 59 63 

The others 。 15 15 

Total 29 470 499 

Table 3. Contents of lectures for safehandling of X-ray machines and electron microscopes in 1998. 

Safehandling of X-ray machines 

Radiological protection ordinance 

VTR for safehandling of radiation and radioisotopes 

1.5 (hours) 

1.0 

1.0 

Table 4. Distribution of trainees for safehandling of X-ray machines and electron microscopes in 1998. 

Department Staff Student Total 

Science 19 20 

Engineering 3 99 102 

Research Institutes 8 109 117 

Total 12 227 239 

Table 5. Distribution of trainees for synchrotron radiation in 1998. 

Department Staff Student Total 

Science 。 12 12 

Engineering 28 29 

Research Institutes 6 29 35 

Total 7 69 76 
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VI. 4. Radiation Protection and Management 

Miyata T., YamaderaA., Nakamura T. and Watanabe N. * 

Cyclotron and Radioisotope Cente1ュTohokuUniversity 

Japan Radiation Protection Co., Ltd.* 

(1) Unsealed radionuclides used in the center 

The kinds and activities of unsealed radionuclides handled in the center in 1998 are 

shown in Table 1. The table includes the isotopes produced by the cyclo町on,purchased 

from the Japan Isotope Association and took over from another RI institutes. 

(2) Individual monitoring 

’The exposure doses of the workers in the center in 1998 is given in Table 2. They 

were less than the pennissible doses. 

(3) Monitoring of the workplace 

Radiation dose rates inside and outside of the controlled紅・easwere monitored 

periodically and as needed. They were below the legal permissible levels. Surface 

contamination levels of the floors inside the controlled areas were measured by sme訂 method

and with survey meters periodically and as needed. They also cleared under the legal 

regulation levels. 

( 4) Wastes management 

The radioactive wastes delivered to the Japan Radioisotope Association in 1998 are 

shown in Table 3. The concentration of radioisotopes in the air released after filtration from 

the stack was monitored with stack gas monitors. The levels were less出anthe legal 

regulation levels. 百ieradioactive water was storaged at the tanks at least for 3 days and 

then released to血esewerage af飽rconfirming that the concentration was less由anperr凶ssible

levels. 

The treated volume of radioactive waste of organic scintillator was 694 I by the 

incinerator made by Fujikogyo Co., Ltd. 
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Table 1. Unsealed radionuclides used in the center in 1998. 

(a) Cyclotron Building 依Bq) (b) RI BuiJding 作Bq)

group 3 group 1 group 4 
11c 239 ,50] ,000.000 '・111Sr 1,440.000 JH 64,048352 
ON 7 ,030,000.000 i.ic 829,917.480 
l:'io 555,000.000 total 1,440.000 l!!p 151,626,000.000 

1111n 1,630,760.000 group 2 創刊Ti 5,550.000 
6oco 4,597.030 total ] 52,525,515.832 
i:ncs 19,676.400 

6!iZn 7,718.000 

total 248, 716, 760.000 6!!Ge 73,115.000 

group 4 i2Na 370.000 
l!!p 979,] 82,800.000 l:?:'il 399,996.797 

total 979,] 82,800.000 total 505,473.227 

( c )Research Building仇Bq) group3 

group3 94,002.600 
l:'io 24, 790,000.000 .12p 1,331 ,286.50 I 

”S 145,782.346 
IJIJm'Ii 37,000.000 

total 24, 790,000.000 

group 4 total 1,608,071.447 
l!Cp 1,998,000.000 

total 1,998,000.000 

Table 2. Occupational radiation exposures at the center in 1998. 

Dose range (mSv) Number ofindividuals 

No measurable exposure 

Measurable exposure less than 1.0 

1.0 to 3. 1 

Total persons monitored 

引

6

3
一一知

Table 3. Radioactive wastes deliveli吋 tothe Japan Radioisotope 

Association in 1998. 

Wastes Container Number 

solids 

Combustible Type I 50 t drum 24 

Combustible Type I 50 t drum 18 

Incombustibles 50 t drum 5 

Annimal carcasses 50 t drum 17 

Filters I t /unit 454 

liquids 

inorganic liquids 25 t PE bottle 13 

Type I: Cloth and Paper made of natural cellulose. 

Type II: Combustible Plastics such as Polyethylene 

and Polypropylene. 
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1. Iso恕inMixin9 j1n恥 IsobaricAnalog State Derived from the (p,n1AsP) Reaction on 
e, 112.114~ 16Yb, and 20spb 

H. Orihara, C. C. Yun, A. Terakawa, K. Itoh, A. Yamamoto, K. Kawami. 
H. Suzuki, Y. Mizuno, H. Kamurai, Y. Tajima, K. Ishii, Y. F吋ii,H. Sagawa, 
T. Suzuki, and H. Ohnuma 
PhysicalReviewLettersvol.81, Number 17, (1998) 3607-3610 

2. Estimation of absorbed dose for 2-[F-18]fluoro・2-deoxy-D-glucoseusing whole岨 body
positron emission tomography and magnetic resonance imaging 
Hossain M. Deloa, Takehiko Fujiwara, Miho Shidahara, Takashi Nakamura, 
Hiroshi Watabe, Yuichiro Narita, Masatoshi Itoh, Masayasu Miyake, 
Shoichi Watanuki 
European Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Vol. 25, No., pp. 565-574, ( 1998) 

3. Estimation of intemal absorbed dose ofL-[methyl-11C]methionine using whole-body 
positron emission tomography 
Hossain M. Deloar, Takehiko Fujiwara, Takashi Nakamura, Masatoshi ltoh, 
Daisuke Imai, Masayasu Miyake, Shoichi Watanuki 
European Journal of Nuclear Medicine, Vol. 25, No. 6, pp 629-633, ( 1998) 

4. Simulation study of a Hydrostat Design for Detecting Underground Leak.age of Water 
Supply using Neutron Backscattering 
百 DAHIROKUROSAWA, TAKASHI NAKAMURA, TAKASHI SUZUKI, 
MえSUHIROOKANO and HARUO CHISAKA 
Appl. Radial. Inst. Vol. 49, No. 12, 1729-1735, (1998) 

5. Measurement of radiation tracks for particle and energy identification by using 
imaging plate 
Shingo Taniguchi, Akira Y amadera, Takashi N akamur孔 AkifumiFukumura 
Nucl. Instr. and Methods in Physics Research A, Vol. 413, pp. 119・126,( 1998) 

6. Development and characterization of real-time personal neutron dosemeter with silicon 
detectors 
M. Sasaki, T. Nakamura, N. Ts吋iimura守 0.Ueda, T. Suzuki 
Nucl. Instr. and Methods in Physics Research A418, 465-475(1998) 

7. E~~im瓜ion of organ cumulates activities and absorbed doses on intakes of several 
11 C labelled radiopharmaceuticals from external measurement with 
thermoluminescent dosimeters 
Takashi Nakamura, Yoshiharu Hayashi, Hiroshi Watabe, Masaki Matsumoto, 
Tohru Horikawa, Takehiko F吋iw訂 a,Masatoshi Ito and Kazuhiko Yan泊
Phys. Med. Biol. 43, 389-405 ( 1998) 

8. Measurements of Neutron Spoliation Cross Sections of 12C and 209Bi in the 20・to
150-MeVEnergy Range 
E. Kim, T, Nakamura, and A. Konno, Y. Uwamino and N. Nakanishi, M. Imamura, 
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N. Nakao, and S. Shiibata, and S. Tanaka 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 129, 209-223(1998) 

9. Measurements of the to凶 reactioncross section using the sum-of-differences method 
T. Y amaya, H. Ishiyama, A. Y創nazaki,J. Tojima, M. Katoh, T. Kuzumaki 
H. Yahata, K. Suzuki, K. Kot司ima,T. Shinozuka, M. F吋ioka
Physics Letters B417, 1-12 (1998) 

10. Insertion of Xe and Kr Atoms into C60 and C70 Fullerenes and the Formation of 
Dimers 
Tsutomu Ohtsuki, Yutakaa Maruuyama, Kazuyoshi Masumoto 
Phy.sfoαl Review Letters vol. 81, NUMBER 5 967・970(1998)

11. Most probable charge of fission products in 24MeV proton induced fission of 238U 
H. Kudo, M. Maruyama, and M. Tanikawa, T. Shinozuka and M. Fujioka 
PHYSICAL REVIEWC 51, 1788・1888(1998) 

12. Helium implantation effect on mechanical properties of SiCf/SiC composites 
A. Hasegawa, M. Saito, K. Abe, R. H. Jones 
Journal of nuclear Mat~rials, Vol. 253, pp. 31-35, (1998) 

13. Cerebral blood flow correlated with carotid blood flow in neurologically normal 
elderly with severe white matter lesions 
Kenichi Meguro, Jun Hatazawa, Masatoshi ltoh, Hidemitsu Miyazawa, 
Tai ju Matsuzawa and Atsushi Y amadori 
European Journal of Neurology, Vol. 5, No. 2, pp. 143-149, (1998) 

14. Lesion-to-Background Ratio in Nonattenuation-Corrected whole-Body FOG Pet 
Images 
Muhammad Bahar lmran, K位 uoKubota, Susumu Yamada, Hiroshi Fukuda, 
Ke吋iYamada, Takehiko F町iwaraand Masatoshi ltoh 
The Joural of Nuclear Medicine, Vol. 39, No. 7, pp. 1219・1223

15. Participation of the prefrontal cortices in prospective memory: evidence from a PET 
study in humans 
Jiro Okuda, Toshiikatsu F吋ii,Atsushi Yamadori, Ryuta Kawashima, 
Takashi Tsukiura, Reiko Fukatsu, Kyoko Suzuki, Masatoshi Ito, Hiroshi Fukuda 
Neuroscience Letters 253 127-130 (1998) 

16. 20-31. PET Study of Pointing With Visual Feedback of Moving Hands 
KENTARO INOUE, RYU1λKAWASHIMA, KAZUNORI SATOH, 
SHIGEO KINOMURA, RYOI Garo, MASAMICHI KOYAMA, 
脚。fOAKISUGIURA, MASATOSHIπ0, HIROSHI FUKUDA 
J.Neurophysiol 19, 111-125 (1998) 

17. Heterogeneous fatty acid uptake early after reperfusion in rat he紅白

YURIKO~生MAME,NOBUMASA ISHIDE, YU1入KAKAGA'YJ生，
DAIYA’臥KEYAMA,NOBUYUKI SHIBA, MASANOBU CHIDA 
TETSUJI NOZAKI, TOSHIHITO’臥KAHASHI,'TI生J'SUOIDO, 
AND KUNIO SHIRA10 
Am. J. Physiol. , Vol. 274, (Hear Circ. Physiol. 43), pp. H923・H929,(1998) 

18. The role of the left inferi0r旬mporalcortex for visual pattern a PET study 
Ryuta Kawashima, Kazunon Satoh, Ryoi Goto, Kentaro Inoue, Masatoshi ltoh and 
Hiroshi Fukuda 
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Neuroreporl, Vol. 9, No. 7, pp. 1581・1586,(1998) 

19. Pet study of ~triatal fluorodopa upt出 anddopamine D2 receptor binding in a patient 
with juvenile p紅kinsonism
H.Ta吋i,H. Nagasawa, T. Araki, J. Onodera, S. Tkase, M. Itoh and Y. Itoyama 
European Journal of Neurology, Vol. 5, No. 3, pp. 243-24S, (1998) 
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VIlL MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE 



CYRIC Annual Report 1998 

VIII. Members of Committees (as of Jan. I, 1999) 

General 

(Chainnan) Hikonojo Ori hara (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Kohs hi Yoshimoto (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Tadashi Yamada (Faculty of Dentistry) 

Tetsuya Terasaki (Faculty of Phannaceutical Sciences) 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Masahiro Ha ta (Faculty of Agriculture) 

Reimon Hanada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Minoru Issiki (lnstitu包 fαAdvancedMaterials Processing) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (lnstitu低 fαDevelopment,Aging and Cancer) 

Jirohta Kasagi (Laboratory of N ucler Science) 

Syogo Yamada (University Hospital) 

Manabu F吋ioka (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi ltoh (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Akira Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Tadao Saitou (Faculty of Agriculture) 

Sadaei Yamaguchi (Institute for Materials Research) 

Michiharu Katoh (Institute for Chemical Reaction Science) 

Research Program 

(Chainnan) Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Takemi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

Takehiko Watanabe・ (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Kohs hi Yoshimoto (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Hidetada Sasaki (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Katsunori Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 
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Reimon Hanada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Institute b 民velopmmt,A伊1gar姐Cancer)

Mana bu Fujioka (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Cyclotron 

(Chairman) Manabu Fujioka (CYRIC) 

Osamu Hashimoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Takemi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Toshio Kobayashi (Graduate School of Science) 

Satoru Kun ii (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsu to mu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

Kazushige Maeda (Graduate School of Science) 

Ken Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Akira Hasegawa (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Reimon Hanada (Institute for Materials Research) 

Minoru lssiki (Inst加tefiαAdvanced Maerials Processing) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi Itoh (CYRIC) 

Ren Iwata (CYRIC) 

Tsu to mu Shinozuka (CYRIC) 

Astuki Terakawa (CYRIC) 

Radiation Protection and Training of Safe Handling 

(Chairman) Tadashi Yamaiぬ (Faculty of Dentistry) 

Yoshiaki F吋ii (Graduate School of Science) 

Hiroshi Kudo (Graduate School of Science) 

Yoshio Hosoi (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Yoshihiro Takai (University Hospital) 

Kazuo Ouchi (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Naohiro Hirakawa (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Toshiyasu Yamaguchi (Faculty of Agriculture) 

Masayuki Hasegawa (Institute for Materials Research) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Inst加tefor Developmmt, Aging and Cancer) 
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Manabu F吋ioka (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Akim Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Akim Nagamuma (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Life Science 

(Ch泊rman) Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Kazuo Yamamoto (Graduate School of Science) 

Yasuhito Itoyama (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Kazuie Iinuma (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Syogo Yamada (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Reizo Shirane (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Masahiko Yamamoto (Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

Michinao Mizugaki (University Hospital) 

Mako to Watanabe (Faculty of Dentistry) 

Kazuo Ouchi (Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Keizo Ishii (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Satoshi Yokota (Faculty of Agriculture) 

Hiroshi Fukuda (Inst加包財政velopment,Aging and Cancer) 

Kazuo Kubota (Inst加tefcr Development, Aging刷 Cancer)

Shin Maruoka (College of Medical Sciences) 

Manabu F吋ioka (CYRIC) 

Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Masatoshi ltoh (CYRIC) 

Kei-ichiro Yamaguchi (CYRIC) 

Yoshihito Funaki (CYRIC) 

Prevention of Radiation Hazards 

(Chairman) Takashi Nakamura (CYRIC) 

Takemi Nakagawa (Graduate School of Science) 

Tsutomu Sekine (Graduate School of Science) 

Ken Abe (Graduate School of Engineering) 

Manabu F吋ioka (CYRIC) 

Tatsuo Ido (CYRIC) 

Akim Yamadera (CYRIC) 

Iwao Suzuki (CYRIC) 

Takamoto Miyata (CYRIC) 
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IX. PERSONNEL 



IX. Personnel (as of Jan. 1, 1999) 

Director Hikonojo Ori hara 

Division of Accelerator 
Manabu F吋ioka

Osamu Hashimoto I ) 

Tsutomu Shinozuka 

Minoru Tanigaki 

Masahiro Fujita 

Shizuo Kan6) 

Shizuo Chiba6) 

Division of Instrumentations 
Hikonojo Ori hara 

Keizo Ishii2) 

Astuki Terakawa 

Toshiyuki Misu 

Sho-ichi Watanuki 

Tsu to mu Ichikawa 

Division of Radiopharmaceutical Chemistry 
Tatsuo ldo 

Ren Iwata 

Yoshihito Funaki 

Hiroaki Wada 

Akari Kagay a 

Hideo Takahashi 

Yo-ichi Ishikawa?) 

Division of Cyclotron Nuclear Medicine 
Masatoshi ltoh 

Kei-ichiro Y maguchi 

Kazuhiko 

Kaoru 

Hiroto 

Masayasu 

Yanai4) 

. Oz法i

Nishiura 

Miyake 
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Division of Radiation Protection and Safety Control 
Takashi Nakamura 

Akira Y amadera 

Takamoto Miyata 

Noboru Watanabe7) 

Graduate Student and Researcher 
Yasumori k加泊 (Graduate School, Division of Science) 

Tsuyoshi Hoshino (Graduate School, Division of Science) 

Takero Baba (Graduate School, Division of Science) 

Tetu Sonoda (Graduate School, Division of Science) 

As紘i Yam創noto (Graduate School, Division of Science) 

Hiroshi 

Gen 

Hideyuki 

Yasuo 

Yuサi

Takehiko 

Shinji 

Takehisa 

Yoshitaka 

Syozou 

Ryo 

Kenn taro 

Manabu 

Suzuki 

Kamurai 

Mizuno 

Saito 

Kikuchi 

Sizuki 

Nagata 

Kawata 

shimizu 

Furumoto 

Kosaka 

Wakayama 

Tぉhiro

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Graduate School, Division of Science) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

(Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences) 

Md. :MEHEDI MASUD 

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Division of Medicine) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

(Graduate School, Division of Engineering) 

Eun Ju Kim 

Tadahiro Kurosawa 

Shin go Taniguchi 

Osamu Satoh 

Yoshihiro Nakane 

Akifumi Fukumura 

Mi chi ya Sasaki 

Miho Shidahara 

Say aka Satoh 

Tomoya Munomiya 

Hiroshi Iwase 

Tomoyuki Shiomi 

Yoshifumi Azeyanagi 
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Syunii 
。。
免
M

・紘T
 

(Researcher) 

Office Sta ff 
Iwao Suzuki 

Hiroshi Syoji 

Hashime Wako 

Kyoko F吋isawa

Seりi Kikkukawa 

Keietsu Aizawa 

Fumiko Mayama 

Mitsuko Endo 

Yu-ko Yamashita 

Yuri Okumura 

Noriko Suzuki 

Hi to mi Inoue 

Toshiyuki Watanabe?) 

I) Graduate School of Science 

2) Graduate School of Engineering 

3) Institute for Materials Reseat℃h 

4) Graduate School, Division of Medicine 

5) Institute for Development, Aging and Cancer 

6) SUMI-JU Accelerator Service Ltd. 

7) Japan Radiation Protection Co., Ltd. 
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